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Abstract 

The nonlinear dynamic behavior of nonbackdnvable transmissions, typicalIy associated 

with low lead angle gear components. has not been established in literature. To study the 

dynamic behavior of two proposed variable stiffness upper arm prostheses [English, 

19961 which require nonbackrivable transmissions, a simple dynamic mode1 of non- 

intersecting, non-parallel ares gean was developed. The model includes the nonlinear 

effects of backlash. Hertzian damping and friction and can be used to study both 

backdrivable and nonbackdrivable gear sets. The development of this model involved 

investigations of DC dynamo operation and nonbackdrivable characteristics of several 

oear types. Dynamic simulations of the two proposed variable stiffness upper ann 
C 

prostheses were conducted involvint nonbackdnvable components and motors that were 

selected in this thesis. The results from these simulations using the gear model appeared 

reasonable and accurate. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The following thesis involves continuing research into a variable stiffness prosthetic arm, 

first presented by English [1996], In his work, English established the fundamental 

designs of several variable stiffness prosthesis configurations, two of which are used in 

this thesis. One of the fundamental design concepts of both of these designs was the use 

of a non backdrivable transmission. 

-Most ensineers are familiar with the concept of "nonbackdrivable" or "self-locking" in 

the typical context of static analysis of wonn gear drives and lead screws. However. the 

d4vnamic characteristics of such nonbackdrivable transmission components have not k e n  

ive t 1 established in  l i  terature. Though gear dynarnics has k e n  a common area of research 

since the '40's (see Ozguhen and Houser. 1988 for a literature survey prior to 1988), an 

extensive I i  terature review revealed no existing dynamic models for nonbackdrivable 

gears. This was the fundamental motivation behind the research conducted in this thesis 

which focused on the development of a simple and accurate dynamic model for non- 

parallel. non-intersecting axes gears such as a worm and worm gears. The intention was 

to be able to use this nonlinear model to further investigate the dynamic behavior of the 

two proposed variable stiffness prosthesis designs. 



In most common applications. including the prosthesis designs in this thesis, motors are 

coupled directly to geared transmissions. For this reason, the research in this thesis began 

with a review of the basic operation of a DC dynamo (ie. motorlgenerator). The 

fundamental concepts of nonbackdrivable gears were then examined, including the 

introduction of a simple model for non-parallel, non-intersecting axes gears. This 

background work concludes by examining the behavior of dynamos coupled to 

backdrivable and nonbackdrivable transmissions. 

Preliminary design of the nonbackdnvable systems. including selection of motors and 

oearing components for the two proposed variable stiffness prosthesis designs was 
h 

conducted followed by an extensive review of the developrnent of the non-intersecting, 

non-paraltel axes gear model. These components seiected for the prosthesis designs, 

dong ~ v i t h  the nonbackdnvable model developed in this thesis, were then incorporated 

into the dqnamic models of the prosthesis designs. Simulations were then performed to 

observe and study the dynamic behavior of the nonbackdrivable transmissions. motors, 

and prosthesis designs as a whole. 

1.1 Modeling Technique: Bond Graphs 

Bond graphs are a dynamic modeling technique that are used extensively in this thesis. 

The reader is referred to Karnopp et. al. [1990] as one reference to this topic. A complete 

discussion of bond graphs i s  outside the scope of this thesis, but a bnef description of 

their fundamental concepts are now prcsented. 



Bond graphs are a dynamic modeling technique which are based on the fundamentals of 

energy conservation and power flow or exchange between system components. One 

advantage to bond graphs is that they are not domain specific; in other words, models of 

mechanical (both linear and rotational), electncal, thermal, and fluid dynamics can al1 be 

modeled using the same techniques and incorporated into a single bond graph if a system 

consists of multiple domains (ie. an electncal circuit driving a motor in a thermdfluid 

system). Another major advantage to bond graphs are that they can be used to modd 

nonlinear systems with no functional change in the structure or interpretation of the 

mode]. 

There are five main concepts in bond graphs: 1) power variables, 2) system elements and 

sources. 3) power bonds. 4) junction structures. 5) causality. Since in this thesis only the 

electrical and mechanical domains are used in the models. the examples and discussion 

u i l1  be restricted to these domains. The reader is refemed to Kamopp et. al. [1990] for 

further discussions on the other possible domains. To assist in the explanation, a simple 

mass/spring/damper system with its corresponding bond graph is shown in Figure 1.1 

with each of the five concepts highfighted on the bond graph. 

The power variables consist of effort (ie. force, torque, voltage) and flow (ie. velocity, 

angular velocity, current) variables for each domain whose product is power. The 

fundamental system elements are inductance (ie. mass, rotational inertia, inductance), 

cornpliance (ie. linear springs. rotational spnngs. capacitors) and resistance (ie, linear 

damper. rotritional damper. resistors). Source elements represent perfect flow and effort 



Frictionless surface 

(a) 

Inductance -7Compliunce -, 

"1 "junction - \ 
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"O " junction 

(cornmon forces) 

Power bond 

Figure 1.1 (a) A simple mass/spring/damper system, (b) Bond graph of the 
mechanical system in (a). 



"sources" such as an input current or external force. The power flow between these 

elements is modeled using power bonds, with the half arrow indicating the direction of 

positive power flow. Active bonds, not shown in Figure 1.1, represent information flow 

(no power) between bonds and are represented by a bond with a full arrow head. 

Junction structures consist of four main types: 1) "0" junction, 2) " 1" junction, 3) 

transformer, "TF". junction, 4) gyrator, "GY", junction. The "O" junction represents a 

common effort between al1 connecting power bonds. where the flow variables sum. The 

" 1" junction represents a common flow between al1 connecting power bonds, where the 

effort variables sum. Multiple bonds can converge at either a "O" or " 1" junction. The 

transformer. "TF. junction relates the effort and flow variables of one power bond to the 

effort and flow variables of the other power bond respectiveiy: an example is a gear 

ratio. The gyrator. "GY". junction relates the effon and flow variables of one power 

bond to the flow and effort of the other power bond respectiveIy. Both the transfomer 

and gyrritor junction can only have two power bonds attached and can be modulated by a 

changing (possibly noniinear) variable. Causality. in brief, indicates the type of 

relationship between the flow and effort variables on a system element. k i n g  either 

denvative or integral. There are several mies and interpretations associated with 

causality which are beyond the scope of this simple introduction. 

Once a mode1 is developed in bond graphs, there are well defined methods used to 

develop the system of state equations associated with the energy storage elements in the 

system. In the case of the example in Figures 1.1, two state equations could be denved 



for the momentum of the mass and the deflection of the spring, which can be used to 

completely define the state of the system. 

1.2 The Nonbackdrivable Concept 

One of the main focuses of this thesis is the development, modeling, and dynamic 

behavior of the nonbackdrivabIe transmissions required in the proposed prosthesis 

designs. In most literature. "nonbackdrivable". "non-overhauling", and "self-locking" are 

used synonymously and typically refer to a gear set in which the gear cannot "drive" the 

pinion. Note that in this thesis. the terms "pinion" and "gear" are used to describe the 

oears that are connected to the motor-side and load-side of a given gear set, respectively. 
b 

These terms are typically referenced to a static situation. in which the gear set is "locked". 

and are rarely discussed in terms of a dynamic (movinz) scenario. Since no formai 

definition for "nonbackdrivable". "non-overhauling" or "self-locking" was found in the 

iiterature the author proposes the following. general. definition: 

Nonbackdrivable: a property of an interface between two contacting 
surfaces across which power can flow in only one 
direction.* 

(Def. 1-1) 

It  should be noted that this definition is not specific to gear sets. However, based on 

(Def. 1.1 ). a formal definition of nonbackdrivable gears and nonbackdrivable 

transmissions can be made: 

Xonbackdrivable gears: a pair of gears whose contact between 
conjugate teeth is considered nonbackdrivable. (Def. 1-2) 

* Impulsive forces may behave differentIy due to the need for deiailed surface models. 



Nonbackdrivable transmission: a power transmission that contains at least 
one set of nonbackdrivable gears. (Def. 1-3) 

From this point on. the terms "nonbackdrivable", "nonbackdrivable gears" and 

"nonbackdrivable transmission" will refer to these three definitions. Since both 

definitions (Def. 1-2) and (Def. 1-3) are based on (Def. 1-1). it can be inferred that power 

flow through nonbackdrivabk gears and nonbackdrhable transmissions can only be in 

one direction. Conversely. power flow in backdrivable gears and transmissions can be in 

both directions. 

Using a nonbackdrivable worrn and worm gear set as an example, the worm can "drive" 

the nporm gear but the reverse is not true. Power is restricted to flow in only one 

direction. in this case from the w o m  to the worm gear. There is no such power 

restrictive bond associated with bond graphs making this concept difficult to model. The 

issue of nonbackdrivable gear trains and developrnent of a nonbackdrivable gear model 

are both addressed in this thesis. 

1.3 Proposed Prosthesis Designs 

In his thesis. English [1996] proposed four different prosthesis designs, of which two 

showed panicular potential and are further investigated in this thesis. These two designs. 

consistent with the terminology used by English. are called Configuration 1 and 3 and are 

presented schematically in Figures 1.2 and 1.3. respectively. Before descnbing the 

individual charactenstics of these designs, several general concepts must be addressed. 



These two designs were developed in anticipation that they would be controlled usinp an 

open loop scheme. There is no intention of using a closed loop between the prosthetic 

arm and the motors, and thus the issues of low bandwidth associated with the use of the 

springs need not be addressed. This thesis does not attempt to develop such a controller. 

It was determined by English [1996) that in order to maintain constant stiffness when the 

prosthesis designs are in contact with the environment, the springs must have a quadratic 

stiffness function. The design of these springs is not addressed in this thesis. The design 

and analysis of the transmission of these two configurations is independent of the spring 

functioi-, characteristics and therefore the results can be used regardless of the final spnng 

design. In both configurations. the torque developed at the prosthetic elbow is given by. 

r,, = K' - A (1-1) 

uphere r,, is the torque. K' is the effective torsional stiffness of the joint. and A is the 

angular deflection from the joint equilibrium. Notice that K' is a function of the 

individual spring stiffness in each branch. but is independent of the specific spring 

sti ffness function. 

The fundamental design concepts and equations for each configuration are discussed 

separately. The reader is encouraged to review the following publications for additional 

details of these designs [English. 1996; English and Russell, 1999 (a), (b)]. 



1.3.1 Confiiguration 1 

A schematic of the proposed design for Configuration 1 is presented in Figure 1.2 and 

consist of two spnngs arranged antagonistically around the prosthetic elbow joint 

(dampers. which are in parallel with these springs are not shown in Figure 1.2). To 

maintain consistent terminology to English [1996], each of the motor and spring systems 

is referred to as a branch. This spring arrangement in this configuration is very similar to 

that of a natural joint, where muscles are arranged antagonistically such that stiffness and 

displacement can be controlled. One of the main features of this configuration is the 

required nonbackdrivable transmission located between the motor and springs of each 

branch. The nonbackdrivable transmissions permit power to flow in only one direction; 

from the motor to the spring and not vise versa. This prohibits the motor from absorbing 

power from the springs and behaving as a generator. which is discussed in detail in 

Chapter 2 .  This nonbackdrivable transmission is an essential part of this design because 

it  utilizes the energy storage ability of the springs in each branch. Once the motor-end of 

the spring is set. the power to the motors can be turned off and any extemal load that may 

be applied to the prosthesis results in the spengs stretching and storing that energy. This 

energy c m  then be retumed when the external load is removed, which is anticipated to 

result in drarnatic energy savings for the prosthesis. If a backdrivable transmission was 

connected to the motor. the force in the springs would cause the motor to backdrive 

(operate as a generator) and the energy within the springs would then be dissipated as 

heat in the motor. 



Figure 1.2 Schematic of Configuration 1 prosthetic atm. 



In this design, displacement and stiffness of the elbow joint are related to the 

displacements of the motor-end of the springs of each branch. To change only the 

stiffness. both motors must move the ends of the springs in the same direction by the 

appropriate amounts. For pure displacement with no change in joint stiffness, the motors 

must move the springs in opposite directions by the appropnate amounts. In general, 

movement of the motor-end of the springs, other than these two special cases, results in 

changes in displacernent and stiffness simultaneously, 

The specific design equations for this configuration. which are critical to the transmission 

design. wilI be highlighted as they are needed. 

1.3.2 Configuration 3 

A schematic of the proposed design for Configuration 3 is presented in Figure 1.3. This 

configuration. though functionally similar to Configuration 1. is different in terms of 

motor and transmission arrangement. As in Configuration 1, there are two springs 

antagonistically arranged about the effective elbow joint (dampers which are in parallei 

wi th  these springs are not shown in Figure 1.3). This configuration also requires two 

motors. but each motor is functionally different unlike the symmetnc arrangement of 

Configuration 1. In this configuration, the motor located at the effective elbow radius is 

used to change position of the joint only: this motor will be referred to as the position 

motor. The motor located at the end of the springs is used to change stiffness only: this 

motor will be referred to as the stiffness motor. In this sense, the stiffness and 

displacement of the joint are independently controlled. unlike the coupling found in 



Figure 1.3 Schematic of Configuration 3 prosthetic arm. 



Configuration 1. The position control motor requires a nonbackdrivable transmission 

between it and the prosthetic arm for the same reasons mentioned in Configuration 1. A 

unique problem with this portion of the transmission is that the housing, containing the 

motor and nonbackdrivable worm and wonn gear, must be able to rotate relative to the 

spnng ends. This allows energy from extemal Ioads to be stored in springs, when the 

nonbackdri vable transmission is "locked". To help understand this section of the 

transmission, imagine an extemai weight is placed on the arm with the stiffness of the 

elbow joint remaining constant (the position of the stiffness motor is held constant). 

Since the non backdrivable transmission of the position motor is "locked", the entire 

motor and sertring within the housing wouid rotate as a rigid body which results in the 

top spnng stretching and bottom spnng compressing until the torque about the elbow 

joint (resuIting from the forces in the springs) was equal and opposite to the torque 

caused by the extemal load. To lift this load. the position motor would need to be 

activated and the output shaft of the worrn gear would rotate raising the arm while the 

housing and springs ends would remain static (since the equivalent torque to the extemal 

load must be maintained). This situation is examined in more detail in Chapter 4 where 

the motors and gear ratios for Configuration 3 are selected. 

The additional spring fastened between the ends of the antagonist springs and ground is 

used as a "counter" force and is sized so that when the a m  is in equilibrium with no 

extemal force, the force of the "counter" spring is equal and opposite to the combined 

force of the antagonist springs. In this way, theoretically, it would require no force by the 

stiffness motor to move the ends of the springs. ie. the spring arrangement is always in 



equilibrium. When an extemal load is applied a force imbalance between the two 

antagonist spnngs would arise. and a torque that would presumably be taken up by the 

bearings located at the ends of the antagonistic springs. would result. The design of the 

"counter" springs as well as the antagonistic springs is beyond the scope of this thesis. 

The selection of the stiffness motor and gearing, though, are examined. For the same 

reasons discussed for Configuration 1. this configuration requires a nonbackdrivable 

transmission for the stiffness motor. 

1.1 Chapter Outline 

The following is a brief outline of the remaining chapters in this thesis. The next ihree 

chapters examine fundamental dynamo and nonbackdrivable issues. while the last four 

in v o h e  the applications of these fundamentah to the proposed prosthesis designs. 

Chapter 2 

This chapter reviews the basic operation of a dynamo (motor and generator) and presents 

o simplified graphical approach to assist in the understanding of its operation. 

Chapter 3 

The issues of nonbackdrivability of gears are examined in detail for several popular gear 

types. A simple model for nonintersecting, nonparaIlel axes gears is also presented. 



Chapter 4 

This chapter examines the operation of backdrivable and nonbackdrivable transmissions 

coupled to dynamos. The graphical dynamo representation used in Chapter 2 is applied 

to examples in this chapter to highlight the differences in dynamo operation when 

bac kdrivable and nonbac kdri vabie transmissions are used. 

Chapter 5 

A review of commercially available upper arm prostheses is presented and design goals 

for the Configuration 1 and 3 are established. The selection procedures for the motor and 

gearing of both configurations are explained along with convenient general graphical 

tools which c m  assist in determining the total required gear ratio of a variable speed/load 

transmission. 

Chapter 6 

A literature review of gear models along with the development of a novel bond graph 

model of a nonbackdrivable ge;if pair is presented. Simple simulations are used to 

demonstrate the nonbackdnvable model. 

Chapter 7 

Simulations of both configurations including the nonbackdrivable gear model are 

performed. Results from the two simulated tasks were compared against the design 

goals. 



Chapter 8 

Chapter 8 includes conclusions and recommendations for this thesis. 



Chapter 2 

Dynamo Operation 

A basic electromaymietic-mechanical device which can conven either electncal power to 

mechanical power, or mechanical power to electrical power is called a dynamo [Thorpe. 

19891. When a dynamo converts electrical input power into mechanical output power, it 

is operating as a motor and when it convens mechanical input power into electrical 

output power, it operates as a generator. A simple bond graph [Kamopp, et. al., 19901 

and schematic model of a series dynamo are shown in Figure 2.1. Botn tne general 

electromechanical actuator bond graph model developed by Kamopp [1985, 199 1 j and 

the general actuator bond graph mode1 developed by Seth and Flowers [1990] reduce to 

this simple dc dynamo model when the transformer properties of the actuator are ignored, 

and the dynamic propenies of the extemal load, inciuding shaft inertia, are omitted. 

The arrows on the bond graph indicate the direction of positive p w e r  flow. In this given 

configuration the dynamo is operating as a motor when positive input power flows from 

the electrical source and is gyrated into mechanical output power. This is also portrayed 

in the motor schematic where the termina1 voltage and current (input power) and the 

output speed and torque of the mechanical port are in the same directions, indicating that 

positive power is flowing from the terminais to the mechanical domain (output power). 

The main components of this model consist of an electncal source (V), inductance of the 



S,: 0 

Figure 2.1 Series mode1 of a DC dynamo, (b) Bond graph of the series DC dynamo 
model in (a). 



armature (I), resistance of the armature (R,), and the back emf (Ed. The gyrator 

modulus of the bond graph, Ki, relates voltage to shaft speed and current to torque by: 

E, = K,w (2-1) 

r = K,i (2-2) 

where Eg represents the back emf. In this sense. Kt represents the back emf and toque 

constant of the dynamo. 

The state equation for this dynamo model. following the sign convention chosen in the 

modeI. is: 

O 

where i, is the rate of change of flux linkage of the inductor. I+ otherwise written as, 

Rearranging (2-3) gives: 

which indicates that the terminal voltage, V, equals the sum of voltage drops across al1 

the other elements in the circuit. Because of the typically fast time constants of the 

electncal circuit, the system reaches steady state quickly, at which time: 

V=iR,  +E, - (2-6) 

It is important to recognize the significance of the relative voltage drop across the 

resistor. iR,. and the back emf, E,, since these quantities are directly related to the 

mechanical output of the motor. For example. if the voltage drop across the resistor and 



the bsck emf are known. the torque and speed of the motor shaft can be determined from 

(2- 1 ) and (2-2) by: 

Most motor performance data includes a motor's no load speed (ON') and its stall torque 

(qall) at a nominal voltage. From (2-7) and (2-8), the theoretical no load speed of a 

motor occurs when the speed of the motor is maximized, which occun when V = Eg. The 

theoretical stall torque occurs when the torque of the motor is maximized, which occurs 

when V = iR,. Thus. no load speed and stall torque are the two extreme conditions of (2- 

6 )- 

2.1 Graphical Representation of Steady State Dynamo Operation 

The steady state operation of a dc dynamo can be portrayed graphically. as in Figures 2.2 

and 2.3. Figure 2.2 uses the electrical variables, terminai voltage (V) and voltage drop 

across the resistor (iR, = TR,/ Ki), as its axes variables, whereas Figure 2.3 uses the 

mechanical variables, r and o. 

In Figure 2.2. there are four distinct regions of operation: two motor and two generator 

regions. In the motor regions, the torque and speed of the dynamo are in the same 

directions and power is k ing transferred out of the dynamo; however, in the generator 

regions [Welch Jr.. R. H., 1997, Welch Jr. R. H., et. al., 19971 . they are in opposite 



Figure 2.2 Graphical representation of steady state dynamo operation (ekctrical 
variables). 



Figure 2.3 Graphical interpretation of steady state dynamo operation (mechanical 
variables) 



directions and power is being absorbed by the dynamo. This corresponds to the sign 

convention which was chosen earlier for the dynamo model. Seth and Flowers [1990] 

refer to the motor regions as active quadrants and the generator regions as regenerative or 

passive operation regions in which the dynamo absorbs external mechanical power. If 

this absorbed power can be retumed to the system as mechanical power then the process 

is called regeneration and the dynamo is referred to as a regenerative actuator [Seth and 

Flowers, 19901. 

Gther features of Figure 2.2 include a thin horizontal section which indicates the 

maximum current range of the motor. This range is typically dictated by the maximum 

thermal capacity of the dynamo representing a "safe" range of continuous operation 

without therrnally damaging any interna1 components of the dynamo. This maximum 

current range is often small, sometimes 10-30% of the stall torque current for a dynamo 

operatine at its nominal voltage. Within this thesis, this limit on the current and 

corresponding torque for safe, continuous dynamo operation will be referred to as the 

n~ai-irnum then?ral cuvent and marinlrrni thermal rorqrie, respectively. 

The motor and generator regions are separated by the theoretical stall torque line (ie. 

where V = iR,) and the theoretical no load line (ie. where V = E, = K&. The value of E, 

c m  be determined anywhere on the graph by taking the difference between the terminal 

voltage and iR,: 

E, = V - i R ,  (2-9) 



The constant speed (o) lines run parallel to the theoretical stall torque line (w = O), with 

o increasing in the indicated directions. Constant torque lines on Figure 2.2 correspond 

to horizontal lines which run parallel to the theoretical no load line. 

Within the generator regions, there are two sub-regions labeled Overhaul Wpe I and 

Overha~rl r\pe II. The Overhaul type I is also referred to as regenerative braking 

[Thorpe. 19891 or plugging [Heinzman, Seth and T un, 19921. The two sub-regions 

distinguish the two possible means in which a dpamo  can operate as a generator. To 

highlight the di fference between these two regions, first consider the dynamo operating 

somewhere in the motor regions. If the external opposing torque is increased (heavier 

load) and the terminal voltage is held constant, the operating point begins to move 

vertically. This means that the current in the dynamo has increased, causing the voltage 

drop across the resistor to increase and the speed of the dynamo shaft to decrease. 

Eventuai i y. the operating point reaches the theoretical stall torque line where terminal 

voltage. V. equals the voltage drop across the resistor, iR,, and the shaft of the dynamo 

has stopped. If the external load is increased even funher, still holding terminal voltage 

constant, the operating point passes into the Overhaul type 1 region. In this case the 

speed. w. of the dynamo shaft has changed direction. while the torque of the motor 

remains in the same direction. Since the torque and speed of the dynamo are now in 

opposite directions. mechanical power is now k i n g  transformed into electrical power and 

the dynamo is operating as a generator. In terms of the mode1 in Figure 2.1, Overhaul 

type 1 corresponds to reversing the direction of o and therefore the polarity on the back 

emf. Because the direction of the current remains the same, the terminal voltage and 



back emf are equivalent to two voltage sources hooked in series. As a result, both the 

electncal source (voltage terminal) and the mechanical port are supplying positive power 

to the dynamo, al1 of which is dissipated by the resistor through heat. In terms of 

regeneration, this mode of operation is undesirable since none of the input power is k ing  

converted into reusable power, and as Seth and Flowers [1990] noted, a brake could be 

used to achieve the same operating point while expending less power from the dynamo 

terminais. 

Again, consider the dynamo operating somewhere in the motor regions, but this time the 

external opposing torque is decreased, while the terminal voltage is held constant. In this 

case. the operating point will begin to move toward the no load Iine, since decreasing 

external opposing torque results in iower curent in the dynamo and thus lower drops 

across the resistor. The speed of the motor shaft will continue to increase until the 

operating point reaches the theoretical no load line occurring when the external torque is 

zero. Now. if the externat torque is applied in the same direction in which the shaft is 

moving. the dynamo torque wiil reverse direction to oppose the extemal torque and the 

shaft speed will increase beyond the theoretical no load speed for the given terminal 

voltage. In this case, the operating point moved into the Overhaul type II region. Since 

the dynamo torque and speed are again in opposite directions, the dynamo is absorbing 

extemal power and therefore is operating as a generator. So, in the case of Overhaul type 

II. the motor torque changes direction (not speed, as is the case of Overhaul type 1), while 

the speed remains in the same direction. In terms of the mode1 in Figure 2.1, Overhaul 

type II corresponds to reversing the direction of the motor torque and thus. the direction 



of the current in the dynamo. In this circumstance, some of the power is k ing absorbed 

by the teminals and the remainder is k ing  dissipated by the resistance of the dynamo, 

thereby highlighting the difference between Overhaul type 1 and II. In both cases, the 

external load is supplying power to the dynamo and therefore the dynamo is operating as 

a generator, but only in the Overhaul type II region is power k ing  absorbed at the 

dynamo voltage teminals. 

Figure 2.3 involves a transformation of variables from Figure 2.2. The axes in Figure 1.3 

are the conventional mechanical variabies. r and w. In this figure, quadrants 1 and IIi 

represerit the regions in which the dynamo operates as a motor and quadrants II and IV 

are those in which the dynamo operates as a generator. As in Figure 3.2, the motor and 

oenerator regions are separated by the theoretical no load and stall torque lines which in 
C 

this case. are the abscissa and ordinate of the graph. The constant terminal voltage lines 

of this figure are parallel to the line connecting the stall torque and no load speed of the 

dynamo. Each of these lines has a slope of and assumes that, for any given 

terminal voltage. the speed of the dynamo decrerises linearly with increasing torque. 

Constant current lines, though not shown, are horizontal lines corresponding to constant 

torque. The thin maximum torque range corresponds to the maximum current range from 

Figure 2.2. by (2-2). The Overhaul type 1 and II regions from Figure 2.2 are also 

indicated in Figure 2.3. As in Figure 2.2, Overhaul type I corresponds to the region 

between the theoretical stall torque line and the zero terminal voltage line, while the 

Overhaul type Il region corresponds to the region between the no load line and the zero 

terminal voltage line. 



It should be noted that (2-3) and (2-6), initially derived based on the motor model 

configuration in Figure 2.1, appl y when the dynamo is operating as a motor or a 

oenerator. As long as the initial sign convention chosen for the model is obeyed. (2-3) 
C 

and (2-6) represent general equations for the operation of a dynamo. Therefore. in ternis 

of (2-3) and (2-6). Overhaul type 1 causes the sign on the back emf term, E,, to reverse 

while Overhaul type II results in a sign reversal on the iR, term (since the current 

direction reverses). 

Ir should be emphasized that both figures represent the motor performance only at steady 

state. When considenng the effects of moving the operating point on either curve. the 

transient voltage loss across the inductor. L. must be considered. Though Figures 2.2 

and 2.3 can be used to portray dynamo operation during transients, the dynamo operating 

point may momentiirily cross boundaries in the graphs due to transient effects. As 

mentioned earlier, the time constants for small DC motors are typically very fast, and 

therefore the dynamo tends to reach steady state very quickly. 

In Chapter 4, the graphical presentations of dynamos in Figures 2.2 and 2.3 will be 

extended to dynamos coupled to backdrivable and nonbackdrivable transmissions. 



Chapter 3 

Nonbackdrivability and Efficiency of Gears 

An important feature of the proposed variable stiffness upper ann prostheses (both 

Configuration 1 and 3) are their non-conventional transmissions. Nonbackdrivable 

oearing is required at the motors, but any gearing between the prosthetic arm and the 
C 

quadratic springs must be backdrivable. Before any gear selection was made for the 

prosthesis designs. a study on backdrivable versus nonbackdrivable gears was necessary. 

The reader is encouraged to review the author's definitions of nonbackdrivable (Def. 1-1). 

nonbackdnvable gears (Def. 1-2). and nonbackdrivable transmission (Def. 1-3) before 

proceeding. In this chapter and later chapters. the terms worm and worm gear are used 

frequently. Within this thesis. wonpl will refer to the "screw"-like gear and the w o m  

year will refer to the helical-type gear of the wonn gear set. 

Typically, non-intersecting, non-parallel axes gear arrangements, such as a worm and 

worm gear. are associated with nonbackdrivable transmissions. It is common knowledge, 

though. that even simple parallel gear arrangements (eg. spur gears) with a single stage, 

high gear ratio can become nonbackdrivable. This topic of nonbackdnvability (single 

stage. high gear ratio gears) was not found in the reviewed gear literature, while that of 



non-intersecting, non-parallel axes gears is commonly discussed [Buckingham, 1949; 

Davis, 1970: Dudley, 1984, 1991; Juvinall, Marshek, 1991; Memt, 19711. 

A prirnary concem with nonbackdrivable gear trains is their low efficiencies, often less 

than 50%. The design of nonbackdrivable gear sets usually results in high sliding 

velocities and coefficients of friction and thus, high power losses. To understand the 

relationships between friction coefficients, gear ratio, nonbackdrivability, and efficiency, 

a study of several cornmon gear types was conducted. This study examined the 

nonbackdrivable conditions of parallel axes as well as intersecting and non-intersecting, 

non-paraliel axes gear trains. 

A working knowledge of gears and gear terminoiogy has k e n  assumed in the following 

analysis. A brief review of basic gear terminology and fundamentals can be found in the 

in  any of these gear references [Buckingham, 1949; Davis. 1970; Dudley. 1984. 1991; 

Juvinall. Marshek. 199L; Memt, 19711. 

3.1 Parallel Axes Gears 

This review begins with the study of parallel axes gears such as spur and helical gears. 

The issues of nonbackdrivability rire first addressed, followed by the  efficiencies of these 

gear sets. 



3.1.1 Nonbackdrivability 

The two common types of parallel axes gears are spur and helical (which includes 

crossed helical or hemngbone). The most simple arrangement of these gear types is a 

meshing pinion and gear. Figure 3.1 exhibits such an arrangement with the base, pitch. 

and outside radius of both pinion and gear labeled. The path of contact is a locus of al1 

points of contact of mating teeth. Only with the involute profile does this coincide with 

the tangent to the pinion and gear base circles. passing through the pitch point. The 

nominal pressure angle. $. of the gear uain is the angle enclosed by path of contact and 

common tangent to the pinion and gear pitch circles. The maximum path of contact 

which provides no interference or undercutting is the line connecting the base circle 

tangent‘. points A and B. Sote that the angle between the center line (connecting OP and 

OG) and the base circle radius drawn to the tangency points A and B is theoretically 

equal to the pressure ansle. O. The path of contact is t l~ical ly divided into two regions. 

approach and recess. The approach is the line segment where the conjugate teeth first 

corne in contact to the pitch point. and the recess is the Iine segment from the pitch point 

to nrhere the teeth disengage. It is convenient to divide the path of contact in this fashion. 

since the direction of relative sIiding velocity (and thus the frictional force) changes 

direction on either side of the pitch point. 

Since we are concemed with the nonbackrivable nature of spur gears. the following 

analysis will assume that the gear is driving the pinion. as indicated in Figure 3.1 by 

having the torque and angular velocity on the gear in the same direction. Under these 

conditions. the segment AP represents the maximum approach path and PB is the 
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Figure 3.1 Schematic of meshed spur pars 



maximum recess path (assuming no interference between gears). Based on dimensions of 

the p a r s  in Figure 3.1. the conjugate gear teeth fint engage at C and disengage at D. 

Based on these two points. both Buckingham [1949] and Dudley [199l] define an arc of 

approach and recess for the driver (the gear in this case) and the foilower (the pinion in 

this case) as: 

Driver (Gear): 

where r,,. rb,. and r, are the outside. base and pitch radii of the pinion and r d ,  r s ,  and r~ 

are the  outside. base. and pitch radii of the gear. Based on the  definitions in (3-1) and (3-  

2 ,. i t  is obvious that: 

where GR is the gear ratio of the mating gears. From the geometry in Figure 3.1, the 

following definitions for the maximum approach angle and maximum recess angle c m  be 

made: 

Approac h : 

Recess: 



The author defines the ratio of the actual approach (CP) and recess (PD) path to the 

maximum approach (AP) and maximum recess (PB) path as: 

Approach: 

Recess: 

where q, and q, equal unity when the approach and recess angle are equivalent to the 

maximum values listed in (3-4) and (3-5). With the definitions given in (3-1) through (3- 

7). a static analysis was conducted to determine the influence of gear ratio, friction 

coefficier ' and arc lengths on the nonbackdrivability of spur gears. To begin, a sum of 

the extemal torques acting on the pinion and gear at any h i t r a r y  point on the approach 

\kvas detemi ned: 

- N r ~  11 - p(tan(0) - ?3BaGno*)1 %G - (3-8) 

rap = %,, - &an(@) + ~ I ~ P ~ ~ ~ ~  )J (3-9) 

where T ~ G  and t,, are the applied torque on the  gear and pinion during the approach, 

respectively, N and y are the normal force and coefficient of friction respectively, and the 

arcs of approach are defined using the convention in (3-6). The force of friction is 

perpendicular to the  path of contact and is in the same direction as the applied torque on 

the pinion and gear during approach. Next, the sum of the torques applied to the pinion 

and gear at any arbitrary point on the recess path was determined: 

5, = Nr, 11 + ~c(tan0) + rlrPn;,, )1 (3- 1 O) 

5, = ~ r b ~ I l +   tan(@) - i l r B r p m u ) l  (3-1 1) 



where sfi and s, are the applied torque of the gear and pinion during the recess path 

respectively. and the arcs of recess are defined using the convention in (3-7). The 

frictional force changes direction after the mating teeth pass through the pitch point. and 

i t  now opposes the applied torques during recess. The ratio of torques acting on the 

pinion and ;car during approach and recess was then evaluated: 

The gears are nonbackdrivable when either of these ratios becomes zero or negative 

(indicating that torque on the pinion had reversed direction). This is not possible in (3- 

13) when the gear teeth are in recess since this would require: 

tan(@ - ii,P,,, < 0 (3- 14) 

Substituting the definftion from (3-5) into (3-13) and simplifying gives: 

tan(@)(l- rl, ) < 0 (3- 15) 

Since tan(Q) is always positive. (3-15) would require q, to be greater than unity in order 

to be true. This contradicts the definition of rl, in (3-7). and therefore the torque ratio of 

the gears in recess in (3-13) can never be zero or negative. This indicates that contact 

between mating gear teeth of parallel axes gears during recess can never cause the gear 

set to become nonbackdrivable. However, contact between conjugate gear teeth during 

approach can result in the gear set becoming nonbackdrivable. This situation is now 

consi dered. 



The torque ratio of the gears in approach given in (3-12). c m  equal zero or become 

negative when: 

Figure 3.2 graphical 1 y depicts (3- 16) in which friction coefficient is plotted venus gear 

ratio for a 20° pressure angle and varying values of qa. If q. is known for a given gear 

set. then any friction coefficient which lies above the corresponding q. line will cause the 

gear set to become nonbackdrivable. Figure 3.2 can also be used as a design tml if GR 

and the friction coefficient are known then the dimensions of the mating gears can be 

designed to provide a value of q, that will either insure backdrivability or 

nonbackdrivability. In a general sense. gear pain with lower values of 1, are less likel y 

to become nonbackdrivable. However. this requires a reduction in contact ratio between 

the gear teeth which is typically undesirable. Figure 3.2 also demonstrates why single 

stage. high Sear ratio. parallel gear sets tend to become nonbackdrivable even with low 

coefficients of friction. Figure 3.3 depicts (3- 16) for a constant value of q, = 0.6 with 

vaqing pressure angles. Notice that for a given gear ratio, the required friction 

coefficient to cause the gear pair to become nonbackdrivable decreases with increasing 

pressure angle. 

The fact that parallel axis g a r s  are prone to k ing  nonbackdnvable during approach is of 

panicular irnponance since the friction coefficient is typically higher in approach than in 

recess [Buckingham. 19491. Caution should therefore be used when designing a 

backdnvable parallel axes gear set based on an average coefficient of friction (eg. from 
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Figure 3.2 Spur gear driving pinion--NonbackdRvable conditions (+=Mo). 



Figure 3.3 Spur gear driving pinioni-Nonbackdrivable conditions (variable O) 



experimental results) since this may result in a nonbackdrivable gear set due to the 

coefficient of fiction in approach k ing  larger than the average value 

Performing the same static analysis using the pinion as the dnving member and the gear 

as the follower for cornparison reveals that the gear pair can lock during approach only 

with extreme values of friction coefficients given by: 

Figure 3.4 depicts the results in (3- 18) for a 10' pressure angle and varying values of q, . 

Again, for a given gear ratio and value of ?la, coefficients of friction that lie above this 

line indicate that the gear set is nonbackdnvable. It is apparent from Figure 3.4 that only 

under extreme coefficients of friction would the gear set ever Iock in this direction. 

However. i f  the friction coefficient is high enough to cause the gear to "lock" according 

to (3- 17). then the etIrire gear set cm become "locked" with neither the p a r  nor pinion 

being able to tum. This is due to the fact that extreme coefficients of friction which 

satisfy (3-17) will also satisfy (3- 16) for most values of q5. Under this special 

circumstance. the gear set is not considered nonbackdnvable according to (Def. 1.1) since 

power cannot flow in either direction. 

Since arcs of approach and recess are calculated in an identical fashion for spur and 

helical gears. and since the 'locking' conditions in (3- 16) and (3- 17) are independent of 

helix angle. y. the nonbackdrivable conditions in (3-!6) and (3-17) apply to both spur 

and helicai gears. 
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Figure 3.4 Pinion driving gear--Nonbackdrivable conditions (+=20°) 



3.1.2 Multiple Gear Stages 

Up to this point. the discussion of nonbackdrivability for parallel axes gears has been 

restricted to a single gear set. The following is a bnef discussion related to the 

nonbackdrivability of transmissions consisting of multiple gear States. 

As stared in Section 1.2. if a transmission consists of multiple gear sets of which one is 

nonbackdrivable. then the entire uansmission is nonbackdrivable. Equation (3- 16) and 

Figure 3.2 indicate that. for a given value of q, and friction coefficient. a gear set is more 

likely to become nonbackdrivable as its gear ratio increases. Therefore. to minimize the 

possibility of a transmission becoming nonbackdrivable. the number of gear stages within 

the transmission should be maximized and the total transmission gear ratio should be 

distributed evenll. arnongst the gear stages. Both of these measures minimize the gear 

ratio of al1 the gear sets within the transmission. and thus reduce the risk of any of these 

gear sets being nonbackdrivable. On the other hand. if a nonbackdrivable transmission is 

required then the number of gear stages should be minimized and the total transmission 

oear ratio should be placed on one gear set within the transmission. These "rules of 
b 

thumb" assume that each gear set has similar properties (ie. q, and coefficients of 

friction). 

For example. if a transmission requires a 1000: 1 gear ratio and the maximum number of 

gear stages that c m  be used is three. then the gear ratios of each of the three stages should 

be 10: 1 to minimize the possibility of the transmission k i n g  nonbackdnvable. 



Converse1 y. to maximize the possibility of the transmission k i n g  nonbackdrivable. a 

single gear stage with a gear ratio of 1000: 1 should be used. 

In summary, based on this analysis. to minimize the possibility of a transmission 

consisti ng of parallel gear sets king nonbackdn vable. the following steps should be 

taken: 

minimize the coefficient of friction between conjugate teeth. 

use multiple gear stages when high gear ratios are required. 

rni~imize the pressure angle. 

minimize approach arc ratio (q.). though this results in a lower contact 

ratio. 

3.1.3 Spur Gear Efficiency 

Buckingham [1949] and Dudley (199 l ]  both derive the eificiencies of parallel axes gears 

by integrating (3-8) - (3-1 1) over the  entire path of contact. If the coefficient of fnction 

cm be assurned constant over the entire approach and recess then both Buckingham and 

Dudley show that the efficiency of the pinion driving the gear is given by: 

where e, represents the efficiency of the pinion driving the gear. This equation of 

efficiency can also be used when the gear is driving the pinion, as long as the approach 

and recess arcs of the gear are used and the GR is invened (eg. for a 10: 1. GR = 0.1 when 

the gear is driving the pinion). The assumption of constant coefficient of fnction is 



inaccurate since. as mentioned earlier. the coefficient is typically lower during recess 

than approach in which case the efficiency is defined using average coefficients over the 

approach (b) and recess (&): 

This expression also applies to the gear driving the pinion as long as the changes 

mentioned earlier are made. 

3.1.4 Helical Gear Eff~ciency 

In a similar frishion. Buckingham [1949] and Dudley [l99 11 derived the efficiencies for 

helical gears. which differ from (3-18) and (3-19) by a single term which compensates for 

the helix angle. W. and normal pressure angle. 4. Again. if the coefficient of friction is 

considered constant: 

and if  the average value of the coefficient of friction on the approach and recess is used 

then the efficiency is defined by: 



As in  the case of spur gears. (3-20) and (3-1 1) can be used to determine the efficiency of 

the eear driving the pinion as long as the gear's arc of approach and recess is used and 

GR is inverted. 

3.2 Non-intersecting, Non-parallel Axes Gear Mode1 

The remainder of this study involves the investigation of the nonbackdrivability and 

efficiency of non-intersecting, non-parallel axes gears. First, a simple model is 

introduced in this section which is used to develop the non-intersecting, non-parallel axes 

oear d+vnamic model later in this thesis. The results from this study of the simple model 
C 

are then applied specifically to worm and worm gears. 

3.2.1 Sonbackdrivability 

The issues of nonbackdrivability and efficiency of non-intersecting. non-parallel axes 

oears can be investigated by using a simple model. similar to that presented by Mansfield 
C 

[1988]. as seen in Figure 3.5. In his thesis. Mansfield used a similar modei to determine 

the efficiencies and backdrivable conditions for several non-intersecting. non-parallel 

axes gear types but his presentation did not include any of the force diagrams nor the 

den vation of the nonabackdri vable conditions presented in this thesis. 

For simplicity. the normal pressure angle in the model in Figure 3.5 is assumed to be zero 

and two consecutive teeth of the pinion surround a single tooth of the gear. The lead 

angle of the pinion is iL and the positive directions of pinion and gear forces and 

velocities are shown. The pinion and gear teeth roll on frictionless bearings, though 



Figure 3.5 Non-intersecting, non-parallel axes gear rnodel. 



friction exists on the faces of the meshed gear teeth. Depending on the direction of the 

extemal force. the tooth of the gear will be in contact with one of the pinion teeth. but 

ne\?er both at the sarne time due to backlash. Based on this restriction and with the given 

s>-mmetry of the model. the fundamental equations for nonbackdrivability and efficiency 

can be generated using only one of the pinion and gear teeth interactions. 

Brised on (Def. 1-2). nonbackdrivable gears are defined as a gear set whose interface 

benveen mating gear teeth is considered nonbackdrivable (based on (Def. 1 - 1 )). Thus. to 

de\.elop the nonbackdrivable criteria for this gear model. the dynamics at the interface 

benveen rhe mating gear teeth must first be examined. To do so. a "reduced" model of 

Figure 3.5 is presented in Figure 3.6 (a). This model is conceptually the same as thar in 

Figure 3.5 escept the mass of the pinion (m,) and gear (mG) are now represented as 

"lumped" masses connected to massless "wedges" by infinitely rigid links. The 

contactin? massless \r-edges. in this model. represent the interface between the mating 

csar teeth. Fisure 3.6 (b) depicts a free bod). diagram of only the mating wedges. The 
b 

forces applied io the wedges in Figure 3.6 (b) are referred to in this thesis as the niassless 

forces and are defined as: 

Fp.mi = Fp - mpap  (3-22) 

F G . ~ ]  = FG - m c a c  (3-23 

uehere F, and Fo are the extemal forces applied to the pinion and gear. respectively. and 

a, and ac are the accelerations of the pinion and gear. respectively. It is important to note 

that when the system is operating in steady state (e.g. a, = a~ = 0). the massless forcc and 

eatemal force of the pinion and gear are equal. This fact is used later in this chapter and 
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Figure 3.6 (a) Reduced non-intersecting, nonparalkl axes gear model, (b) free body 
diagram of massless gear teeth interface. 



in subsequent chapters in this thesis. Having established a mode1 for the "massless" 

interface between mating gear teeth (Figure 3.6 (b)). the next step was to use it to 

establish the criteria for nonbackdrivable gears. 

Figure 3.7 (a) and (b) presents four free body diagrams of the massless pinion wedge in 

equilibrium under four unique loading conditions. In this discussion. the massless pinion 

ueedge will simply be referred to as the pinion. in each of the four scenarios. the input 

mass ies  force applied to the pinion. Fp.mi. and the lead angle. i,. are constant. The other 

forces represented in the vector diagrams are the normal force. X. the frictional force. Ff. 

and the reaction force. FG.rnl. which is equal to the massless force applied to the gear but 

in the opposite direction. The angle enclosed by the normal and frictional force vectors. 

ret'errcd to here as the friction angle. is defined as: 

If rhs ';>.stem is in static equilibrium. the maximum friction angle is given by: 

\vhcrc is the static coefficient of friction. SimilarIy. if the system is in motion. the 

friction ansle is given by: 

\vhere p+, is the kinetic coefficient of friction. 
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Figure 3.7 (a) Free body diagrams of the pinion tooth in equilibrium (xenarios 1 
and 2). 
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Scenario 4 

Figure 3.7 (b) Free body diagrarns of the pinion twth in equilibrium (scenarios 3 
and 4). 



Each of the four scenarios shows a velocity vector that represents the actual (kinetic) or 

pending (static) direction of motion. The direction of the frictional force is drawn such 

that i t  opposes motion. Scenarios 1 and 2 indicate the actual or pending motion of the 

pinion is to the right (positive direction) while scenarios 3 and 4 have the actual or 

pending motion of the pinion directed to the left (negative direction). The following 

discussion uses the power flow across the interface between the pinion and gear wedges, 

and the definition of nonbackdrivable given in (Def. 1-l), to establish the 

non backdrivable criteria for non-intersecting. non-parallel axes gear sets. Though this 

discussion is based on the assumption that the system is in motion, the nonbackdrivable 

criteria can be extended to the static case where motion is pending. As mentioned in 

Section 1.2. power flow across the interface of mating gear teeth of a nonbackdnvable 

oear set is only possible in one direction. however. power flow across the interface 
C 

between mating gear teeth of a backdnvable gear set in possible in both directions. In the 

follo~ving development. it will be assumed that power can always flow across the 

interface from the pînîon to the gear for both backdrivable and nonbackdrivable gear sets. 

However. power can only flow across the interface from the gear to the pinion in the case 

of a backdrivable gear set. 

In scenario 1. the velocity vector and the massless force on the pinion are in the same 

direction indicating that power is flowing from the pinion to the gear (since the force and 

velocity vectors on the gear are in opposite directions). This scenario is only possible 

w hen: 



Based on the above assumption that power can always flow across the interface from the 

pinion to the g e x  for both a backdrivable and nonbackdrivable gear set. the restriction in 

(3-27) is satisfied by both types of gear sets at al1 times. 

In scenario 2. the direction of alI the forces on the pinion are the same as scenario 1, 

ertcept for the reaction force. Fc.,.+ In this scenario. the coefficient of kinetic friction is 

high (resulting in û large friction angle. cp)  and as a result the massless force on the gear 

must be in the same direction of motion in order for the system to be in equilibrium. In 

this case. no pom.er is being transferred across the interface in either direction. Instead 

possitive input power from borh the pinion and gear is k i n g  dissipated by friction 

betweem the mating gear teeth. This scenario only occurs when: 

This contradicts the restriction from (3-27).  so as long as (3-17)  is satisfied scenario 2 is 

never possible. 



Scenario 3 is similar to scenario 1, except the frictional force has changed direction due 

to the change in direction of the pinion velocity. In this scenario. power is king 

transferred across the interface from the gear to the pinion. As a result, the massless 

force on the pinion and its velocity are in opposite directions. Based on earlier 

assumptions. this scenario is only possible for a backdrivable gear set. From the force 

polygon. scenario 3 is only possible when: 

Therefore. for the gear set to be nonbackdrivable: 

In scenario 4. as in scenario 2. both the pinion 2nd gear are supplying positive power. As 

a result. no p v e r  is k ing  transferred across the interface and al1 the input power from 

both the pinion and gear is being dissipated by friction between the mating teeth. From 

t h e  force polygon. this scenario is passible when: 

This is the same restriction as (3-30). and therefore, scenario 4 occurs only in a 

nonbackdrivable system. This scenario highiights the fact that in a nonbackdrivable gear 

set. power cannot flow across the interface from the gear to the pinion and thus the power 

flow is restricted to only one direction. This also indicates that in order for 

nonbackdrivable gears to move in any direction. the pinion must alroays input 

po\ver. 

positive 



As mentioned earfier. the critena developed in (3-27) to (3-3 1) are valid for both kinetic 

and static equilibrium conditions. even though they were developed assuming a kinetic 

state. In this sense. the gear set mode1 (Figure 3.5) is considered nonbackdrivable when 

both: 

1 
tan@) < p, < - 1 

and tan(A) < p, c - 
tan(A) tan@) 

and similarl y. it is a backdrivable gear set when: 

1 
tan(Â) > p, < - l 

and tan()i) > w, < - 
tan(h) tan@) 

It is important to note that based on the nonbackdrivable definition in (Def. 1 4 ,  both the 

static and kinetic coefficients of friction between the mating gear teeth must satisfy (3- 

32) in order for the gear set to be considered nonbackdrivable under both static and 

kinetic conditions. In most cases. though. the static and kinetic (kinetic is typically lower 

than static) coefficients of friction are not equal in which case it is possible to have the 

static coefficient satisfy (3-32) while the kinetic coefficient satisfies (3-33) such that: 

1 
tan(k) < p, c - 1 

but tan(h) >p, <- (3 -34) 
tan(h) tan(h) 

This situation is wonh examining in some detail. Under these conditions, the interface 

between the mating gear teeth is considered nonbackdnvable based on its static 

coefficient of friction (eg. power can flow in only one direction) however, it is considered 

backdrivable (eg. power can flou. in both directions) based on its kinetic coefficient of 

friction. In this sense. while the gear set is in motion power can flow in both directions 

across the eear teeth mesh but from rest. the gear cannot transfer power through the teeth 

mesh to stan the system in motion. A gear set whose coefficients of static and kinetic 



coefficients satisfy (3-34) will be referred to in this thesis as partially nonbackdrivable 

oears. Table 3.1 summarizes the conditions from (3-32) to (3-34). 
C 

Non backdrivable 

Table 3.1 Backdriva ble and nonbackdrivable conditions for the non-intersecting, 
non-parallel axes gear model. 

Gear Set 
Characterization 

Bac kdri vable 

As mentioned earlier, in order for a nonbackdrivable set of gears to move in any direction 

Partial-. Nonbackdrivable 

positive power must be supplied by the pinion. In other words, the massless force 

Coef'ficients of friction (p) and Lead Angle (A) 
Requiremen ts 

applied to the pinion and the velocity of the pinion must always be in the same direction 

1 
tan(A) > < - 

tan(A) 

1 
tan(À) c p, c - 

tan(h) 

in the case of nonbackdrivable gears. This. however. is not always the case for the 

1 
tan(À) > pk < - 

tan(h) 

1 
tan@) > p, c - 

tan(h) 

extemal force applied to the pinion and the pinion velocity. To help clarify this issue. a 

brief discussion on the unsteady state operation of a nonbackdrivable gear set is now 

presented. 

3.2.2 Unsteady State Operation of Nonbackdrivable Gears 

Under steady state conditions. the external force and the massless force applied to the 

pinion are equal. This. however. is not true during unsteady state conditions when the 

pinion is accelerating or decelerating. When the pinion deceleration rate becomes large. 

the massless and external force can be in opposing directions. To illustrate this effects of 

unstertdy state operation. Figure 3.8 presents three free body diagrams and force polygons 



(cl 

Figure 3.8 Free body diagrams of the pinion tooth in unsteady state conditions. 



of the pinion (including its mass) dunng accelerating and decelerating conditions. Let's 

assume that this particular gear set is nonbackdrivable according to the criteria specified 

in Table 3.1. In al1 three cases shown in Figure 3.8 the direction of the normal force, 

frictional force, and massless gear reaction force (FGVml) are held constant as well as the 

pinion velocity vector. In Figure 3.8 (a). the pinion is accelerating and its extemal force 

and velocity vector are in the same direction indicating that some of the positive input 

power is increasing the momentum of the pinion and some is being transferred across the 

interface to the Far- In Figure 3.8 (b). the pinion is decelerating (losing energy) but the 

extemal force on the pinion and its velocity are still in the same direction. This indicates 

that both the positive input power to the pinion and the power loss from the its decreasing 

momentum is flowing across the interface to the gear. Notice that in both (a) and (b) the 

exrernal and massless force of the pinion are in the same direction. The case shown in 

Figure 3.8 (c). however. depicts a decelerating pinion and in this case the extemal force 

on the pinion its velocity are now in opposing directions. At first glance. this may appear 

to indicate that power is flowing across the interface from the gear to the pinion and thus 

violatin_g the definition of nonbackdrivable gears in (Def. i -2).  This. of course. is not the 

case. In Figure 3.8 (c). as the pinion decelerates rapidly. its stored energy is k ing 

released quickly. As a result. some of this released power is flowing across the interface 

to the gear (indicated by the fact that the massless force and pinion velocity are in the 

same direction) and the remainder is king absorbed by the extemal pinion load 

(indicated by the opposing extemal force and pinion velocity vectors). This indicates that 

the poLkfer flowing ou! of the pinion can only come from energy stored in the pinion 

inertia alone. and not from power flowinz across the interface from the gear. This 



situation occurred frequently in the simulations in Chapters 6 and 7 and is discussed in 

further detail at that time. 

3.2.3 Non-Intersecting, Non-parallel Axes Gear Model Efliciency 

The efficiencies of the three scenanos above can be determined by dividing the output 

power by the input power. First. the relationship between the pinion velocity, v,. and the 

oear velocity. VG. is @ven by: - 

This relationship indicates that l/tan(h) is the effective gear ratio between the pinion and 

oear. Hsnce the efficiency of scenario 1. is the ratio of the output gear power to input 
b 

pinion po\L.er given by: 

This equation can be represented graphically as seen in Figure 3.9. where efficiency is 

plotted against the lead angle. A. The coefficient. of friction can Vary widely in such 

transmissions. but typical values of (static and iunetic) range between 0.0 1 and 0.15 

[Juvinall. Marshek, 199 11. For this reason, the efficiency curves of p values between O 

and 0.3 are shown in Figure 3.9. Also depicted in this figure is the borderline p = tan(h) 

chat separates the nonbackdrivable and backdrivable gear regions. The region under this 

line represent nonbackdrivable conditions (where p > tan(k)) and above this line is the 

backdrivable region (where p c tan(A)). It is important to note that the nonbackdrivable 

region has a maximum efficiency of 0.5 or 50% while a backdrivable transmission can 
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Figure 3.9 Eff~ciency vs. lead angle for the non-intersecting, non-paralkl gear 
model. 



theoretically reach 1 0 %  efficiency. This low efficiency is an undesirable propeny of 

nonbackdrivable gears and is considered in more detail in Chapter 6. Transmissions that 

must remain either backdnvable or nonbackdnvable should operate at a safe distance 

from the bordedine area since crossing into the opposing region could have detrimental 

effects (eg.. a nonbackdrivable gear set unexpectedly becoming backdrivable). 

The efficiency for scenano 3 is given by: 

where e~ represents the efficiency of the gear driving the pinion. An efficiency for 

scenario LI cannot be defined since both the pinion and gear are inputting power. 

As expected. the efficiency for both scenario 1 and 3 decreases with increasing friction 

coefficient. These C a r  efficiencies should be taken into consideration when selecting the  

type of gearing required for an application (backdnvable versus nonbackdrivable). 

3.2.4 Force Transmission Ratios 

Refemng back to the kinetic steady state conditions shown in Figure 3.7, it is interesting 

to note that the backdrivable and nonbackdnvable gear sets differ in what the author 

refers to as the force frarrmrissioit ratios (FTR): the relative magnitude of FP.rnI to FGVml 

required to maintain equilibrium. The value of the i T R  in scenario 1, common to both 

backdrivable and nonbackdrivable gear sets, is: 

- 
bp.ml - 1  -=-tan(À+q)=- 
Fc; .mi G Re, 



where GR = I/tan(h) and e, is defined in (3-36) . The negative sign implies that the force 

applied to the gear is in the negative direction based on the sign convention shown in 

Figure 3.5. Under steady state conditions, the external 

forces and therefore the l T R  in (3-38) aIso applies: 

forces are equal to the massless 

- 1 iss = - tan(h + W = - 
G Re, 

In scenario 3. the FiX for the massless forces, as well as the external forces under steady 

state conditions. is given by: 

Fp.ml FP - 1 - = -1 = - tan(k - rp) = 
Fc; .mi F~ S .  G Re, 

kvhere (iL-cp) > O. from (3-30). and e~ is dsfined by (3-37). The FTR of the massless 

forces. as \+.el1 as the external forces under steady state conditions. for the 

nonbackdrivabIe gear set in scenario 4 is: 

Fp.mi - 5  =tan( jb - ip )=  I 
F G . ~  FG ss G Re, 

\i.here ( k p )  < 0. from (3-3 1). Notice that this ratio, unlike the two previous, is positive 

indicating that both the pinion and gear forces are applied in the same direction. 

Equations (3-40) and (3-4 1) indicate that as the absolute difference between A and cp 

approaches 90'. for a given FG.rnl f 0. the required FP-,i for equilibrium approaches 

infinity. 

The static coefficient of friction is typically one third higher than kinetic coefficients 

[.TuvinaII. Marshek. 19911 so the static friction angle is greater than the kinetic friction 



angle. As a result the force required to overcome static friction and s tm the transmission 

moving is greater that those required to maintain dynamic equilibrium described in (3- 

38)-(3-4 1 ). 

3.3 Non-intenecting, Non-parallel Axes Gears - Worm and Worm Gear 

3.3.1 Nonbackdrivability 

The conditions of nonbackdrivability of the model can easily be extended to cover worm 

and worm gears. In the above model. the pressure angle was assumed to be zero, which 

i s not the case in real gears. In order to appl y the conditions of nonbackdnvability from 

the model to an actual worm and wom gear. it  must first be recognized that: 

N ,mm = N cos(0, ) (3-42) 

~vhere  'ci is the normal force from the model. N,,, is the actual noma1 component of 

force on the worm and worm gear teeth. and 0, is the normal pressure angle measured 

perpendicular to the geûr teeth. Substituting (342) into the equations denved for the 

model results in a new friction angle: 

where p represents both static and kinetic coefficients of friction. Substituting this 

friction angle into the backdrivable. (3-33). and nonbackdrivable, (3-32). conditions of 

the model results in a backdrivable condition of: 



and nonbackdri vable condition of: 

3.3.2 Worm and Worm Gear Efficiency 

The efficiency of a womi and worm gear is addressed in many gear texts [Buckingham. 

1919: Davis. 1970: Dudley. 1984: Dudley. 199 1; luvinall. Marshek 199 1; Memt. 197 L I  

and can easily be derived by substituting the fnction angle from (3-43) into the efficiency 

equations from the model. The efficiency of the womi driving the wonn gear (analogous 

to scenario 1 of the model) is then: 

And the efficiency of the worm gear driving the worm is thus: 

The efficiency of the worm dnving the gear, with a pressure angle of 14.5". is shown in 

Figure 3.10. Comparing Figure 3.9 to 3.10. note that as the pressure angle increases (O0 

for the model in Figure 3.9 to 14S0 in Figure 3.10) the efficiency of the womi gear 

decreases for fixed lead angle and coefficient of friction. Also. from (3-45) it is apparent 

that the coefficient of fnction required to make the worm and worm gear 

nonbackdrivable decreases with increased pressure angle. for a fixed lead angle. In other 

words. for a constant coefficient of friction. worm gear trains with low pressure angles 

will become nonbackdrivable at lower lead angles than those with high pressure angles. 
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Figure 3.10 Effkiencg vs. lead angle for a worm and worm gear r i th  &, = 14.S0. 



3.3.3 Torque Transmission Ratios 

Prior to developing the torque transmission ratios (TTR) for the worm and worm gear set, 

the analogous "mass tess" torques of the worm and worm gear are defined as: 

where T , ~ .  J, and uu are the externally applied torque. rotational inenia and angular 

acceleration of the wom and TG, JG, and UG are the extemally applied torque, rotational 

inertia. and angular acceleration of the wonn gear, respectively. Analogous to the force 

transmission ratios defined for the gear model, torque transmission ratios can be defined 

specificall y for a worm and w-orm gear set. For the case when the worm is dri ving the 

\vom gear. the TTR of the massless torques. as well as the extemally applied torques 

under steady state conditions. is given by: 

~vhere e ,  is the efficiency of the worm dnving the gear given in (3-46) and GR in this 

case is found to be: 

where r, and r~ represent the pitch radii of the worm and worm gear, respectivety. This 

oear ratio is also equivalent to the ratio of the number of teeth on the worm gear to the 
C- 

number of Stans on the worm. Notice the negative s i 9  in (3-50) indicates that the 

torques rire opposing each other. 



The TTR for the massless torques. as well as the extemally applied torques under steady 

state conditions, for the case of the worm gear driving the worm in a backdrivable gear 

set is: 

where ec represents the efficiency of the gear drivinp the worm in a backdnvable gear set 

oiven in (3-47). - 



Chapter 4 

Dynamo and Transmission Operation 

Having examined the basic operations of a dynamo and backdnvable 1 nonbackdrivable 

oear sets separately. the next step is to examine their combined operation as an actuator. 
C 

The following discussions in this chapter, including the examples. deal only with steady 

state operation of the dynamo and transmissions. Under this condition. as mentioned in 

Chapter 3, the extemai and massless torques applied to the transmission are equal. 

Therefore. to simplify the discussions and examples. only the extemally applied torques 

\vil1 be used. Unsteady state operation of dynamos and transmissions will be examined in 

Chapters 6 and 7. 

Before introducing several qualitative examples. a few important points need to be made. 

First. when speaking of a dynamo connected to a transmission the States of "backdnving" 

the transmission and "overhauling" the motor become coincident under steady state 

conditions. When the transmission backdrives, power flows from the external load 

through the transmission to the dynamo shaft. As a result. the dynamo must absorb this 

power and thus be in a state of overhauling. In this sense, overhauling the dynamo and 

backdrivinz the transmission in steady state cannot be performed independently -- they 

can 01-11 y occur simultaneously. In a similar sense. a nonbackdrivable transmission 

connected to a dynamo prohibits a dynamo from ever k i n g  overhauied by an extemal 



load since the transmission can not be backdriven. This enables us to use Figures 2.2 and 

2.3. which were initially presented to describe dynamo operation, to describe the 

operation of an entire dynamo and transmission system. 

The following is a graphical qualitative description of the modes of steady state operation 

for a dynamo with either a backdrivable or nonbackdrivable gear set. The actuator in 

these examples is a dynamo coupled to a worm and worm gear transmission, loaded by 

an extemal sprint (Figure 4.1). In the following discussion. the worm gear will simply 

be referred to as the "gear". The static and kinetic coefficients of friction between the 

mating gear teeth are assumed equal in the following discussion. For the 

nonbackdrivable gear set in these examples. the static and kinetic coefficients of friction 

are assumed to satisfy the nonbackdrivable criteria in (3-50). The operating points in al1 

the following examples are based on steady state operation of the system in Figure 4.1. 

Figures 4.3 - 4.5 uscd in this discussion. are similar to the dynamo Figures 2.2 and 2.3, 

except in this discussion both the operatinyo points of the worm (labeled 'x') and gear 

(labeled '0') are displayed simultaneously. Note that the ordinate axis labels in Figures 

4.21.5 include both the torque applied to the worm (r,) and the negative of the torque 

applied to the gear (-T~). In this way, under typical operation, both the worm and gear 

operating points exist in the same quadrant while maintaining the initial sign convention 

chosen for the gear mode1 in Figure 3.5. 



i Dynamo 
f 
,7: i! wom 

Gear 

Figure 4.1 Model of a dynamo and worrn gear transmission. 



Since the worm is rigidly connected to the shaft of the dynamo. the operating point of the 

worm also represents operating point of the dynamo. In this sense, the region in which 

the wom operating point is located indicates the mode of operation of the dynamo (ie. 

motor vs. generator). When the system is in motion, T~ and TG are dependent and their 

ratio is defined by the absolute value of their steady state torque transmission ratios 

defined in (3-50) and (3-52). When the transmission is stationary or "loçked", 7,. and TG 

are independent. The axes labels in Figures 4 2 - 4 5  are similar to those in Figures 2.2 and 

2.3 except they are defined with respect to the  torque and angular velocities of the worm 

and gear. 

In the (a) plots of Figures 4.2 - 4.5 are based on Figure 2.2 where the axes are defined by 

electrkal variables of the dynamo. The variable on the abscissa is the terminal voltage of 

the d4vnamo. and that on the ordinate is the voltage drop across the resistor. The vertical 

position of the worm and gear operating points is determined by caIculating the current in 

the d-yamo corresponding to their respective applied torques using (2-2) and then 

multiplied by the armature resistance. 

The constant angular velocity lines are paraliel to the theoretical stall torque line and are 

labeled W. = w G R ,  where is the gear ratio defined in (3-5 1). In steady state, therefore. 

both the worm and gear operating points lie on the same constant velocity line at al1 

times. 



The (b) plots of Figures 4.2 - 4.5 are correspond to Figure 2.3. where the axes are labeled 

using the mechanical variables. torque and angular speed. In these examples. the abscissa 

is Iabeled o, = wGR and corresponds to the no load line. The ordinate axis is labeled 

with T, and -TG and corresponds to the theoretical stall torque line. As before, the worm 

and gear operating points lie on the same constant speed lines which, in these figures, are 

vertical lines. As in the (a) figures. the ratio of the vertical coordinates of the worm and 

gear operating points represent the torque transmission ratios from (3-50) and (3-52). As 

in the (a) figures. the operating point of the worm also corresponds to the dynamo's 

operation and the electrical variables shown in these figures correspond to the dynamo 

electrical variables. For example. if the worrnes operating point remains on a constant 

voltage line it indicates that the dynamo is operating a constant voltage. In this way. as 

mentioned earlier. the region in which the worm operating point lies (ie. motor. 

oenerator. overhaul type 1 and II) implies the mode of operation for the dynamo. 
C 

4.1 Dynamo with a Backdrivable Transmission 

The folIowing two examples demonstrate the steady state operation of a dynamo with a 

backdri vable under various loading conditions. 

Example 1. Increasing External Load 

In Figure 4.2 (a) and (b). the worm and gear operating points are initially in the motor 

region at %. If the free end of the spring is fixed. the dynamo is stretching the spring and 

therefore the extemal load is increasing. Assuming the terminal voltage of the dynamo is 

held constant. the two operating points begin to rise and move toward the theoretical stall 



line. The worm operating point remains on the constant voltage line and the ratio of the 

applied torque on the worm and gear remains constant. govemed by (3-50). as long as 

points remain in the motor region. If the force in the spring becomes large enough to stall 

the dynamo at the fixed voltage. the two operating points reach 0. Once stalled, there are 

four possible options: i) increase the extemal load, ii) decrease extemal load, iii) increase 

terminal voltage. iv) decrease terminal voltage. Each of these situations is now 

examined: 

i )  While stalled, the forces of the worm and gear are no longer dependant. Initially. the 

extemal torque can be increased without effecting the wonn operating point at @. 

Eventually. the TG will become large enough such rhat the ratio of ?, to will satisfy 

( 3 - 5 2 ) .  the sysrem will begin to move into the generator overhaul type 1 region (i). 

and the direction of motion will reverse. Assuming the terminal voltage is still held 

constant. the worm operating point will continue to follow the constant voltage line 

and the two operating points will rernain on the same constant speed line; however. 

their torque transmission ratio is now governed by (3-52). 

i i )  If the external load is decreased when the operating points are at 0, the two points 

will move back into the motor region. following the same path from which they came 

(assuming terminal voltase is held constant). This return path is not shown in Figure 

4.2. 



Figure 4.2 (a) Example 1: Dynamo and backdrivable transmission operation with 
an increasing external load (Electrical variables). 



Figure 4.2 (b) Example 1: Dynamo and backdrivable transmission operation with 
an increasing external load (Mechanical variables). 



i i i)  If the extemal load is held constant and the terminal voltage is increased, from 0, the 

two operating points will move horizontally back into the motor region, (iii). and the 

motor shaft will gradualiy increase in speed. 

iv )  Decreasing the terminal voltage of the dynamo from O has much the same effect as 

increasing the load in (i). However. in this case, the worm point will descend along 

the stall line without initially influencing the gear operating point. Eventually the 

ratio of the worm and gear forces will satisfy (3-52) and any further drop in terminal 

voItage will move the two operating points into the generator overhaul type I region. 

If the extemal load is heId constant, the two points will move horizontally to (iv), as 

illustrated in Figure 4.2. 

Example 2. Decreasing External Load 

In Figure 4-3  (a) and (b). the two operating points begin in the motor region at %. If the 

terminal voltase is held constant and the extemal load is decreased (ie. spring force is 

decreased). the two operating points begin to descend. As before, the wom operating 

point remains on the constant voltage line and the ratio of the worm to Sear torques 

satisfies (3-50) while their operating points are in the motor region. If the load is 

decreased sufficiently. the operating points will reach the theoretical no load line where 

the two points meet. At any poin t  along the no load line, t, = TG = O Nrn indicating that 

the rnating gear teeth are theoretically n o  longer in contact as shown in Figure 3.5. From 

2. four possible changes can take place: i )  increase extemal load, i i )  decrease extemai 

load. i i i )  increase terminal voltage, i v )  decrease terminal voltage. 



i )  If the extemal load is increased and the terminal voltage is held constant, the two 

points move back into the motor region. following the sarne path from which they 

came (not shown). 

i i )  While holding the terminal voltage constant, if the external Ioad is decreased so that 

the direction of t~ changes direction, the gear becomes in contact with the opposing 

worm tooth. At this instant. the two points move into the generator overhaul type iI 

region where the ratio of their forces is now governed by (3-52). In this case the load 

is forcing the dynamo to rotate faster than its no load speed. 

i i i  ) If the terminal voltage is increased. the speed of the worm and gear will both increase 

~ïhile the two points move together dong the no load speed line. This may first appear 

impossible but i t  is based on the original assumption of continuous steady state 

operation (no transient States are included in these examples). As a result, the inenia 

of the worm and gear have k e n  ignored and thus the torques on the worm and gear are 

not required to change in order to change the speed of the system. 

iv)  Decreasing the voitage results in the speed of the wom and gear to decrease, and the 

two points again rnove together horizontally along the no load speed line. As 

mentioned in (iii),  no extemal force is required to change the speed of the system. 
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Figure 4.3 (a) Example 2: Dynamo and backdrivable transmission operation with a 
decreasing external load (Electrical variables). 



Figure 1.3 (b) Example 2: Dynamo and backdrivable transmission operation with a 
decreasing external load (Mechanical variables). 



4.2 Dynamo with a Nonbackdrivable Transmission 

The following two examples use the same loading conditions as Examples 1 and 2 except 

the dynamo is now coupled to a nonbackdrivable transmission. 

Example 3. Increasing External h a d  

Figure 4.4 (a) and (b) shows the worm and gear operating points initially in the motor 

region at 1%. The free end of the spring is initially fixed. The spnng is initially k i n g  

stretched by the dynamo causing the extemal load to increase and as a result the two 

operating points begin to rise and move towards the theoretical stail torque line. The 

terminal voltage of the dynamo is held constant so the worm operating point moves dong 

the constant voltage line. The two operating points remain on the same constant velocity 

line at al1 times and the torque transmission ratio remains constant. govemed by (3-50). 

as long as both points remain in the motor resion. When the force in the spring is large 

enough to stall the dynamo. for the given terminal voltage, the operating points anive at 

2 .  Once the system staIls, the ratio between the torques of the two operating points 

becomes independent. From Z. there aie four possible options: i) increase extemal load. 

i i )  decrease external load, i i i )  increase terrninal voltage, iv) decrease terrninal voltage. 



Figure 1.4 (a) Example 3: Dynamo and nonbackdrivable transmission operation 
with an increasing external load (Electrical variables). 



Figure 4.4 (b) Example 3: Dynamo and nonbackdrivable transmission operation 
with an increasing external load (Mechanical variables). 



i )  Since the transmission is nonbackdrivable, the external load can be increased 

indefinitely and the two operating points will remain on the stall line, with the worm 

operating point unchanged. For example. the gear operating point can move from its 

position at Q to a higher position (i) without effecting the position of the wom 

openting point at Q. since the two points are independent when the system is in static 

equilibrium. 

i i )  If the extemal load is decreased at all. the woxm and gear operating points begin to 

move back into the motor region, following the same path from which they arrived 

(assuming constant terminal voltage at the tenninals). This retum path is not 

iliustrrited in Figure 4.1. 

i i i )  If t he  terminal Leoltage of the dynamo is increased while maintaining a constant 

externa1 load, the worrn and gear operating points move horizontally back into the 

motor region to points (iii). If the extemal load was first increased, and then the 

terminal voltage was increased. the worm operating point would move up the stall line 

until the ratio of r,. between TG satisfied (3-50) at which time the operating points 

would again move horizontally back into the motor region (not show).  

i v )  If the terminal voltage is decreased, the worm operating point moves down the stall 

torque line, while the gear operating point remains unchanged at O. If the terminal 

voltage reverses. the worm operating point continues to descend on the stall line. In 

this region. at some fixed point on the stalI line. the worm and gear torque (at Q) will 



satisfy (3-52). If the terminal voltage continues to decrease and the external Ioad is 

kept constant, the worm operating point (iv) will move horizontally into the negative 

motor region. while the gear operating point (iv) will move horizontally into the 

generator overhaul type 1 region. The system is again in motion and the worm and gear 

operating points remain on the same constant velocity line. Caution should be 

exercised in interpreting this result- First, this situation demonstrates the means in 

which the dynamo and nonbackdrivable transmission would "unwind the stretched 

spring. by forcing the direction of velocity of the worm to reverse. The fact that the 

oear operating point has moved into the overhaul type 1 region has no significance on 
C 

t he  dynamo's operation. since the dynamo's operation is only related to the location of 

the worm's operating point and not the gear's operating point. The location of the 

oear's operating point (iv) does indicate that i t  is no ionger absorbing energy since the 
k 

sign on the gear force and velocity are in the same direction. This corresponds to 

Confipration 3 from Figure 3.6 in which both that worm and the gear are inputting 

positive power in order to rnaintain equilibrium. 

Example 4. Decreasing External Load 

In Figures 3.5 (a) and (b). the two operating points again start in the motor region at 

points 2. If the external load (force in the spnng) is decreased. while maintaining a 

constant terminal voltage, the two operating points begin to descend with the wonn 

operating point following the constant terminal voltage Iine. Eventually, if the spring 

reaches its neutral length. the extemal load diminishes to zero and the two operating 

points merge at GZ on the theoretical no load line. At this location T, = t~ = O Nm and the 



Figure 4.5 (a) Example 4: Dynamo and nonbackdrivable transmission operation 
with a decreasing external load (Electrical variables). 



Figure 1.5 (b) Example 4: Dynamo and nonbackdrivable transmission operation 
with a decreasing external load (Mechanical variables). 



force polygon between mating gear teeth illustrated in scenerio 1 of Figure 3.6, has been 

reduced to a point. The dynamo is now operating at its maximum motor speed and 

theoretically. the mating gear teeth are not in contact as shown in Figure 3.5. At Q, there 

are again four possible options: i) increase external load, ii) decrease the extemal load, 

iii) increase terminal voltage, iv) decrease terminal voltage. 

i )  If the extemal load is suddenly increased, while maintaining constant teminal voltage, 

the two operating points move back into the motor region, following the same path 

from which they amved. This retum path is not shown on Figure 4.5. 

i l )  If the external load is decreased. will change direction and the gear would now be 

in contact with the opposite worm tooth. pushing in the direction of motion. The 

transmission is now operating as scenario 4 from Figure 3.5 and both the worm and 

oear are inputting positive power to the system. As a result. the ratio of the w o m  
t 

force and gear force correspond to (3-52). In terms of the graphs. the gear operating 

point ( i i )  moves into the senerator overhaul type II region while the worrn operating 

point ( i i )  moves back into the motor region, following the constant voltage line 

(assurnint terminal voltage was held constant). The two operating points remain on 

the same constant speed line. though the speed of the system has decreased. 

i i i )  Increasing the terminal voltase increases the speed of the system and the two 

operating points move together along the no load speed line. As in  Example 2, the 

speed of the system can be changed without changing the applied torques since the 



inenia of the gear and worm are not included in not considered in these steady state 

examples. 

i v )  Decreasing the terminal voltage decreases the speed of the system and the two points 

move together along the no load speed line. As mentioned in (iii), no extemal force is 

required to change the speed of the system. 

These four examples have highlighted several similarities and differences between 

backdrivable and nonbackdrivable transmissions. When both transmissions are stalled, a 

decrease in external load or an increase in terminal voltage forces both transmissions 

brick into the motor regions. Similarly, if the transmissions are operating on the no load 

speed line. an increase in extemal load moves the transmissions back into the motor 

regions while changing terminal voltage moves the operating points along the n o  load 

speed line. Examples 1 and 2 highlight how a dynamo can be overhauled in both type 1 

and type II under steady state conditions. while Examples 3 and 4 illustrate the fact that a 

dynamo tvith a nonbackdrivable transmission can never operate outside the motor rezions 

in steady state. From this point of view. an actuator consisting of a dynamo and 

nonbackdnvable tnnsmission is not a regenerative actuator [Seth and Flowers, 19901 

since i t  can never absorb mechanical energy. It should be highlighted that if the static 

and kinetic coefficients of friction for a set of gears within the nonbackdrivable 

transmission satisfied the condition of partial nonbackdrivability as defined in Table 3.1, 

then the dynamo with the nonbackdrivable transmission in Example 4 could hâve 

theoretically operated in the overhaul type II under steady state conditions. 



This graphical technique of presenting motor and transmission operation is used again in 

Chapters 6 and 7 to present simulation results. 



Chapter 5 

Motor and Gear Selection Techniques 

The following describes the steps used in designing the transmissions of the two 

proposed prosthesis designs: Configuration 1 and 3. This chapter is arranpd in the 

fol lowing fashion: 

Review of commercially available upper m prostheses 

Definition of design goals for the two proposed prosthesis 

con fi eurations 

Determination of required spring stiffness and effective elbow radii for 

both configurations. using the technique and design critena from 

Enplisfi [1996] 

Review general gearing arrangements for both configurations 

Generai gear and motor selection techniques 

Motor and gear selections for Configurations 1 and 3 

Since the focus of the thesis involves the dynamics associated with the nonbackdnvable 

components of the transmission. most of the emphasis is placed on sizing and selecting 

the components of the nonbackdnvable gearing. The other backdrivable p h n g  

components will be sized but final selection of the gears is not performed. 



5.1 Commercially Available Upper Arm Prostheses 

There are currently three major. commercially available powered upper ann prostheses. 

namel y the Bosrotr Elboit.. Utah Arnt. and the HosrnerNY A m .  Within a publication by 

Li ben). Technology [ 19971 is a performance and specification cornparison table that can 

be found in Appendix A. These design cornparisons provided the required data from 

which to develop the basic design crîteria for Configurations 1 and 3. 

The Boston Elboit- [Liberty Technology. 1997. Williams. T. W. III. 19861 is a popular 

cornmerciall~ avüilable prosthetic a m .  It weighs about 3 lb 5 oz. and boasts the 

htrongest lifting torque of al1 three prostheses of more than 10 ft-lbs ( 1 3.56 Nm). The 

prosthesis uses a direct drive system and has a reverse Iocking clutch which automatically 

engages uhen the esternal load exceeds the stall torque of the motor. It disengages \i.hen 

the esternal load becornes less than the stall torque or c m  be intentionally unlocked under 

load enabling it to louer a heavy weight. The no load speed of the prosthesis is 

ctpproximately 1.1  S. flexion against gavity. and 1 .O s for extension with gravity. It also 

has a mechanical free-swing mode that uses no power and assists in normal gait. 

The Grah Arnr [Jacobsen. S. C. et. al.. 19821 is another popular powered prosthetic arm 

urhich weighs about 3 Ib 3 oz. Its lifting torque is about a third of the Boston Elbolr at 3 

ft-ibs (3.07 Sm). This arrn uses a pin lock mechanism to lock the arm in position which 

cannot be released under Ioad. The no load speed of this arm is the same as the Bosmri 

EIDott.. approximately 1.1 sec in flexion against gravity and approximately ! .O sec in 



extension with gravity. The drive train of this a m  consists of a belt drive, and has a free- 

swing mode which requires power. 

The HosnierNY A m  weighs slightly less than the other models at 2 Ib 15 oz. Its lifting 

torque is slightly greater than that of the Utah Anrl at 3.5 ft-lbs. (4.75 Nm). This mode], 

li ke the Ufah Anpi, uses a pin lock mechanism to lock the a m  in position which cannot be 

released under load. The no load speeds for this a m  are slower than the other two 

models at 1.4 s flexion against gravity and 1.1 s extension with gravi ty. Like the Utah 

Anu. i t  uses a belt drive as its transmission. 

5.2 Design Criteria 

The basic design criteria for the two proposed prosthesis design configurations of this 

rhssis are presented in Table 5.1 and were developed primarily from the specifications of 

the commerciall y available arm prostheses iisted in Appendix A. 



Table 5.1 Design criteria for the two proposed prosthesis configurations 

1 foream) I I I 

Design Goals 
10 ft-lbsl (13.56 Nm) 

9 lbsl (40.0 N) 1 
Performance item 
 maximum Torque 
Live Lift (with 14" 

Variable Symbol 
7 a m .  mm 

hivt 

Speed: No Load 

I I 

The design specifications represent the best values of al1 three of the commercially 

1.1 sec' 
1 .O sec' 

Flexion (against gravity) 
Extension (with gravity) 

Maximum Sti ffness 1 K ma, 

Minimum Stiffness c l l i n  

1 

rivai lable prostheses for each performance item. Since none of the commercially 

tncx- SL 

~ X L .  KL 

80 N m h d  
I Nmlrad 

a\*ailable prostheses have variable stiffness capabilities, the stiffness requirements for the 

Speeà: 1.2 Ib load 

=2 Ib (8.9 N) Weight of Elbow and 
forearm. no TD 

proposed prosthesis designs were selected based on the normal ranges of stiffness of the 

' Boston Eibow performance 
Boston Elhow and Utah Am perfommce - Ctah . A m  performmcc 

W 

natural a m  of 1 to 80 Nrn/rad [English. 19961. Though not specified in Table 5.1, the 

1.2 sec1 
0.9 sec" 

Flexion (against gravi ty) 
Extension (with gravity) 

maximum voltage for the power source of the prosthesis was assumed to be 12 Volts. 

h e x .  I .- ib 

fcxt. I .F ib 

5.3 Effective Elbow Radii and Maximum Spring Forces 

A detailed preliminary design for both Configuration 1 and 3 was conducted by English 

[ 19961 which involved the selection of key design parameters. A brief description of 

these parrimeters and their values is presented in Table 5.2. 



Table 5.2 Design parameters for the two proposed prosthesis configurations 

1 Parameter 1 Descri~tion 1 Value 1 
1 rl Ratio of maximum negative to positive displacements of 1 1 1 

To remain competitive with the commercial prosthetic arms, a maximum lifting torque 

for the two proposed prosthesis configurations was assumed to be 13.56 Nm. Using the 

parameter values listed in Table 5.2. and the limiting torque of 13.56 Nm, the required 

maximum spring forces of both Configurations 1 and 3 (recognizing that Oiim = O rad for 

Configuration 3) can be derived by rearranging the following equations and solving for 

Fm,, [English. 19961: 

K ma, 

K ,n 

0 1 i m  

11im 

mann 
Lm 

where u. \{.hich has no physical rneaning. is used to simplify (5-1) and is defined as: 

Knowing the maximum spring forces. the optimum effective elbow radius of both 

spring 
Maximum joint stiffness of prosthesis 
Minimum joint stiffness of prosthesis 
Maximum range of motion of joint 
Limiting length of spring operation 
Mass of prosthetic arm 
Length of prosthetic a m  

configurations can then be determined using [English, 19961: 

80 N d r a d  
1 Nm/rad 
3.67 rad 
0.25 m 
0.28 kg 
0.33 m 



These maximum forces and effective elbow radius values are presented in Table 5.3. 

Table 5.3 Maximum spring forces and effective elbow radii for Configurations 1 
and 3 

Due to the expected problems associated with developing high force quadratic spnngs, an 

early effort of this thesis involved deterrnining whether Iow force springs couId be used 

in Configurations 1 and 3 without loss of performance. Unfonunately, low force springs 

required large effective elbow radii to maintain high output torque performance. This 

results in dramatically lirnited deflections of the arm at low stiffness, which defeats the 

purpose of the vanable stiffness prosthesis. As a result. the work in this thesis assumes 

that the maximum forces indicated in Table 5.3 are obtainable, and the corresponding 

effective elbow radii are used in the design of the geared prosthesis transmission. 

configuration 
1 

5.4 Configuration Gearing 

Fisure 1.2 presents the conceptuai design of Configuration 1, including specific Iocations 

of gearing. The geaxïng on both branches of Configuration 1 is symmetrical. A worm 

and worm gear were chosen to provide the nonbackdrivable component of these 

transmissions. The motor gearhead is coupled to the wonn and worm gear, and the 

output shaft of the wom gear is coupled to a pinion which drives the rack and spring end. 

Though the details of the gearing at the prosthetic elbow are not shown, the gear ratio at 

this location must equal the required effective el bow radius for this configuration. given 

Maximum Spring Force . 

136 N 
Effective Elbow Radius 

0.050 m 



in Table 5.3. Examining only one branch of this configuration, the total gear ratio 

between the motor and the prosthetic a m  is defined by: 

where R is the effective eIbow radius of the prosthesis, NG is the number of teeth of the 

worm gear, gh is the gear ratio of the motor gearhead, and r, is the radius of the pinion 

which drives the rack. Based on this definition of total gear ratio, the torque and angular 

speed of the motor is related to that of the prosthesis by: 

ta, = G R c I ~  (5-5) 

~vhere r,, and T are the torque of the prosthesis and the motor respectively and a, and 

01 are the  angular speeds of the prosthesis and motor. respective1 y. 

Figure 1 -3 displays the conceptual design of Configuration 3 and indicates the geanng 

locations. The nonbackdrivable gearing at the position motor, described briefly in 

Chapter 1. is unconventional. The position motor has a gearhead which is attached to a 

worrn and w o m  gear. The output shaft of the wonn gear is attached directly to the 

prosthetic arm. This motor and its nonbackdrivable gearing are housed in a casing which 

is mounted directly to the effective elbow radius. Between this housing and the springs is 

oearing that must have a gear ratio equal to the required effective elbow radius for this 
C 

configuration. $ven in Table 5.3. 'As described in Chapter 1. this housing can rotate 

relative to the spnngs and the prosthetic a m .  The total gear ratio between the position 

motor and the prosthetic a m  in this configuration is simply: 



GRc3-por = N G ~ h  (5-7) 

Notice that the effective radius of the elbow. R. does not appear in this equation since this 

oearing does not lie between the position motor and the prosthetic a m .  The relationship 
C 

between steady state motor torque and angular speed to the output prosthesis torque and 

angular speed is of the same form as (5-5) and (5-6). 

The nonbackdrivable linear drive mechanism at the stiffness motor consists of a lead 

screw. The output shaft of the gearhead. attached to the stiffness motor, is coupled to a 

lead screw. Rotation of the lead screw results in linear travel of the screw nut which is 

attached to the springs. This lead screw scheme can provide remarkably high rotational- 

to-linear gear ratios. The totaI gear ratio between the stiffness motor and the lead screw 

nut  is given by: 

w.here L is the lead of the lead screw. If the Iead is in meters, the units of this gear ratio 

are in rrtd/m. 

The ends of the springs are attached to the linear lead screw drive via linear slide rails, as 

depicted in Figure 1.3. Torque created by uneven forces in the two springs will be taken 

up by these sliders, and therefore will not be transmitted to the power screw plate 

(eIiminating the risk of the lead screw plate getting "kinked"). The "counter balance" 

spring shown in Figure 1.3 was not considered when selecting the motor and required 

oear ratio for the stiffness motor transmission. In this sense the gear and motor selection - 
for the stiffness transmission is a conservative design. 



5.5 General Gear Ratio and Motor Selection Techniques 

5.5.1 Gear Ratio Selection Techniques 

The next step involves determining the overall gear ratio and selection of motors which 

will provide the desired performance for the prosthesis. The foliowing describes the 

assumptions and methods use to select the overall gear ratio of the transmission and the 

motors for the indi vidual configuration desi gns. 

Selecting a motor and gear train for the transmission design. such as the proposed 

prostheses designs in this thesis. poses several difficulties. First. typical motodgearhead 

seIection methods assumes a stiff, rather than compliant transmission such as those in 

Configuration 1 and 3. Second. the performance data of motors and gearheads are 

usuall y based on their continuous operation. but for this application the transmission is to 

be used in an upper a m  prosthesis which does not operate in this fashion. Third. the 

performance data of most motors is typically based on the rnotor operating at its nominal 

voltage. yet in the case of this prosthesis design i t is desirable to operate at variable 

voltages levels between O V and the nominal voltage of the motor in order to obtain 

varying speeds for the prosthesis. Though a PWM drive could be used. we wil l assume 

that the "effective" voltage experienced by the rnotor is between O V and its nominal 

rated voltage. Several basic assumptions were used to rectify these design problems. It 

\sas assumed that the prosthesis operated at steady state which resolves the issue of a stiff 

versus compliant transmission since under steady state both function exact1 y the same. 

This assumption. however. is an oversimplification since the human a m  rarely operates 



at steady state. It will be assumed that, even though the prosthesis operates in an 

intermittent fashion, the continuous motor operation data can be used in the motor 

selection process for these designs. To resolve the issue of motor data being quoted at its 

nominal voltage. a Iinear representation was used to determine the operating conditions 

of the motors at vohage levels other than their nominal values. 

In a general sense, the overall gear ratio, GR, relates the torquekpeed of the rnotor shaft 

to the torquekpeed of the prosthetic arm by (assuming 100% efficiency): 

Therefore. as the gear ratio increases. the output torque increases while the output speed 

decrezses. In the case of a 100% efficient transmission. the input power is equal to the 

output pou.er. The following general graphical techniques illustrate the  effects of gear 

ratio the on output torque and speed of the prosthesis given in (5-9). A Micro Mo 

Brushless 3564 motor (Micro Mo Electronics Inc., 1993). which has a nominal voltage 

rating of 12 V. is used in the development of these graphical techniques. 

The first technique assumes the motor is operating at its nominal voltage (12 V in this 

case) and examines the effect of gear ratio on the output torque and speed of the 

prosthesis. For this example, three motor operating points are considered: 

i )  T = 20% of Stall torque. o = 8070 of No load speed 

ii) r = 10% of Stall torque. CO = 90% of No load speed 

iii) t = 0% of Stall torque. o = 10070 of No load speed 



Ai1 three of these operating points would exist on the same constant voltage line from 

Figure 2.2 or 2.3. If the output torque and speed of the prosthesis is plotted for each of 

these three motor operating points and varying gear ratios. the result is a family of three 

curves as depicted in Figure 5.1. These curves are plotted on dimensionless axes. 

assuming a 100% transmission efficiency. Each of the three curves is specific to one of 

the above operating points of the motor (case (iii) is a line coincident with the abscissa). 

and represent the range of possible output speed and torque for the prosthetic using 

\wious gear ratios. For example. this figure shows three different constant gear ratio 

Iines. namely 10: 1. 1 5: 1. and 20: 1 . The output torques and speeds of the prosthetic 

corresponding to the three motor operating points with these three gear ratios are 

indicated in Figure 5.1. The range of gear ratios used in this figure was GR = 10: 1 to 

100: 1 .  nvhere GR = 10: 1 corresponds to the points on the right end of the curves aad GR 

= 100: 1 to the points on the left end of the curves. The use of dimensionless axes 

pro\.ide?; an easy method of locating constant GR lines since they are straight lines 

connecting the value of GR on the ordinate to 1 :GR on the abscissa. If GR = 1: I was 

show in this figure. its constant gear ratio line would have connected the motor's stall 

torque to its no load speed. similar to the constant voltage lines in Figure 2.3. 

Figure 5.2 demonstrates this technique without using dimensionless axes labels. Note 

rhat this figure. like Figure 5.1. assumes a transmission power efficiency of 100% so to 

obtain the real output torque the values taken from this curve must be multiplied by the 

transmission efficiency. In this figure. the gear ratio was varied logarïthmically from 

100: I to 1000: 1 .  as indicated on the dotted constant gear ratio lines. The three operating 
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Figure 5.1 Torque vs. angular speeâ for varying motor loads and gear ratios Micro 
Mo Electronics Inc., 19931. 
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Figure 5.2 Torque vs. angular speed for varying gear ratios and constant terminal 
voltage [Micro Mo Electronics Inc., 19931. 



points used in this example represent the motor's maximum thermal torque, !h its 

maximum thermal torque, and its no load torque. Due to the increasing slope of the 

constant gear ratio lines, the range in speeds for the three operating torque dirninishes. In 

other words, the output speed for a gear ratio of 1000: 1 is approximately the same 

regardless if the motor is operating at its maximum, Yi its maximum, or no load torque. 

Therefore. if the design cntena for the output (the prosthetic a m  in this case) requires a 

Iarge difference in loaded and unloaded speeds, a relativeïy low gear ratio is necessary- 

Figure 5.2 also demonstrates the trade off between high output torque at low speeds to 

high output speeds at low torque. The selection of a specific gear ratio typically requires 

compromising either the output torque or angular speed. 

The second praphical technique used to illustrate the effects of gear ratio on the output 

torque and speed of the prosthesis assumes t h e  motor is operating at a fixed output torque 

but n i t h  varying voltages applied to its terrninals. For this example, the motor is 

assumsd to be operating at its maximum thermal torque (60.3 mNm for this motor) under 

the following terminal voltages: O V, 1.25 V, 2.5 V. 4 V. 8 V. and 12 V. Al1 of these 

operating points would lie on the same constant torque line in Figure 3.2 and 2.3. 

This selection is different from Figures 5.1 and 5.2 which selected several operating 

points with the motor operating at its nominal voltage. Figure 5.3 depicts the output 

torque and speed of the prosthesis for each of these six operating points with varyjng gear 

ratios (again assuming 100% transmission efficiency). The constant gear ratio lines in 

this figure are horizontal and are displayed in logarithmic increments between GR = 

100: 1 to 1000: 1 as in Figure 5.2. Note that the curve corresponding to the 12 V terminal 
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Figure 5.3 Torque vs. angular speed for varying gear ratios and constant thermal 
torque [Micro Mo Electronics Inc., 19931. 



voltage in this plot is the same as the 11 V maximum thermal torque curve in Figure 5.2 

since both represent the same operating point. The 2.5 V terminal voltage curve is a 

straight line at O degreesls. This operating point is the voltage at which the maximum 

thermal torque is the same as the stall torque of the motor (which is the "'corner" of the 

safe operating region in Figure 2.2). The curves left of this venical line have negative 

speeds because the operating points on the constant torque line are in the overhaul type I 

region at these low levels of voltage. For a motor with a nonbackdnvable transmission, 

the curves to the left would al1 line up with the 1.5 V line at speed = O degreesls when the 

system is operating at steady state since the motor cannot be overhauled. 

In summary. Figures 5.1 and 5.2 demonstrate the range of output speeds for a motor 

operating ai a constant voltage at varying torque levels. Figure 5.3 portrays the possible 

range of output speeds for a motor operating at constant torque (ie. constant cument) for 

varyiq voltage levels. These graphical interpretations of gear ratio versus output angular 

veIocity and torque will be used in the selection of geanng for both Configurations. 

5.5.2 Motor Selection Techniques 

Several design requirements for the motors are common to both proposed prosthesis 

configurations and are presented before discussing the specific design requirements for 

each. One of the most important factors when selecting a rnotor is a thermal 

consideration. Under high torque levels. current in motor windings can reach 

unacceptably high levels which results in large i ' ~ ,  losses (heat losses). This heat rnust 

be dissipated or else the motor may sustriin permanent damage. For this reason. the 



maximum continuous torque of a motor is not its rated stail torque rather a safe thermal 

operating Ievel (usually 10-3056 of stall torque). This thermal consideration was 

mentioned in Chapter 3 and is ponrayed in Figures 2.2 and 2.3. In cases where the 

thermal resistance of the motor components is known, the safe operating torque of a 

motor can be determined by first calculating the maximum power the motor can 

dissipate: 

where Phea, is the maximum h eat the motor can safely dissip 

(5 -  10) 

s the maximum 

operating temperature of the rnotor (specified by the manufacturer), Tarnbicnl is the  ambient 

temperature surrounding the motor. and RR-A is the total thermal resistance from the rotor 

to the ambienr surroundings. The maximum cunent is then determined using: 

- 
I l a d  - - d ~  - 1 SL 

~vhere il,,d is the current resulting from an external load on the motor shaft, ist is the 

current the motor draws under no load. and R, is the armature resistance of the motor. To 

maximize ilad and thus the torque capacity of the motor it is desirable to minimize the 

armature resistance. Ra. Knowing iimd. the maximum safe thermal torque of a motor can 

be determined using: 

'th = K ~ i ~ o a d  (5-12) 

where K, is t h e  torque constant for the motor. Since the value of maximum torque is an 

estimate. it is wise to apply a safety factor. 



Having discussed the rnethod for determining the safe operating torque for a motor, the 

next step was to begin setecting motors and gearing for both proposed prosthesis 

configurations. Based on the companson table in Appendix A, the maximum voltage 

supply of the three commercially available prostheses is 12 V. For this reason, it was 

desirable to select a motor for the proposed prosthesis designs which was rated for 12 V 

or less. It was also desirable to select a bnishless DC motor due to its smooth 

performance and long life. Though not specified in the Table 5.1. the selected motors 

should occupy as small a volume as possible so that they may fit within the volume of an 

average size prosthetic f o r e m .  To assist in selecting the motors, an estimate of the 

maximum power required to operate the prosthesis is made by usine the maximum torque 

and the average angular speed of the loaded prosthesis: 

\vhere 135" is the approximate angle of a prosthesis from extension to flexion. As a nile 

of thumb. the maximum power rating of a motor should be 1.5 to 2 times the maximum 

required power output (Maxon Motor Inc.. 1998). With this in mind, the next step was to 

examine the specific motor requirements for each of the two proposed prosthesis 

configurations. 

5.6 Motor and Gear Selection for Configuration 1 

Configuration 1 consists of two actuators antagonistically arranged around the elbow 

joint. Due to the syrnmetry of this configuration. either motor need only support half the 

externally applied load. For this reason. we need only design one side of the transmission 



and apply i t  to both actuating devices (consisting of a motor. gearing and spring). Note 

that in evaluating the moton and gearing for this configuration. only one "branch" of the 

actuation was considered. 

To begin the motor selection process. the approxirnate maximum power required for one 

of the motors in this configuration. which is half that of the prosthesis (because of the 

above mentioned syrnmetry). is deterrnined: 

As mentioned earlier. as a mle of thumb. motors should have a power rating at least 1.5 

to 2.0 times grenter than the maximum required power output which in this case is 19.97 

CC' to 26.63 W. The next step was to obtain a Iist of motors which met the power 

requirement and which had nominal voltages less than or equal to 12 V. Based on the 

design weight of the prosthetic eibow and foreûrm reponed in Table 5.1. the maximum 

ueighr of each motor in Configuration 1 can not exceed one half of the total weight 

(approximately 1 Ib = 153.6 g )  but should be as light as possible. A list of several DC 

brushless motors. manufactured by Micro Mo Motors and Maxon Motors, which met 

these requirements is given in Table 5.4. Though other motor companies were contacted. 

only these tulo manufacturers were considered based primwil y on their reputation and 

their \vide selection of compact. brushless DC motors. The choice of brushless motors 

for these prosthesis designs was based on their long life. quiet operation. and low 

vibration characteristics. 



'l'able 5.4 Selccted brushless I)C motors by Micro Mo and Manon Motor 

Miiiiiifii~iiircr 

MicroMo Moiors 

Miixon Moior 

Motor 
Modcl 

1638 0 12B 
2036 0 1313 
3056 O 128 
3564 012B 

118891 
1 18894 
1 18895 

Nominal 
Voltiige 

( V I  
13 
12 
13 
12 
12 
12 
12 

Miixiriiiim 
Ouipiii I'owcr 

( W )  
1 O 
30 
48 
109 
40 
100 
100 

SiiiII 
'I'orqucl 
(iiiNrii) 

I I 
33 
95 
29 1 
48.1 
54.1 
550 

Miiximiiin 
' l ' l ~ ~ ~ i i t l  '1't)rqucl 

(iiiNin) 
2.6 
6.3 
30. l 
60.3 
44.2 
04.7 
118.1 

ï'hcrmid 'I'orqucl 
Stull l'orquc 

(%) 
3 4  1 
38.2 
37.5 
20.7 
9.2 
17.4 
3 1.4 

No I,oüd 
Spccd 
(rpm) 
38650 
17600 
8790 
7850 
15160 
6600 
4500 

Maximum 
Efficicnçy 

( % a )  

68 
70 
73 
8 1 
78 
79 
80 

Mass 
(g) 

31.1 
49.9 
189.9 
3W.9 
263.0 
390.0 
39û.O 

Diiimcter 
of Moior 

(mm) , 

16 
20 
30 
35 
32 
40 
40 



It is interesting to note that the Micro Mo motors in Table 5.1 typically have thermal 

torque values which are larger percentages of their stall torque. This is due to the lower 

thermal resistances of the Micro Mo motors compared to the Maxon motors (ie. the 

Maxon motors heat up to higher temperatures than the Micro Mo motors for a given 

torque). The majority of the maximum output power levels listed in Table 5.4 are 3 to 

7.5 times greater than the maximum output power, Pci.max, found in (5-14). These motors 

may appear to be excessively oversized for this design, but the efficiency of the 

transmission has not yet k e n  taken into account. As was shown in Chapter 3. the 

maximum efficiency of a nonbackdnvable transmission. such as a simple rack and pinion 

gear design. is only 50%. Due to such low transmission efficiencies, the motors selected 

for these prosthesis designs will need to be several times more powerful than the 

estimate given in (5-14). 

To assist in determining which motor is best suited for this design. the gear ratio between 

the motors and the prosthesis device was examined. The thermal toque levels given in 

Table 5.4 represent maximum allowable continuous operating torque levels for each 

motor. dictated by a maximum current level. A current limiter could be used to prevent 

the current in the motor from exceeding this maximum level but as funher caution a 

safety factor of 1.25 was applied to the thermal torque of each of the motors in this 

design. Before determining the total Sear ratio required for each motor, an estimate of 

the transmission efficiency was set at 25%. This efficiency may at first appear extremely 

low. but as was shown in Chapter 3. the use of a nonbackdrivable transmission typically 

results in extreme efficiency penalties and due to the multiple geanng stages a 25% 



efficiency is a reasonable f in t  estimate. This estimate will be revisited once the specific 

efficiencies of the individual gearing stages have been established. The required p a r  

ratio of the transmission between one motor and the prosthetic device for Configuration 1 

was then determined using: 

where e is the efficiency of the transmission and SF is the safety factor of 1.25 applied to 

the thermal motor torque. Table 5.5 displays the values of the required transmission gear 

ratios, GRci. for each of the motors listed in Table 5.4. Also in Table 5.5 are the 

approximate maximum loaded angular speeds (in O/s) associated with the given 

transmission gear ratios which were calculated using the same linear approximation 

bet~veen torque and speed as that show in Figures 2.3 and 2.3: 

where is the stall torque of the motor. Table 5.5 also presents the approximate time 

for the prosthesis to move 135* (approximate range from full extension to full flexion) 

based on the loaded angular speed. These flexion times are underestimates since the 

penods of acceleration and deccelention are not considered. 



Table 5.5 Required gear ratios and flexion speeds for Configuration 1 

Notice that the motor which provided the fastest loaded lifting tirne was the Maxon 

Motor model 118891. This is partly due to the low maximum thermal torque of the 

motor and its high no load speed. 

When selecting gear ratios. a trade off between speed and torque is often required. The 

gear ratio for this prosthesis design was based on the load and torque requirements, since 

it  \\-as deemed more imponant to be able to Iift large loads slowly rather than move 

quickly under low loads. This design choice. however. may possibly compromise the 

speed performance of the a m .  

Laiadd 
Fiexion 
Tim (SI 

9.78 
4.59 
1.97 
1.25 
1 -37 
1.83 

Only the  last four motors listed in Table 5.5 provided acceptable flexion speeds. For this 

reason. the final motor selection is based on the last four motors in Table 5.5. 

b a d d  
Speed (OIS) 

13.8 
29.1 
68.5 
107.7 
91.4 
73.9 

The prosthesis design is to be as light as possible and therefore we no longer consider the 

last two motors in Table 5.5, since they are the heaviest of four remaining motors. The 

motor selection was then between .the MicroMo 3563 model and the Maxon Motor 

1 1S891 model. 

Xloîor No Load 
S m  

('1s 1 
i 05600 
52710 
17100 
90WO 
39600 
27000 

Gear Ratio 
( G k i )  

5467 
1 299 
545 
767 
358 
287 

Thermal 
Torque 
(mNm) 

6.2 
26.1 
60.3 
44.2 
9 4 7  
118.1 

>lanufacturer 

Xllicro M o  .Motors 

M d o r  
hlodel 

2036 01 2B 
3056 OIZB 
35- 0126 

Maxon Motors 1 118891 
1 1 18894 

-- - 
1 118895 



Of the rwo remaining motors. the Manon motor 1 1889 1 provides a faster flexion time 

than the Micro Mo 3564 mode1 and it is also lighter with a smaller diameter. For these 

reasons. the Maxon Motor mode1 1 1889 1 with a total gear ratio of 767 was selected for 

Configuration 1. Table 5.6 presents some of the key details of this motor. 

Table 5.6 Maxon Motor 118891 specifications 

a 

No load speed 15160 rpm 
Torque constant _ 0.0075 N m N  

Parameter 
Nominal voltage 
Maximum power output 
Stall toraue 

maximum efficiency 1 7870 

Vaiue 
12 V 
40 W 

0.483 Nm 

Terminal inductance (phase-to-phase) 

The diameter of this motor (32 mm) is the smallest of the motors in the final selection 

0.03 mH 

Total mass 
Length of motor 
Diameter of motor housing 

stage. TNO of these motors. mounted side by side would occupy a minimum of a 61 mm 

Terminal resistance (phase-to-phase) 1 0.19 R 
263 g 

60 mm 
32 mm 

(3.5 i n )  nidth. The purpose is to fi t  this entire design within the size of a reasonable 

forearm. which seems feasible with this selected motor. 

Figures 5.4 (a) and (b) depict the relationship for torque and angular speed of the 

prosthetic a m  usine this motor and the graphical techniques developed earlier in section 

5.5. The torque values in these figures include the assumed 25% efficiency of the 
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Figure 5.4 (a) Maxon Motor 118891 [Maxon Motor, Inc., 19981 performance for 
varying gear ratios and constant terminal voltage. 



Torque vs. Speed 
Constant Thermal Toque, Varying Voltages and Gear Ratios 
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Figure 5.4 (b) Maxon Motor 118891 [Maxon Motor, Inc., 19981 performance for 
varying gear ratios and constant thermal torque. 



transmission and only consider the torque output of one of the branches of this 

configuration: In Figure 5.4 (a), the maximum thermal and operating torque (maximum 

thermal torque/SF) are both indicated. The 767: 1 gear ratio line in this figure depicts the 

operating angular velocity of the ami under varying torque loads, with the motor 

operating at its nominal voltage. Figure 5.4 (b) indicates the output torque and speed of 

the prosthetic arm with the motor operating at varying terminal voltage levels and 

constant output torque (maximum themal torque). These figures are useful as a "quick 

check" to determine the changes in performance of the design if the final gear ratio 

wasn't exactly 767 or if the original efficiency estimate was shown to be incorrect. 

The allocation of this total gear ratio is shown in Figure f -2. The total gear ratio as well 

as the effective el bow radius are now known and thus the remaining gear ratio at the 

motor-end of the spring can be detennined by rearranging (5-4) such that: 

Effectively. there is an tnfinite combination of NG. gh. and r, which would satisfy (5-17) 

but to optimize the design for this application some assumptions must be made. This 

des ip  should be as compact as possible. so we begin by assuming a radius of the pinion 

of 11.1" (6.35 mm). Substituting this value of r, into (5- 17) leaves: 

N,gh = 97.4 ( 5 -  18) 

This gear ratio dictates the output speed and torque to the pinion shaft. The selection of 

!Yc; and _oh are closely related. The gearhead ratio attached to the motor dictates the speed 

and torque seen by the worm. This influences the size requirements of the worm and 



w o m  Zear. The gear ratio associated with the worrn and worm gear, Nc. has several 

restrictions placed on it. First of all, in order that the worm and worm gear be 

nonbackdrivable a small lead angle is required (do [INCOM International Inc., 19851). 

This requires the worm to be a single thread- In the case of a single thread worm, the 

gear ratio. NG, simply represents the number of teeth on the worm gear. 

Since the focus of this thesis is on the nonbackdrivabie components of this transmission, 

a more thorough design of the worm and worm gear was conducted. Juvinall and 

,Marshek [1991) present a simplified approach for sizing worm and worm gears, which is 

used in this design. Unlike most other gear types. load capacity of worm and worm gears 

is often limited by cooling capacity as opposed to strength considerations. In this gear 

selection procedure. it is assumed that the cooling requirements do not limit the design 

rather the strengrh of the gear mesh is limiting design factor. Typically. f9r good Wear 

reasons. worms are made of hardened steeI and worm gears from special gear bronze 

(S.4E 65). 

The sizing of the worm and worm gear for this design began with estimating the 

tangential dynamic load on the gear teeth. Fd, using: 

where F,, is the maximum tangential force applied to the worm gear tooth and v~ is the 

pitch line velocity of the worm gear in feet per minute. Next. the limiting bending fatigue 

load of the worm gear. called the strength capacity. Fs. was detemined using: 



where Sn was the zero-to-maximum bending fatigue strength of the worm gear bronze 

(assumed to be 24 ksi [Juvinall, Marshek, 199 11). w is the gear face width. P, is the gear 

circular pitch and y is the Lewis form factor (assumed to be O. LOO for 14.5" pressure 

angle [Juvinall. Marshek, 19911). Finally. the "wear" capacity. F,, of the worm and 

worm gear mesh was calculated (assuming proper lubrication) using: 

F, =dGwK, (5-2 1) 

where dc is the pitch diameter of the gear. b is its face width, and K, is the material 

oeometry factor (assumed to be 80 lb/in2 for a hardened steel worm on a bronze gear with 
L. 

a lead angle less than 10° [Juvinall. Marshek. 19911). 

Thouzh not al1 the failure-related factors have been addre 

worrn and upom gear design requires that: 

Fd I F, 

ssed in this anaiysi safe 

Fd I F, (5-23) 

Having esrablished the design criteria for the worm and worm gear. the next step was to 

look ar possible gear sets and sizes that satisfied both (5-18) and (5-22)-(5-23). This 

selection procedure began by compiling al1 possible single thread worm and wom gear 

combinations from the Boston Gear catalog [INCOM International Inc.. 19851. with 

worrn gears no larger than 3.5" in diameter. This list is provided in Table 5.7. 



Table 5.7 Boston Gear worm and worm gears (worm gears < 3.5") 

1 Di;;;ral 1 Numkr 1 Pitch 1 Fsie width Wear capacity, 
of teeth - diameter 1 (in.) 

Next. the bending fatigue strength capacity. Fs. and Wear capacity. Fw, were calculated for 

each gear pair and are shown in Table 5.7. The next step was to calculate the dynamic 

load capacity for the worm and worm Sear for this configuration. The dynamic load 

capaci ty is a function of the gear ratio of the gearhead. since varying gh changes FG[ and 

14 

First. the pitch line velocity of the gear can be defined as. 

NG 
20 
3 O 
40 
50 
60 
72 

(in.) 
-833 
1.25 
1.667 
2.083 
2.5 
3 

-2 1875 
-2 1875 
-2 1875 
-2 1875 

80 -2 1875 1 306 3.333 259 

(NI 
306 
306 
306 
306 

1 

65 
97 
130 
162 

-2 1875 1 306 
-2 1875 306 

195 
234 



where d, i s  the pitch diameter of the wom and À is the lead angle of the worm. If we 

assume the motor is putting its maximum power. P-, then the tangential force on the 

gear, FGt. can be approximated using. 

If we substitute (5-24) and (5-25) and (5-19), and account for the unit conversion, we 

arrive at an expression for the dynamic load capacity in ternis of the gearhead ratio. gh. 

For the .Mrixon Motor 1 1889 1. its maximum power output, Pm,. is 40 W and its 

maximum angular velocity. o. is 1587 radfs. The dynamic load capacity for varying 

worm gear diametral pitch. worm piich diameter. lead angles and gearhead ratios are 

presented in Table 5.8. 

Table 5.8 Dynarnic Load Capacities for varying worm pitch. lead. and gearhead 
sizes (Configuration 1) 

Diarnetral 
pitch 

The final step of the selection process was to find worm and worm gear, along with a 

Worm 
pitch 

diameter 
(in.) 

0.333 
0.438 
0.500 , 
0.625 
1.000 
1.250 
1.500 

oearhead ratio which satisfied al1 three cnterion presented in (5-18), (5-22) and (5-23). 
C 

Lead angle 
of single 
thread 
(de@ 

3.583 
4.083 
4.767 
5.7 17 
4.767 
4.567 
4.767 

Dynamic Load Capacity (N) 

Available gearhead ratios (shown in bold) 
3.7 1 
360 
242 
183 
124 
95 
80 
65 

5.75 , 

554 
37 1 
280 
189 
143 
121 
98 

4.80 
463 
311 
235 
159 
121 
102 
83 

13.80 ' 17.83 
13 19 1703 
882 1 1138 
663 1 855 
441 1 572 
335 1 431 
28 1 1 361 
225 1 289 



Several combinations satisfied the criteria. but the final selection was a 12 DP, 20 teeth 

worm gear with a 1" pitch diameter worm and a corresponding gearhead ratio of 5.75 

(mode1 1 14572). This combination provided a combined gear ratio of 115, close to the 

desired 97.4, the difference of which can be compensated for by using a pinion gear with 

a pitch diameter of 0.295" (7.5 mm). This final selection. thouph not necessady the most 

compact gear combination. provided a safety factor on Wear capacity of 2.08 which 

should compensate for addition load factors such as shock, intermittent operation, and 

oeneral service factors. As well. the use of the 5.75 gearhead reduces the maximum 
t 

speed of the worm gear to a reasonable level of 275 rad/s (43.9 rev/s). For the given 

~ v o m  and worm gear selection. the pitch line velocity. v ~ .  is approximately 57.4 ft/min 

which results in an approximate kinetic friction coefficient. p k .  of 0.067 [Juvinall. 

-Marshek. 19911. Table 5.9 summarizes the gear selection results dong with funher 

details of the selected hardware. 



Table 5.9 Configuration 1 gear selections 

[ Gear Components Parameters 1 Values 1 
Required gear ratio 
Actual gear ratio 

97.4 
115 

Single thread worm Manufacturer 
Item code 

Hardened steel 
12 

1 " (25.4 mm) 
4O46' 

I 

L - 

1 Pitch diameter 1 1 .66711 (12.3 mm) 

Boston Gear 
12960 

r 
1 Pressure angle 

Worm gear 

Material 
Diametral pitch 
Pi tch diameter 

Lead anale 
14 l/zO 

1 Motor eearhead Manufacturer 1 Maxon Motor 1 

Manufacturer 
Item code 
Material 

Number of teeth 
Diarnetral ~ i t c h  

Pressure angle 
Face width 

1 

t 
F. 

Mode1 number 1 114572 1 

Boston Gear 
13636 

Bronze 
20 
12 

14 1/2O 
1/2" ( 12.7 mm) 

Pinion Pitch diarneter 1 0.58" (14.7 mm) 1 

Tdvpe 
Number of stages 

Absolute reduction 
Maximum efficiency 

Diameter 
Length 

Knowing how fast the stiffness can be changed in Configuration 1. while holding the 

prosthesis position constant. is of particular interest. For this motor and gearing 

arrangement. the fastest we can stretch the spring at steady state is approximately 103 

mrnfs. Since the springs being used are nonlinear. this value cannot be directly convened 

Planetary 
1 

5.75 
80% 

32 mm 
26.5 mm 



into a rate of stiffening. but it will be helpful in sizing the stiffness-control motor in 

Configuration 3. 

5.7 Motor and Gear Selection for Configuration 3 

3.7.1 Position Motor and Gearing 

Confi_ouration 3's motor and gear requirements are quite different from that of 

Confipration 1. which has already been highiighted. The position motor will first be 

selected dong with required gearing, then the stiffness motor will be finalized. In this 

configuration. the position motor must be capable of lifting the entire external load. 

therefore as a started the approximate maximum power required for this motor is the 

prosthesis maximum power given in (5-13) which is 16.63 W. To begin, the power 

ratines of this motor should be in the range of 39.93 W to 53.25 W (based on the 

aforementioned rule of thumb of 1.5 to 2 times the required power rating). Examining 

the brushless motors collected in Table 5.4 indicates that al1 the motors except the first 

.Micro .Mo motor (.Mode1 1036) can be considered for the position motor. As in 

Con fisurrition 1. we estimate the required gear ratio by assuming a safety factor of 1-75 

and a transmission efficiency of approximately 40%. This efficiency is higher than that 

selected for Configuration 1 since the number of stages between the motor and the 

prost hesis in this case is lower. The required gear ratio for t h e  applicable motors of Table 

5.4 is then defined by: 



The resulting gear ratios and corresponding loaded speeds. which were determined using 

(5-9), are displayed in Table 5.10. The loaded flexion time in Table 5.10 represents the 

average ti me for the prosthesis move through 135' based on the loaded speed of the 

motor. Again. caution shouId used when examining the flexion time since the period of 

acceleration and deceleration are not considered. 

Table 5.10 Gear ratios and loaded speeds for Configuration 3 position motor 

Sotice that in general. the speed performance of the prosthesis has suffered due to the 

hianufacturer 

Micro M o  Motors 

Mrixon Motors . 

increased gear ratio requirement for one motor. In Configuration 1. the lifting torque 

requirement wris divided by two motors \vhich lowered the required gear ratio for each 

Motor 
Model 

3056 O12B 
3564 012B 
118891 
1 18894 
1 18895 

motor and resulted in higher flexion speed times. As in Configuration 1, though. the 

Maxon Motor model 118891 provides the best flexion time even though its required gear 

Thermal 
Torque 
( d m )  

ratio is the second highest of ail the motors in Table 5.10. This, again. is d.te to the 

motors reasonably high thermal torque yet low thermal torque/stall torque ratio. 

Gear Ratio 
(GRcs-1 

Since this motor is lighter and smaller than the other motors in Table 5.10 which have 

comparable flexion speed. it is selected dong with a gear ratio of 959 for the position 

No Gad 
Speed 
C'/SI 

26.1 1 1623 

motor in this configuration. The key specifications for the Maxon Motor model 1 18891 

can be found in Table 5.6. 

52740 
17 100 
90960 
39600 
27000 

60.3 
11.2 
94.7 
118.1 

Loaded 
Speed ("1s) 

702 
959 
4 7  
359 

Loaded 
Flexion 
Time (s) , 

.. 29.2 
60.3 
86.1 
79.6 
67 -7 

1.6 
2.2 
1.6 
1.7 
2.0 2 



Figures 5.5 (a) and (b) depict the relationship between torque and angular velocity using 

the graphical technique presented earlier in section 5.5. Figure 5.5 (a) includes both the 

maximum thermal torque and operating torque Ievel along with various gear ratios. 

Figure 5.5 (b) indicates the performance of the prosthetic arrn under constant output 

torque from the motor (maximum thermal torque) and for varying terminal voltages and 

gear ratios. The output torque values shown in both these figures include the assumed 

40%' transmission efficiency. These figures serve as a quick reference with respect to 

performance i f  the actual gear ratio is not 959 or if the assumed efficiency is determined 

to be incorrect. 

The selection of the worm and worm gear for the position motor was conducted in the 

same fashion as that presented in the Configuration 1 case. The Wear capacity and 

strength capacity values are unique to the gear pairs and therefore are unchanged for this 

selection. The only difference is the dynamic load capacity for the position motor since 

the total gear ratio is different from that of the Configuration 1 motors. Table 5.1 1 

summarizes the dynamic load capacity for the position motor for varying wormlworrn 

eear pairs and searhead sizes. The gearheads listed in Table 5.11 are available from 
C 

Maxon Motor and are compatible with the 1 1889 1 motor. 



Torque vs. Speed 
Constant V o b g .  (12 V), Vaying Torqws and G.ar IUth 
Maxon Motor Bnishless 118891 Motof (assumed enicierrcy of 40%) 

I i 1 i i 1 I I I 

Output Speed (degmels) 

Figure 5.5 (a) Maxon Motor 118891 [Maxon Motor, Inc., 19981 performance Cor 
varying gear ratios and constant terminal voltage (position motor). 



Torque vs. Speed 
Constant Th8nn.l Torquo, VI ying Voitagos and Gmar R a t b  

Maxon Motw Bnishless 1 18891 Motor (assumed emcisncy of 40%) 
I 1 L 1 I 1 I 

I 
1 3 '  I I t 1 I 1 i 
-20 O 20 40 60 80 100 120 

Output Speed (degmels) 

Figure 5.5 (b) Maxon Motor 118891 maxon Motor, Inc., 19981 performance for 
varying gear ratios and constant thermal torque (position motor). 



Table 5.1 1 Dynamic bad capacities for varying worm pitch, lead, and gearhead 
sizes (Config. 3 Position Motor) 

Diarnetral 
pitch 

diameteri thread 1 

Worm Lead angle 
pitch 1 of single Dynamic Load Capacity (N) 

As was the case in the gear selection for Configuration 1, several worm/worm gear 

I (in.) 

combinations satisfy (5-22) and (5-23). The final selection was a 6 diametral pitch worm 

wi th a 30 tooth worm gear. This selected gear has a safety factor of 1-92 on Wear 

(deg) 

capacity \+.hich should allow for reasonable shock loading without failure. The gearhead 

Available gearhead ratios at motor (shown in bold) 
27.60 1 51.24 1 66.22 1 85.58 1 102.51 

selected has an absolute gear ratio of 5 1.24 which combined with the 20: 1 gear ratio of 

the wormlworm gear provides a total gear ratio of 1025, slightly higher than the required 

959. This selection of gearhead provides a surface speed of approximately 12.9 ft/min 

\+.hich corresponds to a kinetic frictional coefficient between the wonn and worm gear 

teeth of approximately 0.09 [Juvinall, Marshek. 19911. Table 5.12 summarizes the 

details of the position motor gearing. 



Table 5.12 Configuration 3 position motor gear selection 

Parameters 1 Values 1 
Required ge% ratio 959 

Single thread worm 

Actual gear ratio Gear ratio 1025 . 

- 1 Pressure angle 

L 

1 Material 1 Bronze 1 

Manufacturer 
Item code 
Materi al 

Diametral pitch 
Pi tch diameter 

Lzead angle 
14 112" 

' Worm gear Manufacturer Boston G e x  

1 

Number of teeth 1 20 1 

Boston Gear 
12974 

Hardened steel 
6 

2" (50.8 mm) 
4'46' 

Item code 

1 Diametral pitch 1 6 1 

13670 

1 Motor gearhead 1 Manufacturer 1 Maxon Motor 1 

Pitch diameter 
Pressure angle 

Face width 

3.33" (84.5 mm) 
14 1/2" 

1" (25.4 mm) 

The worm gear has a pitch diameter of 3.33" which is much larger than desired, but the 

size requirements reflect the output torque requirements on this single gearing stage. In 

order to decrease the size requirement of this gearing stage. additional gearing stages or 

motors with a higher maximum thermal torques are required. 

11 14579 
Planetary 

3 
5 1.24 
70% 

32 mm 
26.5 mm 

Mode1 number 
Type 

Number of stages 

1 

Absolute reduction 
Maximum efficiency 

Diameter 
Len ot h 



5.7.2 Stiffness Motor and Gearing 

As mentioned previously. the selection of the motor and geanng for the stiffness motor in 

Configuration 3 assumed that the proposed "counter-balance" spring was not used. This 

is a conservative assumption in tenns of the motor and gearing selection. The maximum 

power requirement of this motor occurs when the springs are stretched to their maximum 

force and the stiffness is changing at its maximum rate. As a first design approximation, 

the operating linear speed for the stiffness motor was selected to match that of 

Configuration 1 (103 mrn/s). The maximum power requirement for the stiffness motor is 

thus defined as: 

Pm, =2Fm,~,,,=7.4W (5-28) 

F,, is the maximum force in the springs (36 N) and v,, is the maximum linear veloçity 

which the ends of the springs must move ( 103 mm/s). Due to the asymmetry of 

Configuration 3. the position motor power requirement was higher than the motors in 

Configuration 1 yet the stiffness motor power requirement is lower. TabIe 5.13 lists 

several motors that exceed the 1 1.3 W range ( 1.5 times P,,). 

The total required gear ratio between each of these rnotors and the spring ends is defined 

as: 

where e is the transmission efficiency assurned to be 35% and SF is the safety factor 

(1  2 3 ) .  Notice that in this case the gear ratio has units of rn-'. The calculated gear ratios 

and maximum operating linear speeds for each motor are given in Table 5.13. 



Table 5.13 Gear ratios and linear velocities for Configuration 3's stiffness motor 

1 Maxon Motors 1 1 18891 44.2 1 5818 1 15160 1 248 

Manufacturer 

Micro Mo 
Motors 

Again. the Maxon Motor 1 1889 1 motor is selected. with a total gear ratio of 58 18 m" and 

a loaded linear speed of 248 mm/s which is almost 2.5 times that of the design goal of 

Motor 
Mode1 

1628 012B 

103 mrn/s. Details of this motor can be found in Table 5.6. 

Figures 5.6 (a) and (b) depict the  output force and velocity for this selected motor and 

\.arying genr ratios neighboring the calculated value of 5818 m-'. The output force values 

in both of these figures incorporates the assumed 35% transmission efficiency. These 

figures. again. serves as a quick reference with respect to performance if the final gear 

ratio doesn't exactly meet the catculated value or if the efficiency estimate was wrong. 

Thermal 
Torque 
( m m )  

2 -6 

The next step was to determine the gearing for this motor. Equation (5-8) indicated that 

there were only two stages of gearing for the stiffness motor, namely: motor gearhead 

and the lead screw. We begin with the selection of the lead screw. Table 5.14 displays 

severai lead screw assemblies by Nook Industries. The selected assemblies in this table 

are a11 single thread screws with small lead angles to achieve a nonbackdrivable desip.  

Due to the low force levels required (72 N == 16.2 Ib maximum). al1 the Iisted lead screws 

employ a plastic nut design. 

2036 O1 28  1 6.2 
3056 O1 2B 1 26.1 

Gear Ratio, 
GRc3-stin 
(mg' 
98901 

41475 
9852 

No Load 
Speed 
m m )  
28650 

Maximum 
linearvelocity 

( m d s )  
23 

17600 
8790 

32 
68 



Force vs. Speed 
Constant Voltage (12 V), Vmying Torqws and Gomr Ratios 
Maxm Motor Brushiess 1 18891 Motor (assumed em9ency of 35%) 

1 20 i l 1 1 1 I 

Figure 5.6 (a) Maxon Motor 118891 [Maxon Motor, Inc., 19981 performance for 
varying gear ratios and constant terminal voltage (stiffness motor). 



Force vs. Speed 
Constant Thormal Torqw, Vaying Voltago8 and Gerr Ratio8 

Maxon Motor Brushless 118891 Motor (assumed eficiency of 35%) 
110 1 1 i I 1 I I 

1 

70 i l I a I I I I 

-50 O 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 

Output Speed (rnnr/s) 

Figure 5.6 (b) Maxon Motor 118891 waxon Motor, Inc., 19981 performance for 
varying gear ratios and constant thermal torque (stiffness motor). 



Table 5.11 Nook Industries lead screw for Configuration 3's stiffness motor 

Even the smallest of these plastic nuts and lead screws were oversized in tems of 

maximum operating static force. The key to the lead screw selection for these plastic 

nuts was the heat bui ld up and Wear. According to Nook Industries, Inc. 119981, the 

product of the pressure on the nui and the surface velocity (relative velocity between the 

lead screw OD and the nut) had to be less rhan 10.000 psi f th in .  

The operating loads shown in Table 5.11  were based on a nominal pressure of 1250 psi. 

Due to the low operating load in this design. this value of pressure was scaled down 

Backlash 
(in) 

0.0060 
0,0060 
0.0067 
0.0090 

Efiïciency 

49 
49 
46 
42 

Actual operating load 
P = x 1250 psi 

Chart operating load 

Static 
load (Ibs) 

156 
35 1 
625 
976 

Diameter 
(in) 

-. 

1 /4 

The surface velocity for each lead screw assembly was detennined using: 

Adjusted 
Pressure 

(Psi) 
130 
58 
32 
21 

Lead Angle 
(degrces) 

3 -64 

tvhere 0.103 mls is the maximum desired linear speed of the nut. d, is the diameter of the 

lead screw and 98 is the unit conversion factor. 

Surface 
Velocity 
(fVmin) 

51 
46 
5 1 
64 

3/8 

Table 5-14 includes the calculated values of PV for each of the given lead screws. All the 

selected screw assemblies satisfy the heat and Wear design criteria, therefore the smallest 

PV Product 
(psiofthin) 

6,595 
2,659 
1,623 
1,332 1 

4.03 
L/2 1 3.64 
5/8 1 2.92 



lead screw assembly was selected for this application which was the 1/4", 0.050" lead 

assembly. Notice its efficiency is listed as 19% with a maximum backlash value of 

0.0060". The friction coefficient for the lead screw and nut is listed by Nook Industries, 

Inc. [1998] as 0.075 lubricated and 0.16 unlubrïcated. 

The final step was to select the gearhead for the stiffness motor. With a total gear ratio of 

58 18 m-' required for this system. the gear ratio of the motor gearhead was determined by 

rearraneing (5-8) such that: 

This indicates that the lead screw assembly almost provides all the required gear ratio for 

the stiffness motor. For this reason. no gearhead for the stiffness motor was selected. 

The Iead screu-. in this sense. is connected directly to the motor shaft. Having chosen 

no gearhead at al1 results in a lower gear ratio than initially required (1947 m" compared 

to 58 1 S m-') and results in faster steady state stiffening speed (Figure 5.6) approximately 

three ti mes that of Configuration 1 (32 1 m d s  compared to 103 mm/s). This 

arrnn_oernent. however. cannot output the required maximum force without exceeding the 

thermal torque of the motor for short periods of time. Its assumed that these short 

durations u ' i l l  not damage the motor. 

A sumrnary of the geanng components selected for Configuration 3's stiffness motor are 

oiven in Table 5.15. 
C 



Table S. 15 Configuration 3 stiffness motor gear selection 

1 Gear Comnonents 1 Parameters 1 Values 1 
1 

1 Reauired Gear Ratio 1 1 5818 m-' 1 
1 ~ c t u a l  Gear Ratio 1 1 4947 m" 1 

Lead screw 

Pressure angle 
Leneth 

Manufacturer 
Item code 
Material 

Pi tc h diameter 
Lead anele 

14 1/2" 
24" (610 mm) 

1 
I 

Lead screw nut 

Having selected the motors and gearing for both configurations, the next step was to 

Nook Industries, Inc. 
SSRH 91020 
304 Stainless 

114" (6.35 mm) - 
3 - 4 6 O  

Length 
Backlash 

develop an accurate non-intersecting. non-parallel axes gear mode1 and sirnulate both 

Manufacturer 
Item Code 
Matenal 

Pressure angle 
0.41" (10.4 mm) 
0.006" (. 152 mm) 

configurations ~ v i t h  the above selected hardware. 

Nook Industries. Inc. 
RH 30024 

plastic 
14 112" 



Chapter 6 

Gear Models 

6.1 Literature Review 

A simple and accurate mode1 of a nonbackdrivable gear vain was required to study the 

dynamic characteristics of the proposed variable stiffness prosthesis. Literature on gear 

modeling dates back to the 1940's and continues to be an active area of research today. 

but none contained nonbackdrivable gear train models. An extensive survey of gear 

modeling literature prior to 1988 cao be found in Ozguhen and Houser [1988]. 

In earl y studies. gear models were developed usins lumped parameters such as masses. 

springs. and dnmpers to model gear masses, tooth compliances, and darnping effects 

respectively. These models were primarily concemed with determining the dynamic 

factor of gear sets in order to find maximum stresses in the gear teeth. Tuplin [1953] was 

credited with the first gear model consisting of a mass-spring system which modeled gear 

errors with an os cil latin^ wedge (Figure 6.1 ). Many of the studies that followed used a 

mass-spring-damper system which was called the "boxcar" [Goodman, 19631 or "impact 

pair" [Dubousky. Fruedenstein. 197 11 and incorporated the effects of backlash and 

pioneered the earl y investigations of gear dynamics [Hebert. McWhannell, 1977; Hunt. 

Crossley. 19751, as dcmonstrated in Figure 6.2. 



Figure 6.1 Tuplin [1953] gear error model. 



Many of the more recent studies have moved away from the linear, lumped parameter 

models. to investigated the influence of nonlinearities in gear train dynamics such as 

backlash, clearances, gear tooth cornpliances, variable gear teeth mesh stiffness, damping 

and friction. It is interesting to note. as Ozguhen and Houser [1988] recognized, that the 

recent models do not show much difference from the early linear models apart from the 

inclusion of such nonlinearities. 

Backlash in gears is inevitable and is required to avoid teeth interference and for proper 

lu brication distri but ion. It is high l y prevalent in frequentl y reversing transmissions, such 

as the nonbackdrivable transmission under consideration in this thesis. Because of its 

importance. much of the reviewed gear modeling Iitenture included backlash models 

[Chalhoub. Zhang. 1996: Hogan. 1988: Kahraman, Singh, 1990, 199 1, 199 1; Sarkar. et. 

al.. 1997: Sepehri. et. al.. 1996: Yang. Lin. 1987: Yang. Sun. 19851. Typically. backlash 

\vas modeled as a function of relative displacement between meshing teeth as seen in 

Figure 6.2. With such a model. the mating gears dynamics* are dependent only when in 

contact. To get around this problem many of the authors wrote two sets of dynamic 

equations. namely contact and non-contact. The backlash function was then used as a 

"switch" and the equations were integrated using either piece-wise or numerical 

integrrition techniques. As a rneans to avoid the backlash "switching" problem, Hogan 

[ 1988) suggested that backiash could be modeled as an exponential stiffness function 

which would simplify numerical integration. but this would result in "artificial" forces 

between teeth when they were not in contact. A similar mode1 to that of backlash was 

used to study the effects of clearances in joints by Dubousky and Freudenstein [197 11. 



i Backlash region - 1 

i 

Figure 6.2 "Boxcar" [Goodman, 19631 or "impact pair" Il>ubousky, Fruedenstein. 
19711 gear mode1, including backlash effects. 



The stiffness of gear teeth is another contributor to the nonlinear characteristics of gear 

d-ynamics. Amabili and Rivola [1997] used the bending stiffness, while others estimated 

the Hertzian stiffness of the gear teeth [Dubousky. Freudenstein, 197 1 ; Heben, 

McWhannell. 1977: Yang, Sun, 19851 to represent the gear teeth compliance in their 

studies. Yang and Lin [ 19871 chose to model both the bending and Herizian stiffness in 

their model. They modeled these two stiffness in series and calcuiated an equivalent gear 

tooth stiffness. 

In recent years several studies have incorporated both gear tooth stiffness and damping 

together in a varying gear teeth mesh stiffness models. The gear mesh was defined in 

several di fferent ways: a displacement function with linear viscous damping [Kahraman, 

Sing. 1990. 199 1 (a). 199 1 (b)]. stiffness and variable damping [Amabiii, Rivola, 19971. 

harmonic function of tirne [Nadolski. Pielorz. 19981. Models compensated for gear teeth 

compliance and variable load sharing between teeth (for contact ntios # 1). These 

studies attempted to model the compliant and damping effects of gear trains together and 

study their effects on the gear dynamics. 

Several studies defined the damping in the model explicitly. Most authors modeled a 

damper in parallel with the tooth stiffness element. These dampers were modeled as 

material or Hertzian damping [Dubousky, Freudenstein, 197 1; Heben, McWhannell, 

1977; Hunt, Crossley. 1975; Sarkar. et. al., 1997; Yang, Lin, 1987; Yang, Sun, 19851, 

linear vi scous dampers [Kahraman, Singh. 19901. or nonlinear viscous dampers 

[Kahraman, Singh. 1990, 1991, 199111. One study [Hunt. Crossley, 19751, examined the 



relationship between the coefficient of restitution of the gear matenal and Hertzian 

damping and determined a function for this type of nonlinear damping. The use of linear 

viscous dampers in models has been shown to be undesirable because of their hysteresis 

loop [Hebert, McWhannell, 1977; Hunt, Crossley, 1975; Sarkar, et. al., 1997; Yang, Sun, 

19851. When two gear teeth suddenly collide, linear viscous dampers produce 

unreasonably high forces upon initial contact due to the non-zero impact velocity, as 

shown in Figure 6.3. This type of damping force is not realistic and thus nonlinear and 

Hertzian dampers are preferred in modelincg gear damping. 

Friction between gear teeth was ignored or considered negligible in much of the 

literature. Most studies compensate for friction by Iurnping the losses of fnction into the 

damping effects. It is assumed that fnction is ignored in most studies since many are 

models of spur gear trains in which friction losses are small- When friction was 

considerec. as in Yang and Lin [1987]. only kinetic friction was modeled and effects of 

static fnction during start-up were ignored. 

The mrijority of the literature on gear models focused on spur gear models [Ozguhen, 

Houser, 1988. Yang, Lin, 1987, Yang, Sun. 1985. Kahraman, Singh, 1990, 1991 (a), 

199 1 (b)]. presumably because of their popularity. One article focused on the load 

distribution across worm gear teeth (Sudoh. et. ai., 1996), but no literature was found that 

modeled the dynamic characteristics of wonn gears or any type of nonbackdnvable gear 

train. Other than Hogan [1988], nbne of the aforementioned studies used the bond gaph 

technique to mode1 the gear trains, and none included the effects of static friction. 
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Figure 6.3 Linear and nonlinear gear teeth damping models (based on Yang and 
Sun, 1985). 



The objectives of the non-intersecting. non-parallel axes p a r  mode1 developed in this 

thesis was to be simple yet advanced enough to take backlash, material damping. and 

friction al1 into consideration. The following is the development of a novel non- 

intersecting. non-parallel axes gear model. 

6.2 Non-intersecting, Non-parallel Axes Gear Mode1 

In order that the gear model be as realistic as possible it had to contain such nonlinearities 

as backlash. gear tooth compliance. Hertzian damping and both static and kinetic 

frictional effecrs. The goal was to develop a bond graph model that was simple yet 

accurate. of low order. and which could be easily incorponted into any other bond graph 

with little or no modification. 

The bond graph of our non-intersecting, non-parallel axes par is shown in Figure 6.1 (a). 

accompanied by its corresponding word bond graph (Figure 6.4 (b)) and the gear model 

from Figure 3.5 (Figure 6.4 (c)). This model includes al1 the desired nonlinear effects 

previously mentioned and also met the genera! requirements of k i n g  a simple. accurate. 

low order and compatible model. A description of the general structure followed by a 

detaiied discussion of the individual components of this model is now presented. 

We begin by highlighting the major components of the model. the details of each 

component and state equations will be discussed later. The force applied to the pinion. 

Fp. and the force applied to the gear. Fc. are located on either side of the bond graph. The 



Figure 6.4 (a) Bond graph of non-intersecting, non-parallel axes gear set. 



Figure 6.4 (b) Word bond graph for gear rnodel in (a). (c) Non-intersecting, non- 
parallel axes gear mode1 (taken frorn Figure 3.5). 
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masses of the pinion and gear are designated as m, and mû and are located on either side 

of the inner hexagon structure. Two components, cornpliance and damping, in parallel 

constitute the normal force between mating teeth and are located on the top of the 

hexagon structure. The frictional force is designated as a resistance and is situated at the 

bottom of the hexagon structure. The active bonds. which indicate signal flow with no 

power, from the extemal forces and the "0" junction at the top of the hexagon svucture to 

the resisrive friction component on the bottom of the model are required for the frictional 

model and will be explained later. The last major features of the bond graph are the four 

transfomers (TF) located on the corners of the hexagon. The discussion of the details of 

each component begins with the purpose of these transformers. 

6.2.1 Transformer Structure 

Before discussing the purpose of the four transformers. several of the underlying 

assump<ions must be undentood. First. i t  is assumed that the faces of the wedges are 

perfectly straight and that contact between mating faces is flush. Based on this 

assumption. the normal force acting between mating gear faces can be approximated by a 

force which acts perpendicular to the gear face (the normal direction). The frictional 

force thus acts in a direction which is paraIlel to the gear face (the tangential direction) 

and is perpendicular to the normal force. One of the unique problems in developing this 

model was that the normal and frictional forces were not collinear with the extemal 

forces. As a result, in order to apply Newton's first law to this problem. the normal and 

frictional forces had to be separated into components which were collinear with the 

ex ternal forces. This is the purpose of transformers located on four of the corners of the 



inner hexagon structure. These transformers generate a coordinate transformation frorn 

the normal and tangential directions CO directions which are collinear with the extemal 

forces. The modulus of these transfomers are sine and cosine functions of lead angle (A) 

and pressure angle (&). Note that the pressure angle for the simple wedge model is 0' 

and thus the cos(@,) terms reduce to unity in this special case. 

6.2.2 Outer Structure 

The outer structures of the bond graph are a simple application of Newton's first Law. 

Fisure 6.5 depicts this outer structure for the pinion and also indicates the free body 

dirigram and force polygon for the pinion. The bond graph structure shown in Figure 6.5 

(a) can easily be reduced to a single ' 1 '  junction which satisfies Newton's first law in the x 

direction (ie. direction in which the extemal force is applied). The additional '1' junction 

rittached rit the pinion and gear masses was used intentionally to separate the hexagon 

structure from the masses and external forces. but is not required. However, by doing so 

the forces associated with bond # 3 and #16 in Figure 6.4 (a) represent the massless 

pinion and gear force defined in (3-19) and (3-23), respectively. Note that the 

coefficients of the normal and frictional forces in Figure 6.5 (a) correspond to the 

transformer modulus in Figure 6.4 (a) . As mentioned previously, the active bonds from 

the external forces to the resistive frictional componerzt at the bottom of the model are 

associated with the fnctional model requirements and will be expiained in more detail in 

the friction model description (section 6.2.5). 
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Figure 6.5 (a) Bond graph representing sum of forces on the 
diagram of the pinion. (c)  Force polygon for free 

pinion. (b) Free body 
body diagram in (b). 



6.2.3 Cornpliance Model 

As rnentioned previously, the normal force between the mating teeth is comprised of two 

components, compliance and darnping, in parallel at the top of the hexagon structure. 

Both components are nonlinear and require some explanation. Fint. the compliance 

component of the normal force incorporated both the backlash and the stiffness effect of 

the gear teeth in a single nonlinear function depicted in Figure 6.6. The flat region of this 

function represents the backlash between the teeth and the slope of the outer regions is 

the stiffness of the mating gear teeth when in contact. Notice that the stiffness coefficient 

was assurned to be constant (linear force-displacement function) in this model. As 

mentioned previously in the literature review of this topic. most of the studies considered 

either the matenal compliance or the bending compliance of the gear teeth as the major 

stiffness cornponent of their model. In this model. both were considered. The equivalent 

stiffness of the mating pinion and gear teeth was determined assuming that the matenal 

compliance and bending stiffness of the teeth were in series and thus: 

where Kp and KG are the equivalent stiffnesses of the pinion and gear teeth. respectively, 

and Kknd and were the bending and material stiffnesses of the teeth, respectively. 

The total combined stiffness of mating gear teeth. assuming the stiffnesses to be in series. 

could now be defined as: 
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Figure 6.6 Nonlinear backlash and mating teeth stiflnas rnodel. 



where Lq is the total equivalent stiffness between two mating pinion and gear teeth. The 

bending stiffness of the teeth was determined by approximating the involute profile as a 

constant-strength parabolic gear tooth profile [Juvinall, Marshek, 19911 where the 

bending stresses throughout the tooth are equal to those at the fixed end. If the force on 

the gear tooth is assumed to be applied perpendicu!ar to the tip of the gear tooth. 

Castigliano's Method can be used to detennine the deflection at the tip by: 

where 4, is the deflection of the gear tooth tip, h is the approximate height of the gear 

tooth. M is the applied moment caused by the force F. E is the gear tooth matenal's 

modulus of elasticity, and 1 is the moment of inertia about the bending mis. The moment 

of inertia for this parabolic profile is given by. 

\vhere \if is the width of the gear face and b, is the approximate length of the gear tooth 

base. Recognizing that M is equivalent to Fx and thus its partial derivative with 

to the force, F, is simply x, (6-4) could then be solved: 

Therefore. the resulting tooth stiffness can be expressed as: 

This approximation requires some justification. The force between mating teeth 

respect 

(6-7) 

is not 

typically applied to the tip of the gear tooth, which makes this approximation an 



underestimate of the tnie gear tooth stiffness. Also. since a parabolic profile is "thinner" 

than a real involute profile, the bending stiffness defined in (6-7) is again an 

underestimate of a real gear tooth. Even though (6-7) underestimates a real gear tooth 

bending stiffness, it should provide a reasonable estimate. 

The other component of stiffness was material or Hertzian stiffness. The expression used 

for Hertzian stiffness in this mode1 was developed by Yang and Sun [1985] who 

approxirnated the mating gear teeth as two cylinders and applied the Hertzian law which 

States that the elastic compression of two isotropic elastic bodies can be approximated by 

two paraboloids in the area of the contact point. Their resulting expression was a linear 

function of force and displacement eiven by. 

1vhe.-e E ivas Young's modulus. L was the thickness of the cylinders, v was Poisson's 

ratio for the cylinder, and 8 is the depth of penetration. These expressions of and 

Kknd were combined as in (6-3) to determine the equivalent tooth stiffness when mating 

teeth were in contact. 

6.2.4 Hertzian Damping Model 

Several studies have developed models for Henzian damping [Dubousky, Freudenstein, 

1971: Hebert. McWhannell, 1977; Hunt. Crossley, 1975: Sarkar, et. al., 1997; Yang, Lin, 



1987: Yang. Sun. 19851. For the gear model developed in this thesis. Yang and Sun's 

[1985] approach was adopted due to its simplicity and apparent accuracy. As mentioned 

previously. the use of linear viscous dampers has k e n  cnticized by several authors 

because of it unrealistic hysterisis loop (Figure 6.3). The approach of Yang and Sun 

[1985] was to develop a damping mode1 which was both a function of velocity and 

displacement: 

where D was the unknown damping 
0 

factor and S. 6 were the penetration displacement 

and velocity. respectively. From the dynamic equation of motion. they obtained a 

anal ytical approximation for D given by: 

where \,, \vas the impact velocity. and e was the coefficieni of restitution which itself was 

3 function of impact velocity given by. 

0.36 e = 1 - 0-OZlv, 

To sirnplify simulating such an nonlinear expression. D was considered constant. 

The method used to select this nonlinear damping coefficient is presented later in the 

discussion of the gear model simulation. 

6.2.5 Friction Model 

One of the most difficult features to model in a real dynamic system is friction. and for 

this reason many studies have k e n  devoted to developing a realistic friction model. A 

thorough survey of friction models prior to 1994 can be found in Armstrong-Helouvry, 



et. al. [1994] and a brief survey of basic friction modeling techniques is presented in 

Berman, et. al. [1996]. Much of the work in this field has stemmed from controls 

research in which fnction models were developed to study the effects of friction on 

con trol feedbac k systems [Harnoy. 1997, Dupont, 1994, Dupont, Dunlap, 19951. Several 

friction models attempted to characterize the asperities between mating bodies in ternis of 

stiffness and damping [Sherif, Bassioni, 1994, h m ,  et. al., 19941 or atomic behavior 

[Matsukawa, Fukuyama, 19941. Starting with an analytical representation of friction, 

Dupont El9931 investigated its existence and uniqueness and Heck and Ferri [1996] 

applied perturbation techniques to study the effects of friction in their dynarnic system. 

.MostagheI and Davis [1997] presented a method of approximating friction using multiple 

con tinuous functions. 

There \vere problems with adopting any of the above mentioned friction models for our 

simulation purposes. They were either designed specifically for a particular system 

simulation. were highly complex. or did not model the switch from static to kinetic 

friction \vell. For these reasons none of these models were easily adaptable to our 

simulation. In fact, only one friction model. proposed by Karnopp [1985], was found in 

the literature which was derived using bond graphs and designed for computer 

simulations. In this paper, Karnopp presented a simple, but effective, model for 

Coulomb friction which was adopted for as our friction model. Figure 6.7 (a) shows a 

typical interpretation of Coulomb friction where the frictional force is plotted against the 

velocity of a mass. Static fnction maintains the mass at zero velocity until the external 

force. F. exceeds the maximum static frictional force. +FH = &N, at which time the mass 



begins to accelerate. Due to the  nonlinear nature of the fnctional force-velocity 

relationship in Figure 6.7 (a), neither causal relationship of Fr = Ff(v) nor v = v(Ff) is 

unique in the vicinity of v = O m/s. As a result, numerically simulating Coulomb friction 

around v = O mls becomes very difficult. To avoid this problem, Kamopp proposed 

taking an extremely small region on either side of v = O m/s, which he referred to as the 

ZDV region (shown in Figure 6.7 (b)). and accepting that any mass with a velocity within 

this region is not moving (je. is static). This simplifies numerical simulations since 

instead of checking when v=û rn/s (which is very susceptible to numerical error), the 

check becomes whether the velocity of the mass falls within the 2DV region. To best 

understand how Kamopp's friction mode1 works, a simple exarnple is now presented. 

This example was also used in Kamopp's paper and is illustrated in Figure 6.7 (c). This 

simple example includes a horizontal extemal force. F. k i n g  applied to a mass, rn, on a 

friction surface with the accompanying bond graph of the  system. The state equation for 

this system is simply Newton's first law applied to the mass, 

w 

where p is the rate of change of momenturn of the mass, m. To determine the value of 

the frictional force, first it must be determined whether the velocity, v, of the mass falls 

~vithin the 3DV range, -DV<vd)V. If it does not, then the mass is assumed to be moving 

and the frictional force is set equal to the kinetic frictional force, Ff = J A ~ N .  If the velocity 

of the mass does faIl within the ZDV range then it must be determined if the external 

force. F, is greater than or less than the maximum static frictional force, +FH. If the 

extemal force. F. is less than the maximum static frictional force, +FFI. then Fr = F and 



Figure 6.7 (a) Conventional stick-slip friction model. (b) Karnopp's [1985] Friction 
model. (c) Mass on a frictional surface, free body diagram and bond 
graph model. 



the sum of the forces in (6-13) equals zero and the mass remains stationary. If the 

extemal force. F, exceeds the maximum static force, +FH, then the force of friction takes 

on the value of the maximum static force, Ff = FH, and the force unbalance causes the 

mass to begin to accelerate. To summarize, in order to determine the force of friction we 

require the following simplified logic statements, 

From the above explanation of Kamopp's rnodel, it is clear that both the values of the 

extemal force and normal force are required before assigning a value to the frictional 

force. This explains the reason for the active bonds from the extemal forces and "0" 

junction representing the normal force in the gear model from Figure 6.4 (a) are required. 

In the simple example from Figure 6.7 (c) the normal force is constant, so only one active 

bond from the extemal force to the resistive frictional component is required. In fact, in 

al1 the examples presented in Kamopp's paper the normal force was constant, which 

makes the application in this thesis an extension of his original model. 

Though these active bonds are not "real" they permit the use of a single causality on the 

resistive friction bond, ie. Ff = Ff (v. N. F). Without these active bonds, awkward 

causality switching is required since during "slip" the force of friction is a function of 

velocity only (Fr = Fdv)) while during "stick" it is a function of the other parameters such 



as normal force and external forces (Ff = Fr (N. F)). This justifies the reason for the 

active bonds. but not their relative placement in the model. In earlier developments in 

Chapter 3, the nonbackdnvable behavior of the gear tooth interface was established using 

the massless forces applied to the wedge model (Figure 3.7 (b)) and not the externally 

applied forces. This would seem to indicate that the active bonds in the gear model in 

Figure 6.4 (a) should originate from bonds #3 and #16 which represent these massless 

forces in the sysiem. However, the causality on bonds #3 and #16 indicated that their 

input to the hexagon structure (representing the massless wedges from Figure 3.7 (b)) is a 

veloci ty  and that the output on these bonds is a force. Based on this causality, the 

massless forces are defined by the frictional force (and normal force) and not vice versa. 

This is one reason why the rnassless forces cannot be used to define the frictional force. 

Also. to use of the massless forces as the input to the nonlinear friction function would 

require knowing the acceleration of the masses in the model (based on the definition of 

the massless forces in (3-12) and (3-23)). This is only possible if accelerations from the 

previous time step rire used. which would result in  a friction force that "lagged" the 

simulation by a single tirne step. For these reasons. the active bonds originate from the 

external forces on the system. 

Fisure 6.8 shows the graphical results of the numencal simulation of the above friction 

model. simulated in MATLAB, using a sinusoidal input for the external force, F. A mass 

of 1 kg was chosen for this simulation dong with static and kinetic coefficients of friction 

of 0.45 and 0.3 respectively. Notice that when the extemai force exceeds that absolute 

maximum static friction force of 4-41 N. the friction force drops to its constant kinetic 
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Figure 6.8 Karnopp's [1985] friction model simulation results. (a) Forces on the 
mass, (b) velocity of mass, (c)  displacement of mas. 



value of 2.94 N. When the mass velocity falls back into the effective "zero" velocity 

range. the system "sticks" and the force of friction becomes static once more. Notice that 

in the "stick" regions, the resultant force on the mass is O N. These results highlight the 

stick-slip phenornena in Figure 6.8 (a) and (b). indicating the effectiveness of Kamopp's 

friction model. 

Though easy to implement, Kamopp's model is sensitive to the accuracy and tolerances 

used in the numerical integration routine. For his model to work well in numerical 

simulations, the accuracy of the integration routine must be greater than the order of the 

2DV region. otherwise the instances of "stick" or "slip" may be missed. If the 2DV 

region is made too large. noticeable velocities and displacements result making the 

simulation less accurate. 

6.2.6 State Equation Development 

The state equations for the model shown in Figure 6.4 were developed using standard 

bond p p h  techniques [Kamopp, et. a[.. 19901. The subscripts in the state equations 

refer to panicular bonds of Figure 6.1. There are three energy storage elements within 

the model. namely the pinion and gear masses and the mating gear teeth compliance. The 

rate of change of momentum of the pinion is defined by: 

p = F, - N sin(?,) cos(9, ) - F, cos@) (6- 15) 

The normal force consists of the nonlinear compliance and damping models and the 

friction mociel is the nonlinear model discussed earlier. Substituting these nonlinear 

functions into (6- 15) gives: 



p 2 = F p - ~ { q , ) + f { 6 . 6 } s i n ( h ) c o s ( ~ , ) - F f { N . F p , F G } c o s ( A )  (6-16) [ ' 1 
where il and 3 are the nonlinear functions of the normal force compliance and damping, 

respectively, and q~ is the relative normal displacement between the mating gear teeth. 

Similarly. the rate of change of momentum of the gear is given by: 

Making the same substitution for the nonlinear functions as before gives: 

The final state variable is the rate of change of normal relative displacement between the 

mating gear faces descnbed by: 

urhere rn, and r n ~  are the mass of the pinion and gear respective1 y. 

Though the system is completely defined with these equations, one last equation is 

required to determine the equilibrium force of friction required to maintain static 

equi l i  bnum when the external forces are not large enough to overcome static friction. 

This value of friction is determined using a technique presented by Karnopp [1985] 

which first involves writing the equation for the relative sliding velocity between the 

mating gear teeth faces. which is the flow variable on bond 13 of the mode1 bond graph, 

and differentiating it with respect to time: 



When the system is "locked" in static equilibrium. the rate of change of Vsli& is zero. 

Therefore. (6- 16) and (6-18) can be substituted into (6-20) and by setting the left hand 

side equal to zero the force of friction which is required to maintain equilibrium can be 

solved explicitly in tems of the system variables such that: 

where q, represents the mass ratio. mdmG. Though this expression is not intuitive, it 

does satisfy (6-20) making the rate of change of Vsli& zero. One must realize. though. that 

making the rate of change of Vslidceq~al to zero does not necessanly mean that the pinion 

and gear have zero velocities. it just means that the relative sliding velocity between the 

teeth face is not changing. More importantly. setting the force of friction based on (6-21) 

does not mean that the system is necessarily in static equilibrium. To show this. we 

re~x-rite (6-20) in terms of velocities: 

Notice that this equation could easily have k e n  obtained from a scalar analysis of the 

pinion and gear velocity diagrams as well. Solving (6-22)  gives: 

v = - v ,  tanh 
P 

Therefore. (6-22) is satisfied if both the acceleration of the pinion and gear are zero, or 

when their accelerations are related by the ratio given in (6-23). In this way, both the 

pinion and gear cm be accelerating even though the rate of change of Vslidr is zero. 



The advantage to having the expression in this f o m  is that when the bond graph mode1 is 

inserted into other models. the user need only calculate the equivalent Fp and Fc and 

substitute them into (6-2 1) to determine the equilibrium friction force (assuming N is 

known, which must be the case when implementing this model). 

Equations (6- 15)-(6-23) are the fundamental equations for this model. which satisfres the 

original goals of simplicity and low order. 

6.3 Simulation Development 

Havins selected the models for tooth cornpliance. damping, and friction, the next step 

was to simulate the entire non-intersecting. non-parallel axes gear model. Figure 6.9 (a) 

depicts ri simple arrangement including a motor and gearhead connected to a worm and 

worm gear. The motion of the worm gear is retarded by a spring and damper hooked to 

ground. The bond graph of this mechanical system is shown in Figure 6.9 (b). This 

simple system \vas used to evaluate the gear mode]. The gearhead on the motor is treated 

as a ideal (100% efficient) transformer in this modef. This is intentional so that the focus 

of the results can be placed on the non-intersecting. non-parallel axes gear model. 

In order to develop a realistic model of this mechanical system, the components selected 

for the Configuration 1 design were used including the  motor, gearhead, worm and worm 

gerir. For simplicity. the spnng used in this simulation was assumed to be linear (unlike 

the quadratic springs designed for both proposed Configuratiens). 



Figure 6.9 (a) Mechanical system including motor, gearing, and external 
spring/damper. (b) Bond graph for the system in (a). 



The parameter values of each of the mechanical components needed to be detemined 

including tooth compliance, tooth Hertzian damping, and worm and worm gear inertia. 

First, the equi valent inenia values for the nonbackdri vable model were detemined. It 

should be noted that in the bond graph the masses are modeled as linear inertia and not 

rotational inertia. The reason for this is so that the basic nonbackdrivable model could be 

used and the equations developed previously for this model could be applied with as few 

changes as possible. This transfer from rotational inertia to linear inertia dso 

demonstrates the power and simplicity of bond graph manipulation. 

The mass on the motor-side of the bond graph represents the combined inertia associateci 

~ v i t h  the worm and the motor shaft. The inertia of the motor shaft is inciuded since 

inertial components closest to the motor have the most substantial effect on the overall 

effective inenia experienced by the motor. To determine the rotational inertia of the 

~vorm. its mass was first estimated by assuming the worm could be approximated as a 

solid tube and thus: 

~vhere du was the pitch diameter of the wom. d,, was the inside diameter of the worm. 

L, was the length of the wom. and pu was the density of the hardened steel. From (6- 

24). the mass of the worm was estimated at 69.3 g .  Next. the rotational inertia of the 

worm was estimated using: 



which is the definition of the moment of inertia for a solid tube. From (6-25). the 

rotational inertia of the worm was estimated as 3.le-6 kg.m2. The effective inertia, as 

seen through the gearhead of the motor. of the motor shaft (3.0e-6 kg.m2 given in Maxon 

Motor(i998J) was then added to the wonn inertia and this overall rotational inertia was 

then reduced to a single linear inertia by: 

where r, is the pitch radius of the worm (Ku), J, is the calculated inertia of the worm, J, 

is the inertia of the motor shaft. and gh is the gear ratio of the motor gearhead. The result 

was an effective linear mass of 636 g. 

In a similar fashion. the linear inertia representing the worm gear was determined. First. 

the mass of the worm gear wras approximated using the same technique as (6-24) which 

equaled 133 g. The effective rotational inertia for the worm gear was then determined 

using (6 -23 ) .  Finally. this rotational inertia was converted into a linear inenia using: 

where JG was the worm sear's rotational inertia. and rc; is the pitch radius of the worm 

gear. The effective wom gear inenia was determined to be 60.6 g. 

The bending stiffness of the worm gear tooth was determined using (6-7). For 

Configuration 1. a 12 diametral pitch. 1.66" diameter worm gear was selected. The 

overall height of the worm gear tooth was approximated using [mTCOM International 

Inc.. 19851: 



2.157 h=-  (6-28) 
P d  

where pd is the diametral pitch of the worm gear ( 12 in this case). Next. the length of the 

base of the tooth was estimated using the calculated tooth thickness at the pitch circle and 

the normal pressure angle (14S0) [INCOM International Inc., 19851: 

where cid is the height of the dedendum defined as: 

1 
dd = h - -  (6-30) 

P d  

The width of the worm gear tooth was approximated as the face width of the gear which 

\\.as 0.5". The Young's Modulus for the phosphor bronze worm gear is 1 10 GPa 

[Ju~inaiI. iuiarshek. 19961. Substituting these values into (6-7) determined a bending 

stiffness for the wonn gear of 178.4e6 N/m. 

Ksxt. the Henzian stiffness of the worm gear was evaluated using (6-9). The effective 

length. I-. of the "cylinden" in contact was assumed to be equivalent to the face width of 

the worm gear (0.5"). Usine 0.35 for Poisson's ratio [Juvinall. Marshek. 19961 for the 

phosphor bronze revealed a Hertzian stiffness for the worm gear tooth of 1.206e9 N/m. 

Combining these two effective stiffness in series revealed a total worm gear tooth 

stiffness of l55.le6 Nlm. 

As presented earlier. the tooth stiffness of the worm should also be considered in senes 

with the tooth stiffness of the wom gear when the mating teeth are in contact. Since the 



worm is made from hardened steel and has a shorter tooth, its overaIi stiffness was much 

greater than that of the worm gear. For this reason, (6-3) can be approxirnated as: 

Keq = KG for K, >> KG (6-3 1) 

Therefore the stiffness of the mating worm and worm gear teeth was approximated as the 

stiffness of the worm gear tooth only. Notice also that this simulation assumes that only 

one worm gear tooth is in contact with the wom at any gven time (ie. contact ratio = 1). 

This is a consewative assumption. and if the contact ratio was assumed to be greater than 

1 (more than one set of mating teeth in contact at any time. on average). this would be 

equivalent the springs in parallel in which case the net stiffness of the rnating gear teeth 

could be multiplied by the contact ratio to obtain a corrected stiffness. 

The next parameter which was determined was the Hertzian damping of the gear teeth. 

To simplify simulating the nonlinear Hertzian damping, the value of the coefficient, D, 

\vas assumed to be constant and was detemined in the following manner. From (6-1 1) 

and (6- 12). it crin be seen that both the coefficient of restitution, e, and the Hertzian 

damping coefficient. D. are functions of impact velocity. In simulating such nonlinear 

functions. it  is almost impossible to obtain the  instantaneous value of impact velocity. 

Therefore. for these simulations the impact velocity was assumed constant. This impact 

veloci ty was estimated based on the approximate speed with which the worm, initially at 

rest. would impact a stationary wonn gear tooth if it was accelerated at its maximum rate. 

The following procedure was used to estimate this impact velocity. and thus, the value of 

the Hertzian drimping coefficient, D. 



Based on the calculated value of total combined inertia between the worm and motor 

shaft in (6-26); and knowing the maximum allowable thermal torque that the motor can 

deliver. the maximum motor shaft acceleration can be deterrnined using: 

where is the unloaded maximum acceleration of the motor shaft, T,, is the maximum 

allowable thermal torque of the motor, and J is the combined total rotational inertia of the 

motor shaft and worm gear. This value of rotational acceleration can then be convened 

into an accelention of the equivalent mass, mw,n, defined in (6-26) by: 

a,, = amghr, = 34.5 m/s2 

Recognizing that the acceleration normal to the w o m  tooth is equivalent to: 

aeffmm 
= a,, sin(),) = aCn sin (4046") = 2.86 m/s2 

Assuming the normal faces of the worm and worm gear teeth are separated initially by a 

distance equal to the maximum backlash (0.004") [IhTCOM International Inc.. 19851, and 

that the  worm gear tooth accelerates linearly from rest to this maximum acceleration rate 

then the time to impact is given by: 

where t,,,,,, is the time to impact and dbrcklrrh is the maximum backlash between the teeth. 

Finally, the impact velocity can be obtained using: 

- - 
"irnpxt  'cff,, impact = 0.024 m/s 



Substituting this value and the tooth stiffness value into (6-1 1) and (6-12) gives a 

Henzian damping coefficient of 56.1e6 ~s /m' .  This assumed value will be validated in 

the simulations. 

Having selected and calculated al1 the pararneters, the next step was to run the simulation. 

The denvation of the state equations for the model in Figure 6.9 along with the Matlab 

code for this simulation can be found in Appendix B. Table 6.1 surnrnarïzes the values of 

each of the parameters in the Matlab code and provides a brief description of each 

variable. Notice that the friction coefficients do not have particular values since these 

\vil1 be changed in order to demonstrate the flexibility of the non-intersecting, non- 

paralle! axes gear model. 



Table 6.1 . Matlab simulation variables for the model in Figure 6.9 

Value 
0.03e-6 H 

Variable Definition 
Motor terminal inductance 
Motor terminal resistance 
Motor torque constant 
Gearhead ratio 

Matlab Variables 
L, 

and worm gear teeth 1 1 
Hertzian damping coefficient D 56.le6 ~ s l m '  

R a  

KI 
gh 

friction mode1 
Radius between worm gear center and 

0.19 R 
7.5 mN/A 

5.75 
Pitch radius of the w o m  1 rw 1 0.0 127 m 

0.0001016 m 
Variable 
Variable 
le-5 m/s 

Backlash between gear teeth 1 backlash 

external spring and darnper 
Ratio of worm gearpitch radius to RG 
External spring cornpliance 
External dam~ino coefficient 

Static coefficient of friction 

1 

- - 
I C~ 

This simulation is fourth order. containing four energy storage elements narnely the two 

masses, the cornpliance of the mating gear teeth, and the compliance of the external 

spnng hooked to ground. 

0.021 2 m 
0.6360 kg 
0.0607 kg 

( 1 5 ~.4e6)-' m/N 

Pitch radius of the w o m  gear 

m u 3  (k) 

RG 
1 

zear 
Voltage input to motor 
Velocity of extemal wall 

Before simulating this model. some interesting insight can be obtained by simplifying 

this nonIinear model. By making several simplifying assumptions. this simulation can be 

TG 

Kinetic coefficient of friction 1 mu-k (pk) 
Effective "Zero" velocity region for 2DV 

0.0074 m 

G=rc;/Rc; 
C 

4'46" 
14S0 

Lead angle of the worm 
Pressure angle of the worm and worrn 

reduced to a linear model from which eigenvalues (ie. natural frequencies) can be 

Effective mass of the worrn i mw 
Effective mass of the worm gear m~ 
Effective compliance of mating worm 1 Cietth 

2.874 1 
(2000)-' m/N 

lambda (A) 
phi (%) 

V 
Ve l 

Input 
Input 

b 255 Ns/m 



obtained. There are three main sources of nonlinearïties in this mode1 which are: 

backlash. friction, and Hertzian damping. If we assume the gear teeth are in contact, and 

remain in contact. then the nonlineanty associated wi th the backlash c m  be ignored. In 

this case. the masses represented the worm and worm gear are connected by a linear 

spring (tooth cornpliance) and the nonlinear Hertzian damping. As will be shown in 

simulation. the Hertzian damping is not very significant, and dissipates little energy. The 

reason k ing  that typically the relative veiocity andor the relative penetration of the 

mating gear teeth is always small. As a result. the damping force expressed in (6-IO), 

provided by the Hertzian damping effect is usually negligible. Therefore, for this 

simplifying case. the Hertzian damping nonlinear effect can be ignored. By ignoring this 

darnping effect. the normal force between the gear teeth becomes a function of one of the 

states (ie. N = qrs/C,,,th). If the system is assumed to be in motion, the frictional force is 

kinetic and is thus a linear function of the normal force (Ff = pkN). Therefore. the 

frictional force can also be expressed as a function of one of the states (ie. Ff = 

uLqi JC,,,h). Based on these simplifications. the entire system can written in the 

following linear state space format: 



sini. -cos0 + cosj. - p, 

sin À - cos O 
O - cos j. - cos O 

O 
m_e 
b 1 -- -- 

m g - ~ '  C-G 

Notice that the states are numbered to correspond with the bond graph notation in Figuure 

P. 
Pe 
414 

Pr, 

in, 

6.9. Table 6.2 depicts what each of the five states represent in tems of the model: 

' + 

Table 6.2 States of the linearized model 

1 DR 1 Momentum of worm 

Synbol 
D 7 

State Description 
Flux Linkaoe 

AS mentioned earlier, the motivation to simplify and linearize the nonlinear model was to 

914 

PZ: 
q 27 

conduct a linear analysis. For the following nonbackdrivable simulation, a kinetic 

Stretch of gear teeth spring 
Momentum of worm gear 
Stretch of extemal spring 

friction coefficient value of 0.0825 was selected. Based on the this friction coefficient 

and the parameter values given in Table 6.1. the eigenvalues, eigenvecton. natural 

frequencies and damping ratios of the A matrix from (6.38) was obtained, and are 

presented in Table 6.3. 



Table 6.3 . Eigenvalues, Eigenvectors, natural frequencies, and damping ratios of 
linearized system matrix A 

These values were obtained using the eig and darrip commands in Matlab. Several 

Aatural 
Frequency 

( rad/s) 
I 

Damping 
Ratio 

Eigenvalue 

Eigenvector 

obsencitions regarding the natural vibratory modes of the system can be made based on 

the  information in this table. First of all. the two largest eigenvalues are complex 

conjugates indicating a natural oscillatory mode that is dominated by the momentum of 

48682 

0.005 

-254 + 4868 i i 
0.0000 - 0.0000i 

1 

0.0 187 + O. l664i 
0.0003 - 0.0000i 
4.0999 - 0.9808i 
4.0001 + 0.0000i 

the worrn and the worm gear. This mode is extremely underdamped and is associated 

with the large matins teeth stiffness between these two gear masses. The rernaining three 

48682 

0.005 

-254 - 4868 1 i 
0.0000 - 0.0000i 
0.0 187 - O. 16641 
0.0003 + 0.0000i 
-0.0999 + 0.9808i 
-0.0001 - 0.0000i 

natural modes are al1 overdamped. The largest of these three remaining eigenvalues 

(6237) is predominantly associated with the worm mornentum and the flux linkage in the 

6237 

î .O00 

6237 
0.055 1 
-0.9985 

motor. The second smallest eigenvalue (97.4) is dominated by the worm momentum. 

while the smallest eigenvalue represents a very low frequency mode associated with both 

97.4 

1 .O00 

97.4 
0.0009 
- 1.0000 

the worm and worm gear momentum and the external spring. This linearized model 

0.0 1 

1.000 

0.0 1 
-0.0007 
0.7760 

provides some insight into the dynamic behavior of this nonlinear model. It is apparent 

0.0000 
0.0062 
-0.6307 

0.0000 0.0000 

that the system consists of very fast and relatively slow eigenvalues. For this reason, a 

stiff integration routine (ode23s) was selected in Matlab. This linearization also 

indicrites that the momentum of the worm dominates several of the natural modes of the 

-0.0078 
0.0000 

4.0080 
0.0005 



system. and thus we would expect this parameter to influence the dynamics of the system 

the most. 

6.3.1 Friction coefficient selection 

To dernonstrate the flexibility and accuraey of the gear model, two simulations were 

conducted using the same initial conditions and motor voltage input, but with varying 

fnctional coefficients. In Chapters 2 and 4, the distinction between the terms overhauling 

and nonbackdrivable was made, as they pettain to a dynamo and geared transmission. 

Figures (1.2) and (2.3) depicting the regions of dynamo operation indicated a motor 

region and a generator region. The generator region was subdivided into overhaul type 1 

and type II regions. In review. the overhaul type 1 region depicted a region in which an 

excessive external load would backdrive a dynamo (ie. external torque opposed the motor 

output torque). If a dynamo was coupled to a worm and worm gear, the dynamo could 

only operate in this region (ie. backdrive) under steady state conditions if the coefficient 

of srcrtic friction between the gear teeth satisfied: 

p, < tan(i,)- cos(@,, ) (6-38) 

This critena emphasizes the fact that operation in the overhaul type 1 region is a function 

of the static coefficient of friction between the gear teeth only. The overhaul type II 

region depicted a dynamo operating condition in which the extemal load would drive the 

dynamo faster than i t  would operate without the external Ioad (ie. extemal torque was in 

the same direction as the motor output torque). Operation of a dynamo in this region can 

only occur in pania l l~  nonbackdrivable (as defined in Table 3.1) and backdrivable 



transmissions. If the transmission consists of a worm and worm gear, the dynamo can 

only operate in this region if the coefficient of kinetic friction satisfies: 

pk c tan@)- cos(@, ) (6-39) 

To emphasize these friction criteria, two simulations were conducted. The first 

simulation involves a nonbackdrivable transmission and the second is a backdrivabIe 

transmission. For the gearing selecting for Configuration 1, which is used in these 

simulations. the "cntical" friction value defined by tan(h)cos(&) was equal to 0.08073. 

Table 6.4 indicates the coefficients of friction used in the following two simulations. 

Table 6.4 Coefficients of Friction used in the mode1 illustrated in Figure 6-9 

Note that based on the "cntical" friction value of 0.08073. the motor with the 

nonbackdrivable gearing in Case 1. while operating at steady state. can not be overhauled 

in either t,ype 1 and II modes. The motor with the backdnvable gearing in Case 2 can be 

overhauled in both type 1 and type II modes. The coefficients for the backdrivable 

transmission are low in Case 2 for this type of gear arrangement, but these values were 

c hosen inten tionall y to highlight the difference between the two types of transmissions. 

Case 2 
Backdrivable 

0.0367 
0.025 

Both Type 1 
and T m  ïi 

Coeffkients of Friction 

Static 
Kinetic 
Permissi ble Overhauling under 
Steadv State Conditions 

6.3.2 Simulation Task 

The task in both of the following simulations uses the motor and transmission to stretch 

the initially compressed external spnng. until its force in tension is approximately equal 

Case 1 
Nonbackdrivable 

0.1 10 
0.0825 
Neither 



to its initial compressive force. An attempt is made to stay within the thermal torque 

limit of the motor (44.2e-3 Nm equivalent to a motor current of 5.9 A) during the entire 

simulation. 

Both cases listed in Table 6.4 were run with the same initial conditions and motor voltage 

input, only their frictional coefficients were different. At t = -0.25 seconds, the external 

spring is initially in compression and as a result the gear teeth of the worm and worm 

oear start off in contact and loaded (ie. backlash is taken up). The initial normal and - 
frictional force between the mating gear teeth for al1 three cases is the sarne. The velocity 

of the worm and worm gear masses is zero initially, and there is no current flowing in the 

motor nor any voltage applied to the motor terrninals. At t = O seconds, the voltage 

across the motor terrninals is ramped up from O V to 12 V in 0.15 seconds. This voltage 

is held constant for 1.6 seconds then ramped dawn from 12 V to O V in O. 15 seconds. 

6.4 Simulation Results 

6.4.1 Plotting Notes 

Before presenting the results of the simulations, a quick note must be made regarding 

some of the output plots. Two pages of plots are output for each simulation along with 

one page of figures depictins the general forces on the worrn (not to scale) at several 

stages during the simulation. 



The first figure of plots depicts the mechanical output variables for geared transmission 

and is used to discuss the nonbackdrivable and backdrivable nature of each gear set. In 

this figure is a frictional force plot that is used to depict the frictional force between the 

mating teeth. Along with the solid line depicting the actual fnctional force, there are 

several other lines which depict the maximum static friction (dashed) and kinetic friction 

(dash-dot) forces. A "mirror image" about the abscissa is used for both the maximum 

static and kinetic friction force to indicate the "boundary" of friction forces. These lines 

aid in demonstrating the transition from the static to kinetic and kinetic to static frictional 

values. Further explanations of this plot will be given in the discussion of the simulation 

results. 

The second page of graphs includes plots that depict the electrical output variable for the 

motor along with two other plots that correspond to Figures 2.2 and 2.3 in Chapter Z 

ivhich were presented as pphical  tools to observe dynamo and transmission operations 

(Chapter 4). One of these plots uses motor voltage and voltage drop across the motor 

resistor (as in Figure 2.2) to demonstrate the system operation in the motor and generator 

regions. The other plot uses the applied torque on the worm and its corresponding 

angular velocity (as in Figure 2.3) to again demonstrate the system operation in the motor 

and generator regions. Further discussion of these plots is given in the simulation results. 

Case 1 Resul ts -- Nonbackd rivable Transmission 

Figure 6.10 presents the mechanical variable outputs for this simulation. Each of the 

plots in this figure will be referred to by its subplot lettering. Subplot (a) depicts the 



torque profile on the worm and (b) shows the torque applied to the par during the 

simulation. The numbers shown in (a) indicate the times corresponding to the free body 

diagrams and force polygons given in  Figure 6.1 1. Before the voltage begins to be 

applied to the motor at t = O s, the system is in static equilibrium. During this time, the 

external spring is exerting a positive torque on the gear yet no torque is required on the 

worm to rnaintain equilibrium, indicating that the transmission is indeed 

nonbackdrivable. Refemng to Figure 3.5, this initial configuration corresponds to the 

oear tooth in contact with the top worm tooth. At this time, the normal force between the 
C 

oears is negative (j) and the friction force is positive (i) based on the selected sign 
C 

convention in Figure 3.6. Figure 6.1 1 (a)-( 1) shows these forces on the wonn tooth at t = 

-0.125 s and the force polygon satisfying static equilibrium. At t = O  S. the voltage to the 

motor (Figure 6.12 (a)) begins to increase rapidly from O V to 12 V over the 0.15 S. 

During this time. the torque on the worm begins to increase rapidly. At t = 0.008 s, 

torque on the worm is sufficient to overcome the maximum static friction force shown in 

( i )  and the system begins in motion. The actual friction force in ( i )  is given by a solid 

line nphile the maximum static friction line is dashed and the kinetic coefficient line is 

oiven by the dash-dot line. Notice that once the actual friction force reached the 
CI 

maximum static friction force line in (i), the actual friction force "immediately" dropped 

ont0 the kinetic friction force line and the system started in motion. With the system now 

in motion. the sliding velocity (g) between the gear teeth, dong with the worm (c) and 

gear (d) angular velocities become non-zero. Notice that the ratio of the angular 

velocities of the worm and gear throughout this simulation is equal to their gear ratio, 20. 

The torque on the worm (a) continues to climb initially as it accelerates the worm and 



Time (s) Time (s) 

(il (JI 
Figure 6.10 Case 1 results, mechanical output variables (nonbackdrivable 

transmission). 





Figure 6.1 1 (b) Free body diagrams of the worm tooth corresponding to the noted 
times 4,5, and 6 in Figure 6.10 (a). 



gear. It reaches a maximum torque of 0.24 Nrn at t = O. 115 S. The forces on the worm 

tooth at this time are depicted in Figure 6.1 1 (a)-@). As the system reaches steady state, 

around t = 0.200 S. the torque on the worm drops to a near zero value. This is due to the 

fact that initially the extemal compressed spring is k i n g  "unwound" and therefore the 

system is moving in a direction to lower the potentiai energy in this external spnng. For 

this reason. the wonn need only overcome the smalt force of friction (i) at this tirne. The 

forces on the worm at t = 0.5 s are shown in Figure 6.1 1 (a)-(3). As the system is moving 

the external torque on the gear (b), which is k i n g  applied by the extemal spnng and 

damper, continues to decrease steadily. This is again due to the "unwinding" of the 

initial1 y compressed external spring. At approximately t = 0.872 s, the external torque on 

the gear is insufficient to maintain contact between the worm and gear teeth, and the 

mating teeth separate. This is depicted in the relative normaI displacement plot in (h). as 

the line transverses the backlash region between the worm and gear teeth. While the 

teeth are not in contact both the normal a)  and friction (i) forces go to zero. At t = 0.878 

S .  the w o m  and opposing gear teeth collide and transients ensue. These transients are 

most evident in (d). (i). and 0'). The impact causes the nomal force Q), and thus the 

frictional force (i). to increase dramatically. Figure 6.13 contains a "blown-up" image of 

the relative displacement between the two gear teeth during the impact transient. Notice 

the increasing frequency of consecutive "collisions" or impacts between the mating gear 

teeth until approximately t= 0.895 S. at which time the mating teeth are in continuous 

contact (represented by the gear tooth in contact with the bottorn worm tooth in Figure 

3.5). The normal force 0) has changed sign after the impact but the frictional force ( i )  

remains positive. As the system continues to move. the extemal spnng begins to get 



stretched further from its neutral position. placing it in tension. This causes the torque on 

the gear to reverse direction. Now the system is storing potential energy in the spnng and 

as a result the torque on the worm (a) increases. The forces on the wom tooth at t = 1.5 s 

are shown in Figure 6.1 1 (b)-(4). The increasing torque on the worm (a) results in a 

slightly decreased angular velocity for both the worm (c) and gear (d). At t = 1-85 S. the 

voltage applied to the motor begins to ramp down. As a result. the torque on the worm 

(a) drops off quickiy. At t = i -878 S. the torque on the worm (a) falls neptive. and is 

now in the opposite direction to its angular speed. This is a caused by the high 

deceleration rate of the system and is shown vectorily in Figure 6.1 1 (b)-(5). During this 

deceleration phase. the angular velocity of the worm (c) and par (d) decrease rapidly. 

As the deceleration decreases. the torque on the worm (a) briefly becomes positive again 

(since the voltage input is still positive a this time) until t = 1.994 s when the sliding 

velocity ( g )  between the gear teeth falls back into the DV (effective "zero" relative 

sliding velocity) and the system "re-locks". This transition from kinetic to static is shown 

best in the friction plot ( i )  as the actual friction line drops from the positive kinetic value 

to the negative static value. At this point in time. the system is back in static equilibrium 

even though a nonzero torque is still k ing  applied to the gear (b). This is presented 

vectori 1 y in Figure 6.1 1 (b)-(6). 

Figure 6.12 presents the power variable outputs for the motor in this simulation. Subplot 

(a) is the voltage input to the motor terminais and (b) is the current in the motor. The 

profile of the cument plot is the same as that of the gear torque, as expected. This plot 

indicates that the themal motor current of 5.9 A was not exceeded during simulation. 



The current reaches its maximum during the initial acceleration of the system and rises 

after t = 0.9 s when the extemal spring is placed in tension. When the current slips 

negative at t = 1.878 S. so too does the power to the motor tenninals shown in (c). At this 

time the dynamo is overhauling (type II) as energy flows from the decelerating worm and 

motor shaft inertia back into the motor. As indicated earlier, during this time the torque 

and angular velocity of the worm (and thus dynamo shaft) are in opposite directions. 

Pnor to the system "re-locking", cumnt in the rnotor briefly becomes positive as a result 

of the low deceleration rates of the system at this time. 

The operation of the motor and transmission is further highlighted in (d), (e), and (f) 

\vhich correspond to the graphical interpretations of dynamo and transmission presented 

in Figures 2.2 and 2.3. Subplot (d) plots the terminal voltage versus the voltage drop 

across the resistor in the dynamo. The dashed line in (d) represents the stall torque line 

from Figure 2.3. Subplot (e) plots the angular velocity of the worm versus the its applied 

torque. \\rhiIe (f) plots the angular velocity of the worm versus its massless tome (defined 

in ( 3 - 2 2 ) ) .  The numbers shown in these figures correspond to the numbenng on the 

~ ~ o n n  torque plot in Figure 6.10 (a). 

In Figure 6.12 (d). the dynamo operating points starts at (1) at the origin and moves into 

the motor region towards (2) as both the voltage and current in the dynamo increase. As 

the torque requirement on the wonn decreases, the d4vnamo operating point moves down 

to (3 ) .  still in the motor region. After the impact of the gear teeth has occurred, the worm 

torque increases and the dynamo operating point moves upward toward (4). As the 



system decelerates. the operating point moves into the overhaul type II region towards 

(5). Finally. the voltage is decreased to zero and the dynamo operating point moves back 

to the origin at (6). 

The graphical results in (e) and (0 are explained simultaneously to highlight the effects of 

inertia and unsteady state operation on the nonbackdrivable gear model. Recall from 

Chapter 4 that the location of the operating point of the worm in (e) corresponds ro the 

region in which the dynamo is operating (ie. motor vs. generator regions). The operating 

point in (f) corresponds the behavior of nonbackdrivable gear interface. and not directly 

to the dynamo's opention. This is due to the fact that the torque "seen" by the dynamo is 

the applied torque not the massless torque (except when the system is operating at steady 

state at  hi hi ch time these two torques are identical). In both figures, the system starts at 

the origin at (1 ) .  As the applied torque on the worm increases, both operating points in 

(e) and (f7 rnove into the motor region towards (2). It is interesting to note that the 

direction of travel of the operating point is clockwise in (e) and counterclockwise in (0. 

As the torque requirement on the worm decreases, the operating point in (e) moves 

downward to (3) while in (f) the operating point moves upward to (3). Both operating 

points remain in the motor region during this time. The impact, resulting in high 

decelerations, is evident in (f) from the collection of near-vertical Iines near (3). When 

the applied torque on the worm begins to increâse again (as the extemal spring is k ing  

stretched). the operating points in (e) and (f) move toward (4). When the terminal 

voltage begins to decrease. and the worm decelerates quickly and the direction of the 

applied torque changes- As a result, the operating point in (e) slips into the overhaul type 
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Figure 6.12 Case 1 results, electrical output variables (nonbackdrivable 
transmission). 
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Figure 6.13 Impact induced oscillations between mating gear teeth (taken from 
Figure 6.10 (h)). 



II region towards (5) while the operating point in (O remains in the motor region and also 

moves towards ( 5 ) .  The operating point in (e) slipping into the overhaul type II region, as 

mentioned earlier. is a result of the kinetic energy stored in the worm and motor shaft 

inertia k ing transferred to the dynamo. As the voltage of the motor is decreased to zero. 

the operating points in both (e) and (f) retum to the ongin. The operating point in (0 

remaining in the motor region is funher evidence that no power is being transferred 

across the interface from the gear to the worm dunng this simulation at any time. 

Case 2 -- Backdrivable Transmission 

Figure 6.14 presents the mechanical variable outputs for the backdrïvable simulation. 

These resuIts are similar to Case 1. but their differences will be highlighted in the 

fol lowing discussion. 

The initial conditions in this simulation are identical to that of Case 1, except the friction 

coefficients have been changed. The numbers in Figure 6.14 (a) correspond to the worm 

free body diagrams and force polygons shown in Figure 6.15. Notice that as soon as the 

simulation starts ( t  = -0.25 s), a negative torque begins to develop on the worm (a) and 

the worm begins to be backdnven as indicated by the opposing directions of the worm 

torque (a) and its angular velocity (c). This is depicted in the force polygon shown in 

Figure 6.15 (a)-( 1 ). During this time. some of the potential energy from the extemal 

spring is being transferred across the gear teeth interface, increasing the kinetic energy of 

the worm and the electrical energy in the dynamo. At this time. both the worm (c) and 

oear (d) are in motion and the sliding velocity between their mating teeth (g) is outside - 



the DV region. This causes the friction force (i) to become kinetic almost immediately. 

Before t = O S. the torque on the worm (a) has reached a near steady state value as well 

the worm (c) and gear (d) are moving at steady state. At t = O S. the voltage to the rnotor 

begins to ramp up from O V to 12 V over the next O. 15 S. As a result, the torque on the 

worm (a) moves back into the positive region and reaches a maximum of 0.20 Nm at t = 

0.120 S .  The forces on the worm at this time are shown in Figure 6.15 (a)-(2). The 

torque on the worm (a) begins to descend as the system reaches steady state around t = 

0.200 s. At this time. the torque on the worm has again become negative as more 

potential energy is released from the external spnng (b). As the extemal torque on the 

oear (b) decreases funher. the torque on the worm moves toward zero. The forces on the 
C 

\\.orni (00th at this point are again shown in Figure 6.15 (a)-(3). At t = 0.865 S. the torque 

on the ~ v o m  (a) becomes positive while the torque on the gear (b) becomes negative. At 

ven, short time after this. at t = 0.892 S. the worm and gear teeth lose contact (h), and the 

\sporrn impacts the opposing gear tooth and transients ensue. After the transients die out. 

the system continues to stretch the extemal spring, storing more potential energy in it. As 

a result. the torque on the worm (a) continues to climb. The forces on the worm tooth at 

this stage are shown in Figure 6.15 (b)-(4). At t = 1.85 S. the voltage to th.; mo:cx begins 

to descend. As in Case 1, the torque on the worm (a) falls negative dunng this time as 

the worm and gear decelerate quickly. The forces on the wom tooth are depicted in 

Figure 6.1 5 (b)-(5). Notice that un li ke Case 1 in which the nonbackdnvable transmission 

"re-locked" once the voltage to the motor became O V. this backdrivable system remains 

in motion after t = 2.00 and the friction force ( i )  remains kinetic though it changes sign. 

At this tirne, the externat torque on the gear (b) is negative resulting in a positive torque 
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Figure 6.11 Case 2 results, mechanical output variables (backdrivable transmission). 



Figure 6.15 (a) Free body diagrams of the worm tooth corresponding to the noted 
times 1,2, and 3 in Figure 6.14 (a). 



Figure 6.15 (b) Free body diagrams of the worm (00th corresponding to the noted 
times 4,5, and 6 in Figure 6.14 (a). 



on the wotm (a). The forces on the worrn tooth at this time are shown in Figure 6.15 (b)- 

(6). 

Figure 6.16 presents the power output variables for the motor in this simulation. Subplot 

(a) depicts the voltage input to the motor (same as Case 1) and (b) shows the current in 

the motor. As soon as the simulation begins. the current slips negative due to the 

transmission and motor k i n g  overhauled in type 1 mode. Once the voltage to the motor 

increased. the current became positive again but fell negative once more after the system 

had finished accelenting. As the potential energy in the spring was released. the current 

in the motor moved toward zero and became positive again at t = 0.865 S. When the 

terminal voltage descended. the current again fell negative until the system finished 

decelerating. At this time. the current became positive once more (even after the teminal 

voltage reached O V) as the extemal load overhauled the motor (type 1) through the 

backdrivable gear set. The power flow at the motor teminals (c) is zero initially even 

though current in flowing prior to t = O S. This indicates that al1 the current in the motor 

prior to this point is being dissipated as heat through the resistor (which is pan of the 

definition of overhaul type 1). At t = O S. the power becomes positive but then follows the 

trend of the current and slips negative at t = 0.160 S. At t = 2.000 S. the power at the 

motor teminals becomes zero and the remaining current still flowing in the motor gets 

dissipated as heat by the armature resistance. 

Subplots (d). (e). and (f) as explained in Case 1, portray the motor and worm operation in 

terms of power variables. In (d) the operating point starts at the origin but quickly moves 



downward along the overhaul type 1 boarder (note that the boarder of the overhaul type 1 

region belongs to the overhaul type 1, ie. operating on its boarder indicates overhaul type 

1 operation except at the origin) and operates at (1) until the motor voltage begins to 

increase. As the voltage increases, the operating point moves into the motor region 

towards (2). When the terminal voltage reaches 12 V, the operating point moves into the 

overhaui type II region at (3). As the external load increases (stretching the spnng), the 

operating point moves back into the motor region momentarily at (4). The terminal 

voltage is then ramped down and the operating point moves back into the overhaul type 11 

region towards (5). At the end of the simulation, the dynamo is operating in the overhaul 

type 1 region once again at (6). 

Figure 6.16 (e) and (f) represent the applied and massless torque on the worm versus its 

angular speed. respectively. In both (e) and (f). after the simulation Stans. the operating 

point quickly moves into the overhaul type 1 region. The fact that the operating point in 

(f) is located in an overhaul region at al1 indicates that the transmission is backdrivable. 

As the voltage is increased. the operating point in (e) moves into the motor region 

towards (2) while the operating point in (f) remains in the overhaul type II region also 

moving toward (2) (indicating that power is still k ing  transfemed from the gear to the 

worm across the gear teeth interface). Again. notice that the direction of the operating 

point in (e) is clockwise and in (f) is counterclockwise. The system reaches maximum 

speed at (3) with both operating points form (e) and (f) located in the overhaul type II 

region. As in Case 1. the decelerations associated with the gear teeth impact are evident 

in (f) from the vertical paths near (3). The increasing extemal torque caused the 
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Figure 6.16 Case 2 results, electrical output variables (backdrivable transmission). 



operating points in (e) and (f) to move into the motor region to (4). As the voltage is 

rarnped down. the operating point in (e) moves into the overhaul type II region towards 

(5) while the operating point in (f) remains in the motor region and also moves towards 

(5). The fact that the operating point in (f) remains in the motor region indicates that 

power is not k ing transferred from the gear to the worm across the gear teeth interface 

during this time. Therefore. the external load is not overhauling the motor at this time 

rather the motor absorbing energy from the decelerating worm and motor shaft inenia (as 

in Case 1). As the motor voltage ramps down to O V. both operating points in (e) and (f) 

move into the overhaul type 1 region towards (6). 

6.5 Discussion 

The previous simulations demonstrated the usefulness and flexibility of the non- 

intersecting. non-parallel axes gear model. Case 1 indicated that with the model can 

accurately model the noniinear behavior of a nonbackdrivable transmission. Case 2 

showed that with a simpIe change in friction coefficients. the model can be used to 

sirnulate backdrivable transmissions including frictional and other nonlinear effects. 

Again, it is worth noting that the gearhead on the motor was modeled as an ideal 

transformer and losses. as weli as backlash, included in this gearing stage were ignored in 

order to mai ntain focus on the non-intersecting. non-parallel axes gear model. 

At this point, we use the results from both of these simulations to check some of the 

assumptions made in the earlier theoretical developments and design work. We begin by 



looking at the efficiencies of both the motor and each of the transmissions in Case 1 and 

3. By dividing the power input to the motor by the power output of the worm (toque on 

the worm multiplied by its angular velocity), an estimated motor efficiency of 

approximately 98% was found (compared to the reported 78% [Maxon Motor, 19981). 

This discrepancy is presumabl y caused by the linear rnotor model and the fact that no 

other losses (ie. friction in the bearings, eddy current losses, etc.) apart from that of the 

resistor were modeled- In a similar fashion, the power output of the gear was divi&d by 

that of the worm to estimate the efficiency of the non-intersecting, non-parallel axes gear 

set. In Case 1. for the nonbackdrivable transmission the efficiency was approximately 

49% compared to the theoretical value of 49.1% using (3-38). Similarly, the efficiency 

for the backdrivabie gear set in Case 2 was approximately 76% compared to theoretical 

value of 76.1 C7c using (3-38). 

In developing the non-intersecting. non-parallel axes gear model. an assumption was 

made regarding the value of the Hertzian damping coefficient. A constant value for D of 

51.4e6 ~ s l r n '  was based on an estimated impact velocity of 0.024 rnls in (6-36). 

Examining the data from Case 1 and 2. the impact velocities in these two simulations 

ranged between 0.058 and 0.060 m/s, approximately 2.3 times higher than initially 

esti mated. Since this nonlinear Hertzian damping has very little effect the overall 

dynamics of the model, and since the Hertzian damping coefficient does not change 

dramatically with small changes in impact velocity (like those found in these results), the 

initialIy selected value was left unchanged in these simulations and those in the next 

chapter. 



It is wonh noting that though this model was initially developed to simulate non- 

intersecting, non-parallel axes gears, it can also be used to model other mechanical 

components such as lead and power screw assemblies. Under these circumstances, t,he 

lead angle of the wedges corresponds to the lead angle of the screw and the normal 

pressure angle in the model (shown on the top two transformers in the model) 

corresponds to the thread angle of the lead or power screw assembly. This highlights 

further usefulness for the model and emphasizes its simplicity and generality. In Chapter 

7. the geai- model developed in this chapter is used to sirnulate the lead screw assembly of 

the stiffness motor design in Configuration 3. 

6.5.1 Energy Savings 

Of particular interest to the two proposed prosthetic designs in this thesis. is the potential 

energy savings associated wi th using a nonbackdrivable transmission, as discussed in 

Chapter 1 - The following discussion examines the trade-off between energy savings 

versus low efficiency associated with a nonbackdrivable transmission. 

The results from Case 1 indicated that an extemal load on the gear caused the 

backdrivable transmission to overhaul. If overhauling is undesirable, as in the case of the 

two proposed prosthetic designs, then a voltage must be supplied to the motor terminal in 

order to hoId the external load in static equilibrium. This is not the case when using a 

nonbackdrivable transmission, ris îndicated by the results in Case 1 earlier. Of particular 

interest is the amount of energy that must be used by the motor in the backdrivable case 



in order to hoid an extemal load in static equilibrium. To determine this energy 

requirement. we begin with (3-50) that describes the torque transmission ratio required to 

maintain equilibrium: 

This expression, including e,, was originally developed based on the a rnoving (kinetic) 

system but it can also be used in a steady state, static scenario when the friction force is 

equal to its maximum static value. @J. When used in this way, e, is defined using the 

coefficient of static friction so that (3-46) becornes: 

In this sense. (3-50) represents the ratio of applied torques required to hold the system in 

static equilibrium. Rearranging (3-50). using the steady state values of the applied 

torquss. and solving for the applied torque on the worm gives: 

This is the minimum torque which must be applied to the worm by the motor in order to 

maintain static equilibrium when using a non-intersecting, non-parallel axes gear 

transmission. .4ssuming the use of a gearhead. with a gear ratio of gh, between the rnotor 

and the worm then the minimum torque output required by the motor is: 



where r represents the minimum output torque from the motor required to hold the 

transmission in static equilibrium. The current required in a DC motor to output this 

torque is given by: 

where K, represents the torque constant of the motor. Thus. the power loss associated 

with holding the transmission in static equilibrium is equal to the power dissipated across 

the resistance in the motor, give by: 

~vhere R, is the resistance of the motor armature. For this simpIified development, the 

extemal torque is assumed constant and therefore integating ( 6 4 )  with respect to time 

oives the energy required to maintain the system in static equilibrium, 
C 

where E, is the energy dissipated by the motor's ma tu re  resistance while maintaining 

static equilibrium and At, is the total time the system is maintained in static equilibrium 

(assuming the applied torque to the gear is constant during this time). This result is 

signi fican t since i t represents a source of energy savings when a nonbackdnvable 

transmission is used since the motor need not supply a torque to the wonn in order to 

maintain static equili brium. 



There is. however, a trade-off associated with using a nonbackdrivable transmission: 

efficiency. Using a nontackdrivable transmission means that the efficiency dunng 

operation of the transmission cannot exceed 50% (refer to Section 3.32). Recalling once 

again. the efficiency of a non-intersecting, non-parallel axes gear set was defined in (3- 

46) as: 

where the c oe ffi cient of friction is kinetic assuming the system is moving under steady 

state conditions. The power loss associated wi th this inefficiency while the transmission 

is in motion is given by: 

Recognizing that the angular velocity of the gear, during steady state, is proportional to 

the angular velocity of the worm through their gear ratio. then (6-46) can be rewrirten as, 

With the expression of power loss in this form. and assuming the applied torque on the 

oear and the worm angular velocity is constant then the energy loss can be determined by c' 

integrating (6-47) with respect to time, 

where Atk is the time dunng which the transmission is moving. 



With (6-45) and (6-48)- several basic rules can be deduced. In general, a 

nonbackdrivable transmission should be used when the energy savings dunng static 

operation, (6-45), exceeds the energy dissipated due to inefficiencies during moving, (6- 

48), which is satisfied when: 

Es 'Ek (6-49) 

Likewise, a backdrïvable transmission should be used when the energy loss associated 

w ith holding the transmission in static equilibrium. (6-45), is less then the energy Ioss due 

to inefficiencies during moving, (6-48), which is satisfied when: 

Es <Ek (6-50) 

These criteria are obviously not easily established. They are functions not only of the 

transmission characteristics (ie. k. pk. A, Qn. gh. r,,, rc, K,, Ra). but also on the external 

torque on the gear and the steady state operating speed of the transmission. The 

development so far has assumed steady state conditions only, constant applied torque on 

the gear. constant angular velocities of the worm, and maximum static frictional force. 

Though oversimplified. this type of analysis can be expanded so that these assumptions 

are no longer required. The above equations will. however, serve as a tool for this 

discussion. 

The other major factor affecting this type of energy trade-off analysis involves the duty 

cycle of the transmission in question. In other words, what percentage of time is spent 

stationary and what percentage is spent moving. 



To demonstrate the use of the cnteria given in (6-45) and (6-48). several simple exarnples 

are used. First, examining the extreme conditions indicates that if the transmission is 

always in motion then obviously a backdnvable transmission should be used and if the 

transmission is always stationary a nonbackdrivable transmission should be used. To 

find the "break-even" point, in terms of energy savings, (6-45) and (6-48) are set equal 

and solving for the ratio of time gives: 

which is a unitless ratio. Applying the criteria in (6-49) shows that in order for this 

nonbackdnvable transmission to result in energy savings: 

And Ji kewise. applying (6-50) indicates that a backdnvable transmission would result in 

energy savines i f :  

1 7  
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A s  a practical example, the nonbackdrivable transmission selected for Configuration 1 

(used in the previous simulations) is considered. Let's assume that the worm is operating 

at its maximum speed (W.-275 rads), and the prosthetic arm of Configuration 1 

operating at its maximum lifting torque of 13.56 Nm. This torque corresponds to a 

torque of TG = 5.08 Nm applied to the worm gear in the Configuration 1 design. Based 

on the above definitions. GR in this example is simply the ratio of the number of teeth of 

the worm gear to the worm (20). and gh is the gear ratio of the gear head (5.75). Using 



the static and kinetic coefficients of friction from the previous Case 1 simulations, the 

static (e, 1 ,,,,) and kinetic efficiencies are e, 1 ,,,, = 0.4193 and e, = 0.491 1 respectively. 

Using the motor torque constant (7.5e-3 N d A )  and armature resistance (0.19 ohms), and 

substituting al1 these values into (6-51) gives a ratio of: 

This indicates that. based on (6-52). in order for the selected nonbackdnvable 

transmission for Configuration 1 to result in energy savings the time spend in a static 

(stationary) mode must be 1.93 times greater than the time spent in a kinetic (moving) 

mode. Though this example and development was based on several simplified 

assumptions. it does provide some insight into the energy trade-offs associated with 

nonbackdrivable versus backdrivable transmissions. 

In general, for a fixed duty cycle (ie. fixed ratio of times) a nonbackdrivable transmission 

becomes more energy efficient when the expression on the right of (6-52) is minimized. 

Like\vise, for the same duty cycle, a backdnvable transmission becomes energy efficient 

when the expression on the ng,.. of (6-53) is maximized. As noted earlier, this is not a 

simple calculation but i t  brings insight into the issue of energy savings with respect to 

backdri vable venus nonbackdrivable transmissions. 

The design criteria for the transmission given in (6-49) and (6-50) deal specifically with 

the energy saving potential of the nonbackdrivable transmission. These energy 

relationships on1 y deal wi th the energy savings associated wi th the transmission and do 



nc: consider the energy savings associated with the use of real spnngs in the prosthetic 

designs. 



Chapter 7 

Proposed Prosthetic A m  Simulations 

In the previous chapter. the non-intenecting. non-parallel axes gear model was 

demonstrated using a simplified model. In this chapter this mode1 is used and is 

incorporated into the bond graph dynamic models of Configuration 1 and 3 which were 

initially studied by English [1996] and several simulations were conducted. The reader is 

encouraged to review the work by English [ 19961, specifically Chapter 5 which penains 

to the dynamic simulations of Configuration 1 and 3. since much of the following work is 

an extension of this material. This chapter begins with a description of each of the 

models and their parameters. followed by a description of the simulation task. and ends 

with a discussion of the simulation results. 

7.1 Prosthetic Arm Parameters 

This section highlights several common prosthetic arm parameters that are found in both 

the Configuration 1 and 3 dynamic models. In an attempt to remain consistent with 

English's [1996] work. several values of parameten that he had selected are used in these 

models. These parameters and values are listed in Table 7.1. 



Table 7.1 Comrnon parameters to Configuration 1 and 3 

Rotational inertia of the a m  / J- - $ ~ , L ' , , = o . o L o z ~ ~ - ~ '  

Parameter 
Mass of the prosthetic arm 

1 Minimum Stiffness 1 kn 1 1 Nmfrad 1 

; h 

Variable 
marm - 

Length of the prosthetic ann 
Maximum Sti ffness - 

Effective Rotational 
Damping Coefficient 

Value/Definition 
0.280 kg 

Nm-s 
1 . 4 1 4 J r = 1 . 2 7 5 -  ma!4 

rad 

i-, 
 KU^ 

Included in this list is the overall mass (0.280 kg) of the prosthetic am. Based on the 

selected hardware in this thesis, this value would appear to be optimistic. It is used in 

these simulations. though. since it  is a design goal and since a more accurate estimate is 

only possible once more of the prosthetic arm components have been designed. As 

show in Table 7.1. the rotational inertia of the a m ,  J-, is approximated as that of a 

unifom cylinder rotating about its end. Since the majority of the prosthetic arrn mass 

~vould be close to the elbow. this estimate of rotational inertia would tend to be high. 

7 

0.33 rn 
80 Nmhd 

The absolute value of damping is not given in this table, rather an equation which defines 

the rotational darnping coefficient with respect the maximum a m  stiffness and arm 

inertia. Based on the linear definition of damping ratio given by: 

where B is the rotational damping coefficient, J,, is the prosthetic a m  inertia and K' is 

the rotational a m  stiffness. the definition of damping coefficient given in Table 7.1 

provides a weIl damped system at maximum a m  stiffness (5  = 0.707 at K = 80 Nrnhd) 



and an overdamped system at minimum stiffness (5 = 6.32 at K = 1 Nmlrad). It should 

be noted that this damping value is based on the inertia of the arm alone; if a load is 

added to the a m ,  the effective inertia wi 1 l increase thereby decreasing these damping 

ratios. Defining the damping coefficient as in Table 7.1 provides desirable non- 

oscillatory behavior throughout the stiffness range of the prosthetic arm (unloaded) but 

reduces its response time and dissipates considerable power. Note that this value of 

darnping is implemented in the simulations as two Iinear dampers arranged 

antagonistically around the effective elbow radius. In this sense. each linear damper has 

a damping coefficient given by. 

For Configuration 1. b = 255 Nslm and for Configuration 3. b = 19 Ns/m. Even though 

these two linear damping values vary between configurations, they result in the s m e  

effective rotationat damping and thus the same amount of energy is dissipated by each set 

of dampers for a given prosthetic arm velocity. 

7.2 Configuration 1 Mode1 

The cornplete bond graph for Configuration 1 is presented in Figures 7.1. The complete 

bond graph, including bond numbers. and the derivation of the state equations for this 

system is given in Appendix C. The total mode1 for Configuration 1. including the 

nonbackdrivable models. has a total of twelve States. In Figure 7.1 there are two distinct 



Figure 7.1 (a) Word Bond graph model of Configuration 1 including 
nonbackdrivable transmissions. 
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Figure 7.1 (b) Bond graph mode1 of spring/damper, (c) bond graph model of 
prosthetic arm, (d) bond graph model of external impeàance. 



"branches" to the bond graph which model the two branches of Configuration 1. The 

rnotor model used is the same as the dynamo rnodel iilustrated in Figure 2.1. The motor 

model is hooked directIy to the nonbackdrivable gear model which in turn is connected to 

the nonlinear spring and damper in parallel. These elements make up one of the branches 

to the bond graph model. Each branch is then connected to the prosthetic arm inertia 

through an effective radius of the elbow. 

For the simulations conducted in this chapter. the coefficients of static and kinetic friction 

were selected such that the transmissions were nonbackdnvable (as defined in Table 3.1). 

Al1 the gearing properties including lead angle. pressure angle. backlash, and effective 

masses were based on the gear selection for this configuration which are summarized in 

Tabie 5.13 and 5.16. 

7.3 Configuration 3 Model 

The bond graph for Configuration 3 is shown in Figure 7.2. The cornplete bond graph. 

including bond numbers, and derivations of the state equations for this model are 

presented in the Appendix D. This complete model of Configuration 3, including the 

nonbackdnvable transmission model, has a total of thirteen States. Note that the 

"counter" spring that was originally proposed by English [1996] for this design. was not 

included in this model. The motor and gearing for the stiffness actuator were designed 

and selected without consideration of this spring (a conservative design in that sense) and 



therefore in order to compare simulated results to those developed earlier. this "counter" 

spring was left out of this model. 

The bond graph rnodel for this design is slightly different than that for Configuration 1. 

The top branch of this bond p p h  represents the position motor with its nonbackdrivable 

wodworm gear set. The inenia of the worm gear of the position motor transmission 

and the inenia of the prosthetic arm are summed together in a single inertia (JG+,) since 

the two masses are rigidly connected in this design. The bottom branch of the bond 

graph models the stiffness motor with its nonbackdrivable lead screw design along with 
L. 

the quadntic spnngs and dampers of the variable stiffness actuator. Notice that in this 

model. the nonbackdrivable model for the position motor does not convert the wom and 

worm gear inertia into equivalent linear masses. instead they itre left as rotational inertia. 

The derivation of the forces of static friction required to maintain equilibrium was 

conducted in the same fashion as (6-20) and (6-21) and is presented in Appendix D. The 

output torque from the nonbackdnvable transmission of the top branch is hooked to a "O" 

juncrion and not directly to the worm gear inertia as it usually is. This "0" junction 

indicates chat the output torque from the position actuator is common to the other two 

bonds attached to the "0" and that their angular velocities sum to equal zero. This models 

the unique characteristic of the Configuration 3 in which the position motor is hooked 

between the effective elbow radius and the prosthetic a m  and is free to rotate relative to 

either of these components. Since the position motor and its gearhead and worm are free 

to rotate relative to an inertial reference frame. their rotational inertia about the center of 



Figure 7.2 (a) Word bond graph mode1 of Configuration 3 including 
nonbackdrivable transmissions. 
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rotation (J,,,,,) had to be included in this model, which increased the number of States. 

For simplicity. the coefficients of friction for both the position motor transmission and 

the stiffness motor transmission were assumed to be the same and were chosen such that 

both transmissions were nonbackdrivable. The friction coefficients are slightly higher 

than those used in Configuration 1 since the lead angles in this configuration were 

slightly higher. 

7.4 Dynamic Simulations 

7.1.1 Task Definitions 

To demonstrate the these two models. two tasks were designed. The two tasks were 

chosen to demonstrate the performance of the proposed prostheses and to study the 

operation of the motor/gearing selections and the nonbackdrivable gear model. The 

resulrs of these simulations will be compared against design assumptions made in 

Chaprer 5 and the nonbackdrivable characteristics of the transmission will be related to 

the earlier theoretic development from Chapters 3 and 4. Al1 simulations were conducted 

usine Matlab. and the its built-in Runge-Kutta integration routine, ODE. 

Task 1 

The first tas); involves changing the prosthetic arm stiffness from an initial value of 1 

Nm/rad ro 80 Nmhad as quickly as possible without exceeding the maximum thermal 



current limit of the motors. In this task. the arm acts in a horizontal plane (no gravitional 

effects). 

Task 2 

This task involves lifting 9 lb in a gravitational field as quicWy as possible without 

exceedins the maximum thermal current limit in the motors. The initial a m  stiffness is 

30 Nrnlrad. and the arm moves from -80' (approximately fully extended) to 55" 

(approximately fully flexed). The total flexion time required differs between 

configurations due to the difference in motor configurations. 

7.4.2 Output Format 

The results from the following simulations are presented in graphical forrn. For the most 

part. the graphs are similar to those presented in the previous chapter for the simple 

simulation. For each simuiation there is typically a total of five pages of graphs. Table 

7.2 summarizes the subplots of each of these figures and indicates what each subplot 

represcnts. 



Table 7.2 Graphical results output index 

Nonbackdrivable gear set 
mechanical sutputs 
(1 figurdmotor) 

Figure Type 

(0 1 Anpular displacement of the worm pear (Oc;) 
(fZ) 1 Relative sliding (tangential) velocity between the mting 

Subplots 
(a) 
(b) 

(c) 

(d) 
ie) 

Subplot Representation 
Extemal torque applied to the worm (G) 
External torque applied to the worm gear (k) -- this graph 
includes the force exerted by the quadratic springs and 
dampers 
Anpuiar velocity of the worm (a) 
Anpular velocity of the worm pcar (%) 

.4npular displacement of the worm (9,) 

I 1 (el 1 5, vs. a plot (similar to Figure 2.3) 1 

Electrical Variable Output 
from the Motors 
(1 figure/motor) 

1 1 (0 1 T,,,, vs. o, plot (similar to Figure 2.3) 1 

, (h) 
(il 
(j) 
(a) 
(b) 
( c  1 
(d)  

Two figures are devoted to the mechanical outputs from each of the nonbackdrivable 

tnnsmissions. Two other figures depict the power and motor variable outputs for each 

motor. including the p p h s  that are similar to those shown in Figures 2.3 and 2.3. The 

final figure of the set presents the mechanical output variables for the prosthetic arm 

including a m  velocity. position and stiffness. For Configuration 3, two additional plots 

are added to this final figure which include the angular velocity and displacement of the 

prosthetic elbow. The large number of plots is required to fully explain the operation of 

the nonbackdrivable drives along with their effect cn the prosthetic a m  operation. In the 

discussion of the graphical results, detailed times are reported that are beyond the 

Prosthetic Arm 
X i  echanical Outputs 
(1 figure) 

gear teeth 
Relative normal displacement between the matinp pear teeth 
Frictional forces between rnatinp gear teeth (Fr) 
Normal force between the matinp gear teeth (N) 
Voltage input to the motor terminais (V) 
Cunent in the motor ( i )  
Power flow at the motor terminais (Pm,) 
iR, vs. V plot (similar to Figure 2.2) 

I 

(a) 
, (b)  

(C 1 

Prosthetic a m  angular velocity 
Prosthetic a m  angular displacement 
Prosthetic a m  rotational stiffness 

, (dl 1 Prosthetic elbow angular velocity (Config. 3 only) 
(ei 1 Prosthetic elbow angular displacement (Config. 3 only) A 



resolution of the graphs. This is done since many of the occurrences in the simulations 

happen over very short time scales. 

Figures 3.5 and 3.7 of previous chapters are referred to frequently in the discussion of the 

task results. The reader is encourage to re-familiarïze themselves with these figures and 

to mark them for later reference. 

The results for simrilations of Task 1 and 2 for Configuration 1 are presented first 

followed by the results for Task 1 and 2 for Configuration 3. 

7.4.3 Motor Voltage Command Signals 

The reader should recalI that the variable stiffness prosthetic designs of Configuration 1 

and 3 are designed to be controlled in an open loop fashion. The user of this prosthetic 

a m  \vil1 "close" the loop by adjusting the command signals to the motors. ideally through 

the use of myoelectric control. Therefore. the voltage cornmands to the motors in al1 of 

the simulations presented in  this chapter were obtained by trial-and-error and are not 

unique. A smooth "S" voltage profile was used in the simulations in order to obtain 

relatively smooth motor shaft accelerations. The S-curves were designed using parabolic 

profiles for the initial and final 20% of the overall rise time. with the linear ramp region 

consisting of 60% of the overall rise time. Note that the derivative of this function (rate 

of change of voltage) is a trapezoidal profile. A "maximum" rate of change of voltage is 

not defined. instead it is directly related to the time span specified between the initial and 



final voltage values. The specific voltage input to each of the moton is presented 

graphically in each of the simulation results. - 

7.5 Simulation Results 

7.5.1 Configuration 1 -- Task 1 Results 

This involved increasing the a m  stiffness from 1 N d r a d  to 80 N m h d  in the horizontai 

plane (no gravitational effects). The results for this simulation are presented in Figures 

7.3 through 7.5. For this simulation, since the results were symmetric for both branches 

of the design. only the results for the  top branch presented. 

Figure 7.1 (a) indicates that the voltage input to each of the motors was trapezoidal. 

Figure 7.3 (b) indicates that the quadratic sprinps. that are initially in compression, are 

exerting a positive torque on the worm gear that results in a negative normal force ÿ). 

Refemng to Figure 3.5. this situation represents contact between the w o m  and mating 

worm F a r  teeth on the top mating surface. which is shown as a negative relative normal 

displacement in subplot (h). The voltage input command begins at t = O s though from 

subplot ( i )  i t  is apparent that motion of the worm is delayed slightly until the maximum 

static friction can be overcome at t = 0.008 s and the  sliding velocity (gj exceeds the 

effective zero velocity region, DV. To initially overcome the static friction and then to 

accelerate the worm. the worm torque in (a) climbs steadily until it reaches a maximum 

value of approximately 0.21 Nm. Notice that the torque on the worm shown in (a) and 

the motor current shown in Figure 7.4 (b) are directly proponion, as expected. At t = 



0.169 s the voltage input to the motor. shown in Figure 7.4 (a). reaches a steady vaiue of 

12 V and the wonn torque (a) begin to decrease as the wom's angular velocity 

approaches a steady value. Since the quadratic spnngs are initially in compression. the 

positive displacement of the worm and worm gear are effectively "unwinding" the 

springs and releasing potential energy initially stored in the springs. This explains the 

near zero torque region between t = 0.200 to t = 0.3 10 s in (a) since in this region the 

system is operating near steady state and the worm need only overcome a small frictional 

force ( i ) .  

Before t = 0.305 S. the worm and worm gear are in continuous contact and the worm gear 

angular velocity and displacement are proportional to that of that of the wonn. As the 

w o m  and wom gear movc in the positive direction. the torque exerted by the quadratic 

springs on the worm gear decreases as indicated in (b) and the normal force between the 

matin= teeth approaches O N (j). At t = 0.305 S. the combined force of the quadratic 

spring and damper in parallel is not sufficient to maintain contact between the worm and 

worm gear teeth an the wom and mating worm gear lose contact as indicated by the 

relative normal displacement in (h)  . - well by the small "flat" O N regions in (i) and (j). 

Notice that when the wonn and wonn gear separate, the worm gear's angular velocity (d) 

decreases slightly due to the small negative sxternal torque still king supplied. As 

expected. the friction and normal force between the p a r  teeth goes to zero until the worm 

impacts the next adjacent womi gear tooth at t = 0.308 S. At this time, a high frequency. 

nonlinear. transient occurs (similar to those shown earlier in Figure 6.13) as the mating 

oear teeth impact one another. The sliding velocity is nonzero upon each impact of the 
C 
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transient and therefore the frictional force in (i) remains kinetic while the teeth are in 

contact. Refemng again to Figure 3.5. the contact between worm and worm gear is now 

on the bottom contact surface. Now with the worm gear t w t h  in contact with the 

opposing worm gear tooth, the worm torque begins to increase again (a) as it stores 

potential energy in the springs while the extemal torque on the worm gear increases (b). 

At t = 0.33 1 S. the voltage applied to the motors begins to descend (Figure 7.4 (a)), and 

the torque on the worm decreases resulting in deceleration of the wonn and worm gear. 

Initially, when the deceIeration is low the forces on the worm correspond to those 

depicted in Figure 3.8 (a). At t = 0.342 s, the torque on the worm drops below O Nm 

corresponding to a sign change in the motor current (Figure 7.4 (b)). This situation is 

depicted by Figure 3.8 (b) in which the deceleration of the worm has increased to the 

point where the torque on the wom must reverse direction in order to maintain 

equilibrium. Even though the motor voltage doesn't reach O V until t = 0.500 s, the 

nonbackdrivable transmission "re-locks" at t = 0.495 s due to reduced sliding velocity 

between the mating gear teeth. This "re-locking" is indicated by the drarnatic change in 

the frictional force in ( i )  which suddenly goes from a kinetic to a static frictional value. 

Again, the nonbackdrivable behavior of this mode1 is indicated by the fact that no motion 

occurs even after the terminal voltage has decreased to O V. 

Figure 7.4. which has already been referenced several times, includes the power output 

variables for each of the motors. Of particular interest is the motor current (b) and the 

terminal power showri in (c). The motor current is positive for the majority of the 

simulation but falls negative when the worm is decelerating. Note that the current in the 
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motor never exceeds the thermal current limit of 5.89 A. Subplot (c) indicates that from t 

= 0.342 s to t = 0.495 S. power is k ing  supplied to the rnotor terrninals. Subplots (d) and 

(e) both support this fact. showing that the motor slips into the overhaul type II region 

dunng this time. Subplot (0, which plots the massless torque of the worm against its 

angular velocity. indicates that the transmission is nonbackdrivable since its operating 

point remains in the motor region throughout the simulation. This shows that at no time 

during the simulation did power transfer across the mating gear interface from the gear to 

the worm. as expected with a nonbackdrivable transmission. 

Figure 7.5 depicts the mechanical output of the prosthetic a m .  The prosthetic a m  

stiffness successfully ramps from L Nmlrad to 80 Nrn/rad as shown in (c). Subplots (a) 

and (b) indicate thâ: the prosthetic a m  did move a very small amount, even though the 

voltage commands to the symmetnc branches of the arm were identical. These a m  

motions are a result of marginally different actuating velocities from both branches in the 

configuration which are assumed to be the result of computation emor. It should be noted 

that these arrn motions are of the same order as the specified tolerance for the 

simulations. 

7.5.2 Configuration I -- Task 2 Results 

This task involved lifting a 9 Ib load from extension to flexion in a gravitational field as 

quickly as possible. The results from this simulation are presented in Figures 7.6 through 

7.10. The results of this simulation are sipificantly more complex than that of Task 1 

due primarily to the fact that the results are non-symmetric. Therefore. the results for 
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each branch must be presented separately. The voltage input to both motors was identical 

except one is the inverse of the other. The total simulation time was from -0.1 s to 1.75 s 

in this case. Note that the chose of damping coefficient, displayed in Table 7.1. to obtain 

a well damped system at high stiffness was based on the unloaded am. As will be shown 

in these results, with a 9 lb load on the arrn the effective darnping ratio at maximum 

stiffness is only O. 16. This results in severe oscillations of the prosthetic after the 

movement command from the motors has ceased. 

Figures 7.6 and 7.7 depict the results for the motor and transmission of the top branch. 

We begin by examining the mechanical outputs of the nonbackdnvable gear set given in 

Figure 7.6 .  Subplot (b) indicates that under load and at a stiffness of 30 Nmlrad, the 

quadratic springs are initially in compression and exen a positive torque on the worm 

oear which in turn resulted in an initial negiitive nonnal force (j). This initial condition 
b 

corresponds to gear teeth in contact on the bottom mating surface in Figure 3.5. At t = O 

S.  the motor voltage begins to increase (Figure 7.7 (a)), which resulted in  an increase in 

motor current (Figure 7.7 (b)) and thus an increase in the torque applied to the w o m  (a). 

As in task 1. there is a small delay caused by static friction before the system starts in 

motion. The initial trapezoidal-like profile in the worm torque, between t = O s to t = 

0.240 S. corresponds to the acceleration profile of the wonn. As the worm and worm 

gear begin to move, the extemal torque on worm gear begins to decrease (b) as the 

potential energy in the cornpressed springs is released. The damping force in this branch 

is in the opposite direction to that of the springs. Since, the worm is "unwinding" the 

initially compressed spnngs. its required torque. after bringing the system to a near 



steady state operation, is very low (a) and represents the torque to overcome friction 

alone. At t = 0.222 s, the external torque on the worm gear (b) approaches O Nm and is 

insufficient to maintain contact with the worm and the gear teeth lose contact (h). At this 

time the normal (j) and frictional (i) forces both go to zero. When the wonn gear tooth 

loses contact with the worm tooth, it slows down slightly due to the small negative 

extemal torque still king applied by the quadratic spring and damper. At t = 0.230 s, the 

wonn impacts the adjacent worm gear tooth and transients ensue, lasting for 

approximately 0.020 S. These transient are most evident in the friction (i) and normal a) 
force plots but are also evident in (b). (d), and (h). Refemng to Figure 3.5, the worm and 

wPorm gear teeth are now in contact on the right side. After the transients have died off, 

the Lvorm (c) and worm gear (d) reach near steady state angular velocities. At t = 0.310 S. 

the external torque on the worm gear (b) reaches a local minimum a: id then begins to 

increase again moving towards (but not reaching) zero at t = 0.472 S. This is a result of 

the prosthetic arm angular velocity (Figure 7.10 (a)) getting high enough that the elbow- 

end of the springs beginning to move faster than the motor end of the springs which 

caused the spnng iength to decrease slightly and the damping force to change sign (b). 

Notice that the gear teeth remain in contact during this low extemal torque situation. 

After t = 0.3 10 S. the worm gear velocity becomes large enough to cause the springs to 

begin to stretch again and as a result the external torque on the worm gear and the torque 

on the worm both begin to increase steadily. The extemal torque on the worm gear (b) 

and the torque on the worm (a) both reacfi their absolute maximum at t = 0.975 s which 

corresponds closely ta when the prosthetic a m  passes through the O degree angle. At this 

time the load on the arm is exerting its maximum torque and the spring is stretched to its 
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maximum. Notice that the angular velocity of the wom gear (c) falls slightly under these 

high torque conditions. As the prosthetic ann begins to move away from the O degree 

level and closer to full flexion. the extemal torque requirement on the worm gear (b) and 

thus the worm (a) decreases steadily. At t = 1.280 S. the voltage applied to the motor 

begins to decrease and the wom and worm gear begin to decelerate. This results in a 

deceieration of the prosthetic arm (Figure 7.10 (a)). At t = 1.3 13 s, the torque on the 

worm gear falls negative due to the high deceleration command from the motor. This 

corresponds to the schematic shown in Figure 3.8 (c). At t = 1.444 s, the combined 

torque of the spring and damper on the wom gear are again insufficient to maintain 

contact with the worm gear tooth and the teeth separate (h). Notice that in this case. 

Lvhile separated. the w o m  gear accelerates due to the slightly positive torque still k ing  

supplied by the spring and damper. At t = 1.319 s, the worm and worm gear tecth collide 

on the bottom surface. refemng to Figure 3.5. and again transients occur. Though it is 

not obvious in the friction force plot (i). the systern "re-locks" at t = 1.542 s as the sliding 

velociry ( g )  falls within the "effective" zero range. After this time, due to the low 

drtmping ratio associated with the loaded prosthetic arrn. the arm continues to oscillate as 

show in Figure 7.lr3 (a) and (b). This results in a fluctuating external torque on the 

worm gear shown in (b). By the time the simulation has ended. the prosthetic arm 

oscillations have not ceased. It is wonh noting, though, that at no time dunng these 

oscillations doe the transmission "unlock" or begin to backdrive. 

Figure 7.7 presents the power variable output data for the motor of the top branch. 

Subplot (a). as rnentioned earlier. depicts the voltage input at the motor terminals. 



Subplot (b) portrays the current in the motor during the simulation. Notice. again, the 

current does not exceed the thermal torque Iimit of the motor in this simulation. As the 

motor initially brings the transmission up to speed, the current in the motor peaks around 

3.75 A then drops off to a near zero value once the worm and worm gear reached a near 

steady state velocity. Dunng this time (t = 0.300 to t = 0.450 s). the motor toque is only 

required to ovemome the frictional and normal force between the gear teeth. Between t = 

0.450 to t = 1.000 s, the current increases due to the increased torque on the worm gear. 

As the extemal torque on the gear reduces. the current in the motor also reduces. At t = 

1.280 S. the motor voltage begins ramping down and the shonly after the current slips 

negative. During this negative current time. the power (c) also slips negative as the 

motor absorbs power from the decelerating worm and motor shaft. This stage is also 

evideqt in (d) and (e) as the curves move into the overhaul type Il region. It is also worth 

noting that  even though the motor voltage and power go to zero at t = 1.5 S. the current in 

the motor does not decrease to O A until the worm and transmission have "re-Iocked" at t 

= 1 - 3 2  s (due to back emf). Since the motor terminal is not absorbing power beyond t = 

1.500 S. the excess current must be dissipated across the resistor (overhaul type 1 

operation). At this rime, the curves in (d) and (e) have moved from the overhaul type II 

reeion to the boarder of the overhaul type 1 region indicating that the motor terminais are 

no lorger absorbing power and that ali the power between t = 1.500 and 1.580 s is being 

dissipated across the resistor. Subplot (f) ponnys the massless worm torque versus its 

angular velocity. Again, the fact that the operating point remains in the motor region at 

al1 times indicates ihat power is ody flowing across the mating gear interface from the 
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worm to the worm gear. This unidirectional power flow. as described in (Def. 1-1). 

indicates the use of a nonbackdrivable gear set. 

Next we examine the mechanical operation of the motor and transmission in the bottom 

branch of the prosthetic ann as depicted in Figures 7.8 and 7.9. These results are not as 

complex as those for the top branch since the springs remain in compression throughout 

the simulation and thus the extemal torque on the worm gear remains positive. At t = O s, 

the voltage to the motor terminais begins to ramp down towards -12 V as depicteci in 

Figure 7.9 (a). The cument and thus the worm torque increases until the frictional force is 

exceeds the negative maximum static frictional force shown in (i). Notice that in this 

case. sirice the frictional force was initially positive and goes negative, the delay in 

motion (approximately 0.021 s) in this branch is longer than the top branch. Once in 

motion. the worm torque (a) increases as i t  accelerates the system. Once the worm and 

worrn gear have reached a near steady state velocity at t = 0.230 S. the current (Figure 7.9 

(b)) and thus worm torque reduce. Notice that unlike the top branch where the current 

almost diminished to zero after accelerating the system. the current and wom torque (a) 

in this branch maintain a nonzero value since the worm in this case is cornpressing the 

sprint even further than its initial state and thus storing more potential energy. Since the 

worm gear remains "loaded" against the worm tooth throughout the simulation, the 

mating teeth never lose contact (h). As the worm and worm gear begin to decelerate at t 

= 1.280 S. the damping force changes sign (since the relative velocity between the motor 

end of the spi-ing and the elbow becomes negative) and the extemal torque on the worm 

oear decreases (b). This translates into slightly decreased normal (j) and frictional forces 
C 
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( i )  between the mating teeth. At t = 1.495 S. before the voltage to the motor has reached O 

V. the system "re-locks" as indicated by the near zero siiding velocity in (g) and the jump 

in the frictional force from a negative kinetic value to a positive static value. Due to the 

oscilIations of the prosthetic arm (Figure 7.10 (a) and (b)) after the transmission has "re- 

Iocked". the external torque on the worm gear (b), along with the frictional (i) and normal 

(j) force. have not reached equilibrium. 

Figure 7.9 depicts the power variable outputs for the lower branch. Subplot (a) shows the 

voltage input to the motor which is the same as the top branch only invened. Subplot (b) 

presents the motor current during the simulation. The cument peaks at -6.2 A, slightly 

over the thermal torque current limit of 5.89 A, during the initial acceleration of the 

system. It then settles out to a value near -2.5 A before the decelerating stage of the 

simulation. At t = 1.32 S. the current goes positive while the motor operates in the 

overhaul type II region. reducing the worm's inertia. This operating stage is indicated by 

the Cumes in (d) and (e) moving into the overhaul type II region. Unlike the top branch, 

this current in the motor of the bottom branch does not exist beyond t = 1.500 s and 

therefore the motor never slips into the overhaul type 1 region as portrayed in (d) and (e) .  

Subplot (f) exists entirely in the third quadrant which. based on Figure 2.3, is also a 

motor region. This shows the nonbackdrivable nature of the mating gear interface. The 

"tightness" of the path in this figure indicates that the massless worm torque rernains 

relatively constant throughout the simulation. The peak positive power (c) delivered by 

the motor in this branch reaches a level approximately 1.75 times that of the top branch 
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(due to the high extemal torque on the worm gear). though its maximum negative power 

is less than that of the top branch. 

Figure 7.10 presents the mechanical output variables for the prosthetic ami during this 

simulation. The initial task involved moving a 9 Ib weight from extension to flexion in a 

gavitational field without a change in stiffness. Subplot (a) presents the velocity profile 

for the prosthetic m. The a m  initially acceierates to a velocity of 13 1 '1s but then 

"dips" to a local minimum velocity of 65 O/s at 0.725. This reduced angular velocity is a 

result of the a m  moving through its 0' position. which corresponds to the maximum 

torque on the a m  in the gravity field. The oscillations, evident in (a) die out slightly as 

the a m  approaches full flexion. The a m  doesn't begin to decelerate until shortly after 

the voltage to the motors bas staned ramping down. It is obvious that even after the 

simulation has ended. the a m  continues to oscillate around the 52O position. Notice that 

in (b). the actual starting (-83O) and ending position (52') of the arm is slightly lower than 

the initial task definition. This is a result of the finite a m  stiffness (30 Nmlrad) which, 

by design. deflects under the application of an extemal load. It is apparent, in (c) that the 

stiffness of the a m  changed slightly over the 1.5 seconds of motion which is due to the 

fact that the transmissions of the top and bottom branch were unable to move the ends of 

the springldampers at exactiy the same absolute velocity (remernber, the voltage inputs to 

the motor were chosen as open locp inputs). This mismatch in velocity of the 

sprinsjdamper ends. which is evident when comparing the wom g a r  velocities from 

Figures 7.6 (c) and 7.8 (c). resulted in this slight change in stiffness and the apparent 

oscillatory behavior. It is wonh noting chat by the time both nonbackdnvable 
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transmissions had "re-locked" (around t = 1.5 s), the stiffness of the arm becomes 

constant as it should. Further oscillations of the arrn do not effect the stiffness setting of 

the arrn once the transmissions have "locked". 

7.5.3 Configuration 3 -- Task 1 Results 

The results for Task 1. Configuration 3 are presented in Figures 7.1 1 - 7.13. In this case, 

only three figures are presented. since stiffening the prosthetic arm using Configuration 3 

design only requires actuating the stiffness motor. Therefore, the position motor and 

transmission are idle during this task and thus their two figures are not presented. 

Figure 7.11 presents the mechanical outputs from the nonbackdrivable transmission (lead 

screw in ihis case) of the stiffening motor. The voltage input to the stiffening motor is 

presented in Figure 7.12 (a). Examining the detai 1s of Figure 7.1 1. (a) depicts the torque 

applied to the lead screw of this transmission. The torque on this lead screw begins to 

increase at t = O s though the system does not beginning moving until the maximum static 

friction component has been exceeded (at t = 0.013 s). Subplot (b) indicates that the 

force of the two quadratic springs on the nut of the lead screw is initially positive (springs 

initial1 y in compression) resulting in a negative normal force Cj) and a positive initial 

static frictionai force (1). The force on the nut of the lead screw, (b), begins to decrease 

as the nu t  starts in motion and initially the external force and velocity of the nut are both 

positive. Notice that lead screw at the beginning of this simulation is "releasing" the 

initially compressed springs and. therefore, the torque on the lead screw in (a) is mainly a 

result of accelerating the system and is not caused by an increasing potential energy k ing  



stored in the springs. The torque on the lead screw, (a), reaches a maximum around t = 

0.080 s once the system has stopped accelerating. When the lead screw and nut begin to 

decelerate (around t = 0.130 s) the lead screw torque begins to diminish. Once the system 

deceleration is complete, and the lead screw and nut are moving at a near steady state 

velocity, the torque on the lead screw reduces even further due to decreasing frictional (i) 

and normal forces (j) (a result of a decreasing externai load on the nut). Notice that the 

force applied to the nut in (b) is dominated by the quadratic spring force, and is only 

slightly affected by the damping force (remember the damping requirement in this 

configuration was less than Configuration 1 due to a larger required effective elbow 

radius). At t = 0.342 S. the external force on the nut (b) approaches zero and the normal 

force betufeen nut and lead screw teeth Cj) becomes zero, which results in the teeth losing 

contact (h). Before impacting the opposing teeth. the normal and frictional forces on both 

the lead screw and the nut  go to O N and yet the nut  decelerates due to the smail external 

force still being applied by the quadraric springs and damper (b). At this same time. the 

torque on the lead screw (a) reaches a local, non-zero, minimum due to the decreased 

extemal Ioad. At 0.349 S. the lead screw tooth impacts the opposing nut tooth and 

transients ensue. These transients are most evident in (d), (h), (i) and Cj) but can also be 

seen in the dampine and overall force exerted on the nut in (b). These transients are more 

severe than the those seen in Configuration 1 due to the lower damping coefficients for 

the dampers used in paraIlel with the quadratic springs in this configuration. By 

approximately t = 0.383 S. the transient behavior has completed, and the lead screw and 

nut teeth are firmIy ifi  contact (h). At t = 0.365 S. the force of the quadratic springs 

changes sign (the springs are now in tension). As a result, further motion of the nut 
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causes an increase in the potential energy in the spnngs. From this point on, the lead 

screw is "stretching" the springs and the external force and velocity of the nut are in 

opposing directions. This increasing external load results in an increasing torque on the 

lead screw (a), until the motor command begins decelerating the system at t = 0.400 S. 

As depicted in Figure 3.7 (a) and (c), initially when the lead screw begins to decelerate 

the torque on the lead screw remains positive (similar to Figure 3-8 (a)) but soon the 

deceleration gets large (t = 0.125 s) enough to cause the torque on the iead screw to 

change direction (similar to Figure 3.8 (a)). At t = 0.535 S. the deceleration of the lead 

screw has reduced to the point where its torque (a) rnomentarily becomes positive again 

due to the Iow deceleration rates of the system and the fact that the a positive voltage is 

still being applied across the motor terminals. The worm torque reaches a local peak just 

as the system "re-locks" at t = 0.547 S. Notice that the frictional force (i) at this time goes 

from ri kinetic value to a static value within the bounds of the maximum static frictionai 

force. After the system has "re-locked". the lead screw torque (a) drops to zero as the 

motor \,oltage decreases to O V at t = 0.560 S. After this point, the entire system is in 

static equili brium. 

Figure 7.12 depicts the power variables output from the stiffness motor for Task 1. 

Subplot (a). as mentioned earlier, shows the voltage profile applied to the motor. Subplot 

(b) depicts the current in the motor, which at no time during the simulation exceeds the 

thermal current limit of the motor. It is worth noting that Configuration 3 required more 

time (approximately 0.06 s) then Configuration 1 to achieve the task of increasing 

stiffness from 1 to 80 Nmhd since accelerations above those used in Configuration 3 
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would have resulted in higher. undesirable, current levels. As expected. the current 

profiie in (b) is the same as the lead screw torque profile from the previous figure. The 

increasing current near the end of the simulation, which peaks at t = 0.547 s, is a result of 

decreasing deceleration rates in the system while the terminal voltage remained positive. 

This current "spike" corresponds to the peak in the worm torque seen in the previous 

figure. The power plot shown in (c) indicates the highest power demand occurred just as 

the motor was decelerating the lead screw in the initial ramp up phase (t = O. 132 s). The 

power went negative dunng the same time that the current is negative, corresponding to 

the final deceleration of the lead screw when the lead screw torque became negative in 

the previous figure. Subplots (d). (e) and (f) show the power flow of the stiffening motor 

during the execution of task 1. Subplot (d) shows the electnc variables within the motor. 

1vhiIe (e) and (f) portray the mechanical variables of the worm. In subplots (d) and (e). 

both operating curves slip into the OverhauI type U region momentarily when the power 

to the motor ivent negative. However. the operating points in subplot ( f ) ,  which plots the 

massless torque versus angular velocity of the worm. remain in the motor region 

throughout the simulation indicating that the transmission was not backdnven at any 

time. This indicates the successful modeling of a nonbacknvable lead screw using the 

non-intersecting. non-parallel axes gear model. 

Figure 7.1 3 (c) depicts the mechanical variable outputs from the prosthetic am.  Subplot 

(c) indicates that the arm stiffness did increase from 1 to 80 Nrnhad during the 

simulation. The remaining subpl&s. which deal prirnat-ily with the angular velocity and 
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displacement of the m. are zero throughout the simulation which indicates the 

prosthetic a m  didn't move during this stiffening tasic. 

7.5.4 Configuration 3 -- Task 2 Results 

Task 1 involved lifting a 9 Ib weight. from extension (-80') to full flexion (-55"). a m  in 

a gravity field as quickly as possible. The results for this simulation are presented in 

Figures 7.14 to 7.18. Note the significantly larger time scale (0.1 s to 3.5 s) required in 

this simulation. As was discussed in the Task 2 results for Configuration 1, the low 

effective damping ratio (0.18) of the prosthetic arrn in this case results in severe 

oscillations of the prosthetic after the movement comrnand from the position motor has 

ceased. As a result. the prosthetic a m  is not in equilibrium upon completion of the 

simulation. though each of the nonbackdrivable transmissions is in equilibrium. The 

results for the position rnotor and transmission are presented first. 

Before descnbing the results. the reader should be aware that the angular velocity of the 

worm gear in subplot (d) represents a relative angular velocity between the prosthetic a m  

and the effective arrn elbow. This stems directly from the bond graph model of this 

configuration in Figure 7.2. This relative angular velocity of the worm gear, and not its 

absolute angular veloci ty, is what is of interest in terms of the nonbackdrivable 

transmission model. 



Figure 7.14 presents the mechanical variable outputs for the position motor transmission. 

SubpIot (b) indicates that the external load exerts an initial negative torque on the worm 

gear which results in a positive normal force a) and negative initial friction (i) force 

between the gear teeth. Referring to Figure 3.5, this initial condition represents the gear 

teeth in contact on the bottorn face. Subplot (h) indicates that these same gear teeth 

remain in contact throughout the sirnuiation. At t = O s, the voltage to the motor begins to 

ramp up (Figure 7.15 (a)). The commencement of motion is delayed approximately 

0.008 s until the torque on the worm (a) is Iaree enough to overcome the maximum static 

friction force (i) .  Due to the large time scale, this initial friction force change is hard to 

detect in (i). Once the system starts in motion, the torque on the worm (a) continues to 

ramp up while accelerating the system from rest. At t = 0.129 S. this torque begins to 

descend as the system approaches near steady state operation. The extemal torque 

applied to thé worm gear increases steadily in the negative direction due to the increasing 

moment caused by the extemal load on the a m  (as the a m  approaches the O0 point). In 

this case. the ivorm is "driving" the worm gear in the opposite direction to the force on 

the worm gear (the worm is thus absorbing power). This absorbed power by the worm 

gear is translated into increasing potential energy king stored in the Rsing external Ioad. 

Since the magnitude of the external torque on the worm gear (b) continues to increase 

prior to t = 1.320 S. the torque exerted on the worm (a) also continues to climb over this 

time. As the extemal torque increases (b), so too does the normal 0') and friction (i) 

forces between the gear teeth. At t = 1.320 S. the prosthetic arm is crossing the O" point 

(Figure 7.18 (b)) at which time the external load is creating its largest moment on the 

worm gear. The normal (j) and friction (i)  forces both are maximum at this tirne. As the 
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Figure 7.11 Task 2, Configuration 3 mechanical output variables (position motor). 



arrn moves funher into the flexion region, this extemal torque begins to decrease and as a 

result so too does the torque applied to the worm (a). At t = 1.7 10 s, the voltage to the 

motor (Figure 7.15 (a)) begins to ramp down to O V. Due to the high deceieration rate of 

the system. the torque on the worm falis negative at t = 1.7 10 s, which is similar to the 

situation depicted in the force polygon of Figure 3.7 (c). At t = 1.876 s, the relative 

sIiding veIocity ( g )  between the gear teeth falls within the effective zero velocity range 

and the system "re-locks". This is best indicated by the drarnatic change in fnctional 

force ( i )  as the friction between the teeth goes from a kinetic to static value. Notice that 

after the system has "re-locked", the oscillations of the prosthetic arm (Figure 7.18 (b)) 

cause the externa1 torque on the worm gear (b), the normal force (j). and friction force (i) 

to oscillate. The important point to recognize is that even with these external oscilIations 

occumns. the worm and worm gear never "un-lock" and the torque on the worm remains 

at O Xrn indicating the success of the nonbackdrivable drive model. 

Figure 7.15 presents the power output variables for the position motor. Subplot (a) 

represents the voltage command to the motor. The profite of the current in the motor (b j 

is the same as that of the torque on the worm from the previous figure, as expected. The 

current in the motor never exceeds the thermal current limit during any point in the 

simulation. For the majority of the simulation. the current is positive and so too is the 

power shown in (c). When the current slips negative during the deceieration phase of the 

simulation. so too does the power (c). This, again. is due to the dynamo absorbing energy 

from the decelerating motor shaft and worm inenia. In this simulation, both the motor 

voltase and current reach zero at the same time (t = 1.876 s). Subplots (d). (e). and (f) 
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Figure 7.15 Task 2, Configuration 3 electrical output variables (position motor). 



depict the operation of the motor and drive during the simulation. In subplots (d) and (e), 

the openting point remains in the motor region for the majonty of the simulation. but 

falls into the overhaul type II region briefly when the current goes negative at t = 1.740 S. 

Again the operating point in (0. depicting the massless torque versus angular speed of the 

worm. remains in the motor region during the entire simulation indicating no power was 

transferred across the gear teeth interface from the worm gear to the worm during the 

simulation. 

Figure 7.16 depicts the mechanical output variables to the stiffness motor. The changing 

torque requirements of the prosthetic arm during this simulation resulted in changes in 

the spring forces. This caused some dynamic results for the stiffness motor transmission. 

even though there was no voltage command to this motor. There are two incidents (t = 

0.89 1 and t = 1.71 1 s) when the load from the springs on the nut of the lead screw crosses 

the O N line. Around the same time of these two zero crossings, the mating teeth on the 

lead screw and nut Iose contact and impact opposing teeth. Since the lead screw ar, aut 

were not being driven. the transmission quickly "re-locks" after each impact. though there 

is a noticeable displacement of the nut during these occurrences. As expected. the nut 

travels a distance equivalent to the backlash between the mating teeth. Though this 

motion is small in itself, it results in  small effective "step" changes in the arm stiffness as 

indicated in the Figure 7.18. More importantly. however. is the small resulting motion of 

the lead screw depicted in (c) and (e). Motion of the lead screw would indicate that this 

nonbackdrivable transmission has backdriven. This phenornena is easier to explain in the 

context of the power output variables in Figure 7.17. 
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Figure 7.17 illustrates the electrical outpu: variables for the stiffness motor. No voltage is 

applied to this motor and as a result, the current "spikes" are an indication of short 

periods of the overhaul type 1. This is also indicated in subplots (d), (e) and (0 as the 

operating points in these figures slip into the overhaul type 1 region several times. It 

would appear from these results that the nonbackdrivable definition in (Def. 1-1) has 

been violated. It is believed that these results indicate a limitation of the non-intersecting, 

non-parallel axes gear mode1 and not a direct violation of the definition in (Def. 1-1). As 

noted in this original definition. impulsive forces similar to those seen in the results of 

this simulation. may behave differently due to the need for a detailed surface model of the 

gear teeth. Details of this sort are not inctuded in the non-intersecting, non-parallel axes 

oear model developed in this thesis. Pan of this limitation is based on the simplifications 
C 

of the selected friction model. Based on the fundamentals of this model, impact of two 

oear teeth \vil1 result (in most cases) in a kinetic coefficient of friction between the - 
mating teeth since their relative velocity will be outside the effective zero velocity region 

(2DV region). This, however. is not always the case dunng oblique impacts in which 

static friction can exist between the impacting surfaces [Johnson, 19851. A detailed 

theory of oblique impacts, including the effects of friction between mating surfaces, is 

presented by Johnson [1985]. This theory involves nonlinear, microscopic effects such as 

regions of "micro-slipping" which are beyond the details of the gear model presented in 

this thesis. For these reasons. we acknowledge this limitation of the non-intersecting. 

non-parallel axes gear model and must be cautious interpreting simulation results when 

impact is involved. 
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Figure 7.18 presents the mechanical output variables of the prosthetic m. In addition to 

a m  angular velocity (a), displacement (b). and stiffness (c) this figure also shows the 

effective arm elbow angular velocity (d) and displacement (e). These additional plots are 

significant since difference between the angular velocities and displacements of the arm 

and elbow are the angular velocity and displacement of the position motor worm gear, as 

ponrayed in the bond graph in Figure 7.3. The system initially starts from rest, and at t = 

O s the angular velocity of the elbow (d) begins to fall negative. Shortly after this, the 

anplar velocity of the a m  (a) begins to increase. Pnor to t = 1.5 S. the oscillatory 

behavior in the prosthetic arm is already evident in (a). Note that while the worm p a r  of 

the position motor is operating at a near steady state velocity (Figure 7.14 (d)) the profiles 

of the arrn angular velocity (a) and the elbow angular velocity (d) become similar (since 

their difference is almost constant dunng this time). The position of the prosthetic arm 

(b) climbs steadily from its initial position of -83". The additional 3 O  deflection of the 

a m  beyond the -80" set point is due to the finite. moderately low, stiffness. The 

displacement of the prosthetic elbow (e) reaches a minimum when the arm passes 

through the 0" point (b) and the entemal load is deiivering its maximum torque to the 

elbow. It is interesting to note that the elbow joint deflection never retums to zero during 

the simulation due to the continuousl y applied external torque. Once the voltage 

command to the position motor has ceased (t = 1.870 s). the prosthetic a m  and elbow 

continue to oscillate due to the low effective damping ratio of 0.18. Subplot (c) of this 

figure show the stiffness of the a m  during the simulation. The two sudden small "step" 

change in the stiffness are due to the loss of contact between mating teeth of the lead 

screw and nut  of the stiffness rnotor trmsmission discussed earlier. 
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7.6 Discussion 

Configuration 1 

In Chapter 5, it was estimated that the maximum rate of stiffening at steady state for 

Configuration 1 was approximately 103 mrnk Based on the results from Task 1 in 7.5.1, 

the maximum angular velocity reached by the worrn gear was approximately 13.7 rads. 

Having assumed a pinion radius (mated to the rack) of 7.4 mm, the actual maximum 

stiffening rate was 100.9 mm/s (13.7 rads x 7.4 mm) which corresponds well with the 

initia! estimate. An initial estimate for the value of the nonlinear damping coefficient for 

the gear tooth mode1 was made in Chapter 6 based on a maximum estimated impact 

velocity of 17.6 mmk. In the simulation results for Task 1 (Section 7.5.1). the impact 

veloci ty of the gear teeth at t = 0.138 s was approxirnatel y 25 mm/s (not shown in any of 

the figures). This value corresponds well with the estimate of 24 mm/s originally made 

in Chapter 6. 

The simulation result from Task 3 in 7.5.2 indicated that the designed load of 9 lb could 

be lifted by the transmission selected for Configuration 1. The originally estimated 

extension-flexion time under load of 1.2 s, made in Chapter 5. was not met primarily due 

to current limitations of the motor and the maximum acceleration of the system inertia. 

As was evident from the results in the last simulation. the effective rotational darnping of 

the a m  should be increased in order for the system to be non-osciilatory under high 

londs. This. of course. results in more power k ing  dissipated during any position or 

stiffness change of the a m .  



Configuration 3 

In Chapter 5, an estimate of 321 mm/s was made for the rate at which the stiffening 

motor could actuate the spring ends in Configuration 3. The results from Task 1 (Section 

7.5.3) in Figure 7.10 (d) indicate a maximum linear velocity of the lead screw of 323 

mrn/s, which corresponds well with the original estimate. Figure 7.1 1 (b) indicates that 

the current in the motor did not exceed the maximum thermal torque for the motor even 

though the total gear ratio for this motor is slightly undersized (see Section 5.7.2). This is 

probably due to the fact that a safety factor was used when detemining the required gear 

ratio. 

The results from Task Z with Configuration 3 indicated that the 9 Ib load could be lifted 

but tvi th a signi ficantl y greater extension-to-flexion time of approximately 2.75 s 

(including settling time) compared to 1 .Z s for Configuration 1. The estimated lifting 

time for this configuration which was made in Chapter 5 was 1.6 s, which again did not 

take into consideration the slow acceleration rate. The under damped prosthetic a m  i n  

this case indicates that the damping in the system must be increased for better 

performance. Adding more damping will slow the rise time of the prosthetic a m  but will 

decrease the final settling time. As mentioned before. increasing the damping results in 

more energy being dissipated during movement which isn't desirable but is required to 

mai ntain a stable and non-oscillatory system. 



Chapter 8 

Conclusions and Recomrnendations 

8.1 Conclusions 

A nonlinear dynarnic model of a non-intersecting. non-paraIlel axes gear set was 

successfully developed in this thesis. The model is simple. flexible. and of low order and 

can be easily incorporated into existing bong graph models. Simple changes in 

parameters allow for modeling the dynamic behavior of backdrivable and 

nonbackdrivable gear transmissions. Experimental verification of this model was not 

perfomed. though the simulation results of the model appear accurate. Specifically, this 

model was used to simulate the nonlinear dynamic behavior of nonbackdrivable 

components including worm and w o m  gears as well as lead screws. This non- 

intersecting. non-parallel gear model was developed based on static analysis of mating 

oear teeth, in which the nonbackdrivable criteria for both parallel and non-parailel. non- - 
intersecting axes gears. operating at steady state, was established. A graphical 

interpretation of steady state operation of a dynamo was also developed and was 

extended to study the behavior of nonbackdrivable and backdrivable peared transmission 

coupled to a dynamo. 

A simple analysis was conducted which examined the energy "trade-offs" associated with 

using a nonbackdrivable gear set. This analysis highlighted possible energy savings 

associated with the use of nonbackdrivable transmissions during static loaded conditions. 



This energy "trade-off' analysis developed a set of basic criteria that can assist a designer 

in selecting the most energy efficient gearing (backdrivable vs. nonbackdrivable) for any 

speci fic application. 

The original purpose for the development of the nonbackdrivable non-intersecting, non- 

parallel axes p a r  model was to use it to study the dynamic behavior within the proposed 

variable stiffness prosthetic designs first developed by English [1996]. To do so, 

components for the nonbackdrivable actuaton. including motors, for the two proposed 

prosthetic designs were selected based on a preliminary design analysis. A majority of 

the components selected did not satisfy the initial space and weight requirements. These 

components along with the nonbackdrivable gear model were incorporated into two high 

order dynamic models of the proposed prosthetic designs. Simulation results form these 

models indicated that the system as a whole fell short of the velocity design goals which 

were developed based on the performance specifications of existing commercially 

available prosthetic arms. The dynamic simutations of the entire prosthetic system 

indicated that unsteady state conditions dominated the majority of the system's operation. 

For that reason. these transient States (instead of steady state) should have k e n  

considered in the preliminary design and selection of the motors and gearing for the 

nonbackdri vable actuator. 



8.2 Recornmendations 

In future work. the non-intersecting, non-parallel axes gear model developed in this thesis 

should be verified experimentally. A simple test rig, similar to that illustrated in Figure 

6.9, consisting of a DC motor. a non-intersecting, non-parallel axes geared transmission, 

and an extemal spring and darnper could be instrumented and used to verify the model 

simulation results. It is anticipated that this model will be used to funher study nonlinear 

dpamic effects in nonbackdrivable transmissions including topics such as: control 

issues involving "stick-slip" and nonbackdnvable transmissions. the effects of vibrations 

on nonbackdrivable components. 

In terms of the proposed prosthetic designs. it is recommended that Configuration 1 be 

pursued in future designs and prototypes due to its simplified design and its s_vmmetric 

distribution of power requirements on each motor, in cornparison to Configuration 3. 

Alternative actuators. including linear motors. should be investigated in attempt to reduce 

the size requirements of the actuators. 

To further establish the energy savings associated with using a nonbackdnvable 

transmission in the proposed prosthetic designs, research into an accurate estimate of 

prosthetic duty cycle would be warranted. The simple energy "trade-off" analysis should 

also be expanded to consider unsteady state conditions and varying loads and speeds. 
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State Equation Development for the System in Figure 6.9 

States: p' --Flux linkage of motor inductance (AH) 
pg -- Linear momentum of worm (kgmls) 
ql j  -- Relative deflection of the mating worm and w o m  gear teeth (m) 
PZ; -- Linear momentum of worm p a r  (kgmis) 
q l g  -- Deflection of external spnng (m) 

Constitutive Laws: 

0 

qr? when 
< 

O when 

Ff is detlned by (6-2 1 )  where: - Kt@ F,. -- P. 
r,. La 





= l cos(h)cos(@)~{q, j .  q ,  } - sin (À)F, 



Matlab Code used to Simulate the Mode1 in Figure 6.9 

GEARS. M 
; y  
f SIblPLE GE..\R >,IODEL 

''i Thrs siiniilrition \tas dc~cIopcd to modcl thc mcctirinicril s>.stcn-i 
'1; sliou ri in Figure 6.9. Thc cuplicit intcgnition [vas conductcd 
(.'; iising M:itl;ih's ODE funcrion. 
r - .  

clear 

olohril La Ra Kt r-w G gh mw mg gr eta lambda phi D tooth-stiffness backlash DV ... 
L 

mu-s mu-k b C A A-non B v-slide-cwff v-normalcoeff 



c-; ------ ---- FI-icririn Cocftlcicnts ---------- 
mu-~ = .11: 5 si;itic friction cot'fficien,'t 
mu-k = 0.0825: 5 kineiic friction coeflicisnt 
b = 255: 5 (';dm) drimper to ground attachcd to :car 
K = 2000; 5 i Wm) spnng to 21-o~ind rittachcd ro gctir 
C = l/K: ''i (m/S cornpliance of spring tto y-cxind 



v-SI ide-coeff = [cos(lambda)/mw,sin(lambda)/mg]; 
\f-normal-coeff = [sin(lambda)*cos(phi)/mw,-cos(lambda)*cos(phi)/mg]; 

1 f ---------- \.;irihlc 1niti;iIi;rritioii ---------- 
x-sprin~init  = -0.093: (:i (m lniiiril srretch in the spring 
F-sprin~init = (-l/C*x-sprinbinit); ( 5 )  Initial force e.irened h' the spring 

x-n-init = -F~spring_init*cos(lambda)/(G*cos(phi)*twth~stîffness)- 
sign(F-spri nginit)*(backlash/2); 

5; i ni )  Dstcnnincs initial gerir teeth relritil e detlection under load 

(-; -----a---- h i  tiril conditions of SI;LICS ---------- 
p-ini t = [ O : O ; x ~ n ~ i n i t : O ; x ~ s p ~ i n i t ; 0 : 0 ] :  

options = odeset('rcltol'. le-7.'rihstol'. le-7); 

, , - - - - - - - - - -  C';il1 Po't Prc~it.\\ing Ri ~iitiric ---------- 
post 

t'unciion pdot = gears,st(t.p) 

clohal La Ra Kt r-w G gh mw mg gr eta lambda phi D tooth-stiffness backlash DV ... - 
mu-s mu-k b C A A-non B v-slidecoeff v-nomalcoeff 



tooth-damp = D*delta*delta-dot: 5 Dnniping liii-LX ol noiilinear diimper k t w e e n  zear 
icc'i11 ( Hcrtzim i 
tooth-stiff = N-spring(p(3)); 5 Spring forcc 01' non linr'ür spring b c t w c n  gcïr t c c ~ h  

N = toothdamp + tooth-stiff: c; Sornid force hiitwrsn genr ireth 
Fg = -gr*(l/C*p(5) + b*gr/mg*p(4) + b*Vel(t)): 5 Force üpplied to gcar b> extemal  
spi-iiip and dtimpcr 
Fw = Kt*gh/(r-w*La)*p(I): Ck lnput forcc on thc pinion 

Ff-max = abs(N*mu-s); Ci Maximum static' t'i'ictionïl force 
Ff-k = abs(N*mu-k) ;?. Kinctic friction 
Ff-eq = (Fw - N*sin(lambda)*cos(phi)*( 1 -eta) + Fg*eta*tan(lambda))l... 

(cos(lambda)*( 1 +eta*tan(lambda)"2)); 5 Forcc of hcrion required to main ta1 n siritic 

''; C;iI~i i l~ i tc  R~itc'; 01' Chtinzc 1.01- ihc Stritcs 
pdot = A*p + B*[V(t):Vel(t)] + A-non*[N:Ffj: 

olobd backlash tooth-stiffness 
L 

Force-k = sign(x).*(tooth-sti ffness*(abs(x)- 
bac klash/l*ones(size(x)))).*(abs(x)>bac klashl2): 

fcinction d = di(x); 



function d-dot = di-dot(x.x-dot); 

doba l  backlash 
C 

d-dot = (x-dot).*(abs(x)>=backlash/2); 

t'unction Voltage = V(t): 

dV = Vf-Vi: 
dt = t2-t 1 : 

a = (Vi-V-avg)/(.2*(.Z*dtA2 + dt*t 1 - dt"t2)): 
Vo = (V-avg) - a*(.Pdt)*(t?+tl): 
Voo = (V-avg) + a*(.2*dt)*(t2+t 1); 

Voltage = (t>=t 1 ).*(t<(0.2*dt+t l)).*V-para1 + 
(t>=(O.Pdt+t 1 )  ).*(t<(0.8*dt+t 1 )).*V-line 1 ... 

+(t>=(0.8*dt+t l)).*(t<=tl).*V-para2 + (t>t2).*(t<=t3).*Vf + 
(t>t3).*( t<(O.?*dt+t3)) .*V_para3.., 

+ (t>=(0.2"dt+t3)).*(t<(0.8*dt+t3)).*V-line2 + (t>=(0.8*dt+t3)).*(t<=t4).*V-para4; 
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Complete Bond Graph Mode1 of Configuration 1 
(cont. on next page) 



Complete Bond Graph Model of Configuration 1 
(cont. from previous page) 
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State Equation Development for Configuration 1 Mode1 (Figure 7.1) 

States: 

Nonlinear Normal and Friction Definitions: 

State Equations: 





Matlab Code Used to Simulate Configuration 1 Mode1 

The following code was used to simulate Configuration 1. The code presented below 
simulates the 1 to 80 Nrn/rad stiffness change. In order to simulate the -80 to 55 degree 
raising load case, the following must be changed: 

in Config1.m. the time span must be increased to 1.75 s 
in Initialize-m. K-init must be set to 30 and theta-i set to -80 
in Equi1ibrium.m. the external torque due to the load and a m  must be un- 
commented 
in Fin-m. the extemal force must be set equal to the arm and load 

CONFIG1.M 
ri  File - conlïg1.m 
( y  Th13 is ;L cf!n;imic simulation of the  Cont?g~irrition 1 inodei in Fi_oure 7.1. 
(-; Thc w t c  cqiiatioi~'; t'or this modcl ncrc dc\vlopcd in Appcndi.; .A. 5 

clear 

dobal Ra La Kt gh mw mg rw G eta lambda phi mu-s mu-k D tooth-stiffness ... 
C 

backlash DV v-slidecoeff v-normal-coeff theta-contact ... 
t heta-con tac t-sti ffen constraint-sti ffness V x-max theta-max ... 
Fmax n b Kmax Kmin L mann R mload Wload Warm Ja pmax thetacontact-rnax ... 
xcontac t  A A-non B xki  xmovei K-init 

Initialize 
( .,' 

... . -  .:. . . . .  <. .... <. ......................... <. .. ..<... ... <. ... .+.... ri ..... G.'. <. ... .<,. . .'.*. .... <. ... .:.< ..... !.<.... -..+ . .de+. . .:.< P... 2.e. ...... <. .... ..+ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ..'. ..-.......................................................... ......'..'.... ............................................................ - ................... . . . - .  

'.; DETERJIISE .-\Rh1 EQcILIBRIL'.L.I POSITIOS 
............. ..........'...... - :.: ::;{.; :.:. { -::: :;+.:: :;i;:.:f :$ .... .:. '.< '.&-'..'. ........... .:. ...... ' ............. P :': 

thetaeq = fzero('riqui I i  brium',O); 

5 DETER\IISE ISITI.AL QC.ADR.ATIC SPRISG STRETCHES XSD GEAR TEETH 
DEFLECTiOSS 
delta1 eq = xki + xrnovei -R*thetaeq; 
delta2eq = xki - xmovei +R*thetaeq; 
tooth-ini t 1 = 
Phi(de1ta 1 eq)*cos(Iambda)/(G*cos(phi)*tooth~stiffness)+sign(Phi(deltaleq))*(backIash/ 
2 ) :  



' ; Bond gi-;iph stiitc notation shoun i n  square br-rickcts [ ]  
p-init = [ 
O 5 pi 1 ) Flciu lin kage 01' \4otoi- I inductor [ p2 j 
O '; p( 2 1  El'tecti \.c linerir- niomentttni of moior 1 shrit't and u w m  [pS] 
tocith-initl 5 p(3 i RcIati\c dctlcction of hr-rinch 1 uorm/gctir tcsth [ y  131 
O ':i p ( J )  Et'tkcti\c linettr nion-icntum of gciii- I tooth [pz-:] 
deltaleq ('i p ( i  Dctlection of Brmch I qu;idrütic spring (y291 
O 5 pt 6) FIus lin kage of \,Loior- 2 inductor [p32] 
O (.; p!7 ) Efkcti \ c niomcntiini of niotoi- 2 shah and u.oirn [p?9] 
tooth-initî 5 p(,S, RcIliti\.c dcflcctiori of Brmch 2 \ vodgca r  tccth [ q U ]  
O ' ; p(9  1 Efkcti\ s linex momenrum of gsar 2 toclth [PM] 
deltaîeq '.( pi 10 Dctlection oi' Brrinch 2 qrrridrritic spnng [qGO] 
O "; IN I 1 I .\n_riil~ir- n-ioincntiini ot' pi-ostl~t'tic ;iim [p63] 
O ' ( p( 1 3. I Dcflcction of ciil irrmrnciitsil spi-ing [qOS 1 
O '; pi 13 I Linsrir Jisplaccriictit 01' \lotor- 1 shrift itnd uonn [--1 
O ' ; p( 14) Line~ii- displacsmt.nt 01' gsar 1 tooth [ - - 1  
O ' pi 1 Lincm- dispi:iccmcnt ot' >lotor- 2 shat't and nToi-m [--1 
0 "; pl I O Li ncrir clr.;pt:iccrncii~ 01' gc;ir 2 [ - -  1 
thetaeq ' ; pr 1 7 I . - \ l x  ringrilx Ji~pl;tct.nir.rit rit' prirsthciic iinn [ - -  j 

1: 

options = odeset('1-el toi', 1 e-6.'abstol', le-6); 
I - 

. . . . . .  . . . . ...................................-..-.....................-......-...-..-........~........................................ ........................................................................................... .:. : ... .:. :.... ..:. :,. ..:. .:. .:.S. :........... ....:-. .... <-:'!: : . . .  

' i  C.\LL ISTEGR.-\TIOS ROC'TISE 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  .." . .i ........ ....:.,.:: .... . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -? ::.,: 2:: : :.: 5: - :;.; $: -':: : <:: . :.; :: :.::.: 5: :'- :. 5:  



CONFIG-ST.M 
5 Filc - contigl-st.m 

This routine in tep tes  the stats equa[ions for Configuritiun 1 mode1 

fiinction pdot = configl-st(t,p) 

dobal Ra La Kt gh mw mg rw G eta lambda phi mu-s mu-k D tooth-stiffness ... - 
backlash DV v-slidecoeff v-normalcoeff theta-contact ... 
theta-contact-stiffen constraint-stiffness V x-max theta-ma ... 
Fmax n b Kmax Krnin L m m  xkmax R mload Wload W m  Ja pmax 

theta-contact-max ... 
x-contact A A-non B 

' i  BR.A.\'CH I C.ALCL'L.-ITIOSS OF SOR34AL .ASD FRICTIOS.4L FORCES IS 
THE \i'ORhL/GE.AR P.MR 

5 Dct'inc \clocit>. in rhc normal m d  sliding direction 
v-n 1 = v-normal-coeff*[p(2):p(l)]; 5 Sormal \.el. betu cen geai- teeth of hrunch 1 
v-t 1 = v-slide_coeff*[p(2);p(4)1 : 5 Slidiiig L el. hsiu een gear rretli of br-mch 1 
F-spnngl = Phi(p(5)); 5 Forcc in bniiish i q u ~ d r ~ i r i c  spring 

delta1 = Di(p(3)): Onc c j1 '  the nonliiicu- clampins ierms 
del ta-dot 1 = Di-dot(p(3),v-n 1); '1; Sccoiid 01- r he nori I i  nerir d~tmping terms 
tooth-damp 1 = D*deltal*delta-dot I ; ''; Damping forcc o t' nonlincar drimper hctw sen 
ci 'u t c c ~  h ( Hci-tzim i 
tooth-stiffl = N-spring(p(3)): (1; Spi-ing forcc ci t '  rionlinrar spring bctueen grai- teeth 

K 1 = tooth-damp i + tooth-stiffl; '.; Scmml. iorc.c hcturcc'ii gcir tccth 
F - 1 = -(F-springUG + b*(ll(GA2*mg)*p(4) - R/(G*Ja)*p(ll))) ;ci Forcc ripplicd to scat- 

(-- .( extemal spr-ing and drirnper 

Fw 1 = Kt*gfil(Ln*ns?)*~(l);~;; Input  torcc on thc piiiron 

Ff-max 1 = abs(N 1 *mu-s): G .Lliisinium static tictiorial force 
Ff-kl = abs(N 1 *mu-k): Kinciic friciion toi-ce 
Ff-eq 1 = (Fw 1 - N 1 *sin(lambda)*cos(phi)*(l-eta) + Fg l*eta*tan(lambda))/ ... 

(cos(Iarnbda)*( l+eta*tan(lambda)"2)); 5 Forcc of friction 1-cquircd to rnaintain stritic 
t'qui Iibriuin 



Deline \elocity in the normal and sliding directiori 
v-n2 = v-normalcoeff*[p(7);p(9)]; % Soimal vcl. between Sear teeth o t  brünch 2 
v-t2 = v-slide-coeff*[p(7);p(9)]; iir Slidinz vel. betwecn gt-ar ft'cth of brrinch 2 
F-spring2 = Phi(p(l0)); i; Forcr i n  brrinch 3 qurtdratic spririg 

delta2 = Di(p(8)); 5- One of the nonlinex drimping terrns 
delta-dot2 = Dioot(p(8),v-n2); 9 Sccond of thc nonlincar dampine tcrms 
tooth-darnpî = D*delta2*deltaAdot2; '2;- Drimping force of nonlinsrii' damper betuern 
star iceth (Hertrian! 
tooth-stiff2 = N-spring(p(8)); 5 Sprïng forcc of nonlinerti- sprins tlctueen gear tceth 

N2 = toothdamp2 + tooth-stiffl; 5 Sormril force hetween gear teeth 
Fg2 = -(F-spring2G + b*( 11(GA2*mg)*p(9) + R/(G*Ja)*p( 1 I ))):Ci Forcr appl i ed io grüi- 
/-! 

5 cutcinal spring and dampci- 
Fw2 = Kt*gh/(La*w)*p(6): ' ' i  Input force oii the piiiion 

Ff-max2 = abs(N2*mu-s); hl;i.\;im~im static frictional forcc 
Ff-kZ = abs(NPmu-k); 5 Kincr ic friction 
Ff-eq2 = (Fw2 - N2*sin(larnbda)*cos(phi)*(l-eta) + FgPeta*tan(larnbda))/ ... 
(co~(larnbda)*(l+eta*tan(iambda)~2)); 5 Force ut- fnciion irqiiii-ed to niainiain siritic 

q i i i l i  hi-i iini 

5 CaIci~lat~c~n 1:' st;tie deri i \.es 
pdot = A*p + A-non*[N 1 ;Ff 1 ;F-spring 1 ;N3;Fft;F-spnng2;F-ke] + 
B*[V 1 (t);V2(t):Fin(p(l7)):Vel(t)]; 

CONSTRA1NT.M 
i Flic Co~iitraiiit.n~ 

('; This t~ur~ctiir~i cictïnc'; thc ripplicd foi-cc ot' tlic c~tci-n~il constraint 

f'unction cons = contraint(position) 



olohal thetacontact theta-contact-max constraint-stiffness - 
cons = O*(positionaheta~contact*pi/180)+... 

constraint~stiffness/(theta~contact~m~-theta~contact)*..~ 
( 180/pi*position-theta-contact).*... 
(position>theta-contact*pi/ 180 & position~heta~contact~max*pî/ I80)+ ... 
constnint~stiffness*(position>thetaacontact_max*pi/ 180): 

function d = di(x): 

dobal  backlash 
C 

fiinction d-dot = di-dot(x.x-dot); 

d-dot = (x-dot).*(abs(x)>=(backlash/3)); 

EQC'ILIBRIb%I.M 
t'unction eq = equilibrium(thetaact) 

global Kmax Kmin xkmax Wload Warm R xk i  xmovei L 



function F j n  = Fin(arrn-pos); 

dobal Wload Warrn 
C 

i f  1 
F-in = 0; 

end 

i f  O 
F-in = (Wload + Ward2)*cos(anri-pos); 

end 

1NITIALIZE.M 
5 Filc: 1niii:ilirc.in 

This file defines ihe  \ rii-itil~les and pal-rimeters and initid~zes constants 
t'or Con figuration 1's siniiilation 

olobnl Ra La Kt gh mw mg nu G eta lambda phi mu-s mu-k D tooth-stiffness ... - 
backlash DV v-slidecoeff v-normal-coeff thetacontact ... 
thetacontact-stiffen constraint-stiffness V x-max theta-mm ... 
Frnax n b Kmax Kmin L marrn R xkrnax mload Wload Warrn Ja pmax 

theta-contact-max ... 
x-contact A A-non B xki xmovei K-init 

5 \101-0fi SPEC1FIC.-ITlOSS i \,licru\.lo 1 1 SS9 t BI-ushlcss 
UIO1-I :> "... .:. .................". ............... . . .,.>... ...* : ::.:*::::.:* 

Ra = 0.19; 5 c Ohms) .Ann;i[rii-e rcsistrincc (phasc-to-phsc 
La = 0.03e-3; 5 ( H i Ai-niatrirc ind~ictmcc (phiisc-to-phiisc 
Kt = 7.5e-3; ' . i 4 $ni/.Ai Torqiis constant of inotoi- 
oh = 5.75: ':; gtlrir 1-diio 01 -  motor gèar Iierid s 
1- . 

. . .  ....... .......................................:.....:...........:.....-... .'..: : ..... .:. .............. .: ...... ;. d............ .: ..a-.. ;..: .... .:. ...S.. .:.-.. ... ..................................................... .:. ........................................................................................................ -2 ::: . . . .  . . . , . ,  . ,  



J-rotor = 3.0e-6; t hg.mA2) Inertia of motoi- shrift 
J-worm = 3.3e-6: '3  kg.m^2) Incrtia o f  \\orni 
32ear  = 27.2e-6: '2) (kzm"2 - Inenia of \r oini grar 

J-total = J-rotor*ghA2 + J-wom: 5% ( k g . m A l )  Effective insrtia of ~ v o m  and roror as 
sccn 

t7! the motor 

rw = ( 1 *0.0254)/2: 5 ( m ) Pi tch radius of u oim 
rg = ( 1.667*0.0254)/2; G ( ni } Pitc h radius of u orm - zcui- 
mw = (J-total)/(wA2); 5 ( (kg ,  Totat ccjuivalçnt tinear rnrtss of u o m  and motor assembly 
mg = (Jsear)/(rgA2);5 ( hg ) Total eq ui \.rilent l insar mas'; of \\.orm geai- 
eta = mw/mg: '; ( ) klnss ratio u fequ i~ .  \\orm inmiri to and rack incrtiti 
lambda = (4+46/60)*pi/180; C; (rad) lxad ringlc of \\ onn and rack 
phi = 145*pi/180; Ci (rad, Somial Pressure angle of ~r oini aiid rack 

Rp = 0.58*0.0253/2: '1. ( n ~  1 Pirch ridius of pinion ~ C ; I I -  

G = r-p: ' ,  i I R ~ i t i n  ofgcar pitch radius ro piiiinn gcar pitch radius 
I '  

.<. . . .  .:. ...:.. -.:. ..:. ; . . .  <. ..:. <. . .  ;:>. :.;:.;*. .... <.. - -  .;.- ............ S<. ... <. ... -<.-.  .. ....... ...... ......... . .... .................. .... ........................ ..............._........................ . . :: : *....*.....*. :-.......*......>...... 5 -5 . ....*-r-... - 

15 FRIC'TIOX COEFFICIESTS BETWEES GEARS 
..: .... ; . . .  : . . . .  : ....; .... < .... < -... ...... "...< ....... ..................................................... 2: .....-............ . . .r- : . 

mu-s = 0.1 1 : ' ; ( wiic  1'1-iciion cocll'icienr b e t ~  een \i o m  and rtich 
mu-k = 0 .083 ;  ''; ( 1  kincric fi-~ction coc'ft~icir'nt twt\~cc'n uorm and rack 
r . ;  

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  .:. .: .:. . . .  .:. .: ... j .:. .. .:. .: ... .> .: ... .:. -: .. .:. -: .- .:, .. ............................................................................... . . : : .;: ::. :.: -:: x;. :': :% 5. :;: ;+ $. 6::: .* ::: ::: 2; * ::: :$ 5: :': :;: :> :': ;+ * :': ;% :& z:: ;$ :!. ::: :% 

D = 26.99e6: ' ; (S.?;/n1^2 J Sonlinr'ai- Jriniping crciiïcicnt of Heriziiin (~ooth) dampin: 
tooth-stiffness = 155.4e6;C; (';/ml Equi\ rilent sti t'i'iisss of marins geai- teeih 
backlash = 1.02e-4; C:i (m 1 Total liacklash bctwcn thc pinion and gear teerh 
DV = le-5; 5 ( ni/i;', Effccti\ r' "zcro" vclocity (m/s) -- uscd in Friction mode1 
( ' 

A ., . . :..: ......... ..:.. ..;. .. .  . ......:...... .". ......_................ ................... ...... ............... 3 . .  .--i;-. ..--+.- ?: * '... *: :.: ::: ':: : : : : * .': :.: *:.: ::: :- :.: :.: * ::: ::: * :::::: * ::: :i: * ::: :(: * :.: ::: * ::: 7: * :.: :i: * ::: ::: 'r' ::: 

' i  DEFISITIOS OF SORY1.4L .\'ID T.ASGESTI.\L \'ELOCITj' COEFF BETWEES 
iVOl<ll .\\il G E A R  
v-slidecoeff = [cos(lambda)/mw,sin(lambda)/m_ol: 
v-normalcoeff = [sin(lambda)*cos(phi)/mw,-cos(lambda)*cos(phi)/mg]; 
r -; 

. . . . . . . . .  ..:............... : .(: :I. -..:.............. .' ::: .:.: .. .:. -:. .. .:- .:. ... .:. .: :': :i: ::. : : -:; ::: : : <; ::. : : .i: :;: ::: :% ::. :': ::: ::: ::: ::: :;. :': :;: :;. :" :;: :;: y :  :{: :;: ::: :% :;. :': .% 3: : : <: ::: : : :> :). y: :Ir .......... ............ 



xmax = 2 5 ;  (i (m spring length tit full sti-ctch 
theta-max = 2 10; 5 (degrecs) rn:isimum an& bcthvecn c~trcrncs 
Fmax = 136: 5 ( 5  1 Mas Force possible 
n =  1: n*skma?; = maxi muni con-ipr-esion 
(-; 
: . : -.- :,, ; ; :.- : :,. ;;. ::- ;:; ;:; ::: . ;,: ;:: , ;> ::: >:: ;> ::; ::. :.::IL <: :,: :: -+:.::::y 1.: * 3: y: 2: * :.: :fi:;: :.: ::: .+ :.: ::: -* :;y ::: .* ::: :% * :-: 2% -$ ;:: * * :': <; 2: 7:: ::; ::: :i: * :-: 2: . . . . .  

' ' i  .AR31 STIFFSESS DESIGS P.AR.4hlETERS 
.................................... ...-.*.. <. ...... .:.-.. ... -:.+ .:. i. ...... i.+ -:.<.-.. S.... .................................... .< ..............................-......-............. . . . .  . . ....:-'.. -.. 

Kmax = 80: ( S . n i / ~ i J  M a u  c l t iou  s t i f f n c s  
Kmin = 1 ;  (S.m/racii \,lin clhow stitTness 

............................... ............. . ......... . . .  .--..-.--.. ......... . . . . . . . . . . . .  <.... ............................... ...... ... ........................... . . . . .  ........................................... .-... .....- ........ . .,. . 
.. .,.--.. .<.... <.->. .<..-. .<-.'. ;.:::; <:.:.-:. - -< - - '> - .  <. 5 -  : : -/-.-. >. .:. ' .:: ' 

L = -33: ( m t tixwrrn Icny h 
marm = -280; ( hg ) I ~ S S  of forciirii~ 
R = 0.05: '-; ( m )  stÏwrii.c. sridius o f  clho\\ Joint  
mload = (9-marm/3)/2.2; r.i ( hg 1 t o d  masi; 

- -  
. . . . . . . . .  _ . .  :_ ..... _ :  .................. <. .................~....... ......... .......... -. ........ .......... _. .;- ........................................ -,I ?. :'1 :.. l,. :.: ::. 2. 1'1 ::. ;:; :.: ::. :,; :.: ::; :;; :': ::; :j. :.. . ' “ .  -.- -. S.-........ -.. i. -.--.. -.. -'. -'- ..- ................................ 

Wload = mload"9.8 1; C; ( 5 )  U'cight of load 
Warm = marm*9.8 1 : Ci ( Y  1 \i.'t.i_chr 01' ;LITII 

Ja = marrn*(LA2)/3 + mload*(LA2); r:; ( kg: : :m~ 3 .  ,) 41iiss moment cil' inenia 
pmax = theta_max*pi/l80; 5 con\-ci? ma\ tinglc to rridians 
xkmax = (xmax-R*pmax)/(l+n); 5 (m r 'r.lrtximiirn sti-ctch of spiings 
b = 0.707*sqrt(mm*(LA2)/3*Kmax)/(RA2); 5 (S.s/in) Dainpins in scnes i\ i th 
qriadrritic spi-ing 



thetacontact-max = theta-contact + theta-contact-stîffen; 5 an$c ot' mas sriff 
x-contact = theta-contact*pi/l80*R; 5 rcst p s i  tion of constraint spring 
xki = (K-init-Kmin)/(Krnax-Kmin)*xkmax; 
xmovei = thetai*pi/ l8O*R; 
r; 
.... .:. ..............................'. i. -,-. j  <. ... ............................................. . . . . . . .  :> r'r :': <: .i; y:: 8 ::: <; ::: 3: <: :': ::: <; ::; ::: .i; y: .i; :: *: :': 7.: + :y: ::: :? S 5: 5: :? 

A= zeros( 17): 
A( 1.1 ) = -RaLa: 
A( 1.2) = -Kt*ghl(w*mw); 
A(2.1) = Kt*gh/(rw*La); 
A(3,2) = sin(lambda)*cos(phi )/mw : 
A(3,4) = -cos(lambda)*cos(phi )/mg; 
A(4,4) = -b/(GA2*mg): 
A(3.11) = R*bl(G*Ja); 
A(5.3) = l/(G*mg): 
A(5.11) = W J a ;  
A(6.6) = - R h ;  
A(6.7) = -Kt*gh/(nv*mw): 
A(7-6) = Kt*gh/(rw*La): 
A(8.7) = sin(1am bda)*cos(phi)/mw; 
A(8.9) = -cos(lambda)*cos(phi)lmg; 
A(9,9) = -b/(GA2*rno); 
A(9.11) = - ~ * b l ( ~ * h ) :  
A( 10.9) = l/(G*mg): 
A(10.11) = RIJa; 
A( 1 1 A) = R*b/(G*mg): 
A( 1 1.9) = -R*b/(G*mg); 
A ( l l . l l )  = -2*RA2*blJa; 
A(12.11) = UJa ;  
A( 13.2) = l lmw; 
A( 14.4) = l l m g  
A( 15.7) = llmw; 
A( 16.9) = llmg; 
A(17.11) = 11Ja; 

:: :: .:: :. :,: .;; :.: :,: <::'- :;: rs::. :,::;::: :,: I.: . :..:.: . <::.::.:.:::::,: i::; :,: 5:::: ::::j::;: :,:.5:::- :,:*::. ::: *::. :.:<:::: :;:**: :,:<:::: :.::f::i: :,:<::;::;:*:;.:,:<:::. - -;- .- .;-:. - - - -  -:: <: ::: :,: <: 



[BI  1I:ITRIS DEFISIT10S 
.'. . . <. .' . . '. .:. .-. .'. .'. . . <. .'. . - . ... - . .:. .,. ..- .:. ... -.. :. -:. -.- .- -.. -.- 5- .:. *.. * ::: :.: * :.: :.: <: ::. :,: <: ::. :.: <: 2:: :,: ': ::: ::: 5; *. ::: 3: :): ::: <: 21 ::: * * ::: * * ::: 
B = zeros(17.4): 
B(1.:) = [ i O O O]: 
B(6.:) = [ O 1 O O]; 
B(11.:)=[0 O-L O]: 
B( 11.:) = [ 0 0 0 11: 
f .  

. <  ..... - . : . . , : . : : > . : : : : ~ ~ . : : : : ~ ~ . : ~ : : : ~ . : : ~ : ~ . : ~ ~ : : ~ . : : : : ~ . z ~ ~ : : ~ . : : ~ : : ~ . : ~ : : ~ . : : : ' : ~ . : : : : : ~ : : : : . : ~ : : ' : : : : * : ' : : : ~ : ' : : : : ~ . : : : ~ : * : ' : : : : * : : ~ : : : . ~ : ' : : : ~ : , : : ~ : ~ ~ : ~ : : : ~ . : :  . . 

t'unction Force-k = tooth-spring(x); 

cllobal backlash tooth-stiffness 
C 

funct ion F = phi(de1ta); 

global Kmax Kmin xkmax R 

'; QC..ADR.ATIC SPRISG 



F = (Kmax-Kmin)l(4*RA2*xkmax)*(delta ."2)+ -RA2)*de1ta- ... 
.1tkmax*(Kmax~2-2*Kmin~2)/(8*R~2*(Kmax-Kmin)); 

PS1.M 
(i File psi-m 

This 1-unciion c;ilc'~~l;ltes the stit'fness nt' ti spnng based on stretch (delta). 

function k = psi(de1ta) 

global Kmax Kmin R xkrnax Kset - 
5 QC'.ADR.ATIC SPRISG 
k = (Kmax-Kmin)l(3*RA2*xkmax)*detta+Kminl(3*RA2); 

V1.M 
c i  Fi lc - \ '  i .rn 

?'hi\ I'iincticm c:ilccilates i h c  ~oli;igc. input r o  the  bixinch t motos 

ftinçtion Voltage 1 = Vl(t); 

if0 
Voltage 1 = 0: 

cnd 

i f3oiitinc ~ O I -  1 -SI S m / r x i  \II 1-1-11es\ ~-11:ingc 

dV = Vf-Vi; 
dt = t2-t 1: 



Voltage 1 = ( u = t  1 ).*(t<(0.2*dt+t l)).*V-paral + 
(t>=(O.?*dt+t l)).*(t<(0.8*dt+t 1 )).*V-line 1 ... 

+(t>=(O.g*dt+t l)).*(t<=t2).*V_pard + (t>t2).*(t<=t3).*Vf + 
(t>t3) .*( t<(0.2*dt+t3)) .* V-para3 ... 

+ (~=(O.l*dt+t3)).*(t<(0.8*dt+t3)).*V-iine + (t>=(0.8*dt+t3)).*(t<=t4).*VVpara4; 
end 

d V  = Vf-Vi: 
dt = t3-t 1 : 

a = (Vi-V-avg)/(.2*(.2*dtA2 + dt*t 1 - d t V ) ) :  
Vo = (V-avg) - a*(.2*dt)*(t2+t 1): 
Voo = (V-avg) + a*(.2*dt)*(t2+11): 

V-line 1 = (.4*a*dt)*t + Vo*ones(size(t)): 
V-line2 = -(.4*a*dt)*(t-t3*ones(size(t))) + Voo*ones(size(t)): 
V-para 1 = a*( t-t 1 *ones(size(t)))."2 + Vi *ones(size(t )): 
V-para2 = -a*(t-t2*ones(size(t)))."2 + VPones(size(t)): 
V-para3 = -a*(t-t3*ones(size(t)))."2 + Vfrones(size(t)): 
V-para3 = a*(t-t3*ones(size(t)))."Z + Vihones(size(t)): 

Voltage 1 = (t>=t 1 ).*(t<(0.2*dt+t l)).*V-para i + 
(t>=(O.î*dt+t I)).*(t<(0.8*dt+t l)).*V-line 1 ... 

+(t>=(OX*dt+t l)).*(t<=t2).*V_para2 + (t>t2).*(t<=t3).*Vf + 
(t>t3) .*( t<(0.2*dt+t3)) .* V-para3 ... 

+ (t>=(0.2*dt+t3)).*(t<(0.8*dt+t3)).*V_line2 + (t>=(0.8*dt+t3)).*(t<=t4).*V-para.3; 
end 



V2.M 
5 File - L'2.m 
ci This tilc cr i l cu l~ ics  thc \.olt;~gc input to thc hrrinch 1 motor 

function Voltage2 = V2(t); 

i l  O 
Vol tage2 = 0; 

e n d  

Rout  i nc f c v -  1 -SC) Sm/i-ad sti ffncss chmgc 

d V  = Vf-Vi: 
dt = t2-tl; 

rt = (Vi-V_avg)l(.2*(.2*dt"2 + dt*t 1 - dt*t2)): 
Vo = (V-avg) - a*(.2*dt)*(t2+t 1); 
Voo = (V-avg) + a*(.Z*dt)*(tZ+t 1): 



dV = Vf-Vi; 
dt = t2-tl; 

a = (Vi-V_avg)/(.2*(.2*dt"2 + dt*t 1 - dt*t2)): 
Vo = (V-avg) - a*(.2*dt)*(t2+tl); 
Voo = (V-avg) + a*(.2*dt)*(t2+t 1); 

Vol tagel = (t>=t 1 ).*(t<(02*dt+t l)).*V-para1 + 
(t>=(O.?*dt+t 1 )).*(t<(0.8*dt+t 1))  .* V-linel ... 

+(t>=(O. 8*dt+t 1 )).*(t<=t2).*V_paral+ (t>t2).*(t<=t3).*Vf + 
(t>t3) .*( tc(O.?*dt+t3)) .* V-para3 ... 

+ (t>=(O.?*dt+t3)).*(t<(0.8*dt+t3)).*V-line2 + (t>=(OA*dt+t3)).*(t<=t4).*V-~ara4; 
cnd 

f'unction Vconstraint = Vel(t); 
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Schematic of Configuration 3 (taken from Figure 1.3) 



Complete Bond Graph Mode1 OP Configuration 3 
(cont. on next page) 

m 



Cornplete Bond Graph Mode1 of Configuration 3 
(cont. frorn previous page) 

O 
I 



State Equation Development for Configuration 1 mode1 in Figure 7.2 

States: 

Nonlinear Normal and Friction Definitions: 

F~~ = F~ { N ~ J ~ ~ J ~ ~  1 Ffs = F ~ { N ~ F ~ ~ & S }  
Note: The expression for the equilibrium value of Ffp is derived later in this appendix. 

State Equations: 

. R a s  Kt,& 
P Z j  =v, -- P75 - P3i 

Las musrus 



O 

qTO = Vel - L 
P 65 

J arm-~e; i r  



Derivation of equilibriurn friction force for the rotational inertia and 
torque of the position motor transmission: 

First. to simplify the following expressions let: 

Sirnplifying and solving for Ffp gives. 



Matlab Code Used to Simulate Configuration 3 Mode1 

The following code was used to simulate Configuration 1. The code presented below 
simulates the 1 to 80 N d r a d  stiffness change. In order to simulate the -80 to 55 degree 
raising load case. the following must be changed: 

in Config3.m, the time span must be increased to 2.00 s 
in Initialize.m, K-init must be set to 30 and theta-i set to -80 
in Equilibrium.m. the external torque due to the load and ami must be un- 
commented 

in Fin.m, the external force must be set equal to the ann and load 

CONFIG3.M 
Ci File - cont'ig3.m 

''; This i~ ;i J>n:iinrc simulation of the Contigur~tion 3 mode1 in Fisure 
The btarc quaiions h r  rhis  modei iswe dswloped in rhis hppendix. 

C; 

clear 

dobal  Ra-p La-p Kt-p gh-p rw-p Jw-p rg_p J g p  Jm Gp  eta-p lambda-p phi-p ... - 
v-s lide-coeff-p v-normal-coeff-p ... 
Ra-s La-s Kt-s th-s rw-s mw-s rg-s m L s  Gs eta-s lambda-s phi-s ... 
v-sli decoeff-s v-normal-coeff-s .. . 
mu-s mu-k D tooth-sti ffness-p tooth-stiffness-s backlash-p backlash-s DV 

theta-contact ... 
theta-contact-stiffen constraint-stiffness x-max theta-max ... 
Fmax n  b Kmax Kmin L marm R xkrnax mload Wload Wann Ja pmax 

thetacontact-max ... 
x-contact A A-non B xki xmovei K-init thetai 

' ; \'.-!RI.\BLE DEFISI-TIOSS 
. . ... .: .... ... . . . .;. . . . . ,. . . . ;- -.. . < -... .-. <. .>. ,'... .-. . .-.. .-. . ... .,. ... . ... . . ... .. . . . . .  . . . . . . . ..- .,. ... ..-. . ... ... . .:. ..- 2. ... ..- ::Y :.: ': f:r ..: .+ y::  :;: 5: ::-. :,: 5: :::;: + r:: :.: 5: ::: :.. 

Initiaiize 

. .. . . ... . . .i. . . -; :,: 5: :: : : ..y: ::. :,: :y :  1;. :,: .:: :: :,: r$ :;y :::+ri: :.: 5: 9 ;:: e ::: :.: ::: -2; *: ::: <: :.: 3 :!. :,: 5; 2: ::: :$ :!: ::: :;: :,: :i: ::: :> ::: + s: :.: 2: ::: g sr <: sr s: ::: 2: :;: 

('; DETER.\lISE 1SITI.AL QC.4DR.ATlC SPRISG STRETCHES AND GE.AR TEETH 
DEFLECTIOSS 
delta leq = xki + xmovei - R*thetaeq; 



delta2eq = xki - xmovei + R*thetaeq; 

5 Bond c p p h  numbcrs  arc in  [ ]  
p-init = [ 

O (; pi 1 Flux linicigc of Postion Motor- inductor [pz] 
O 5 pc 2 )  Rotriticin:il kloincntum of Position Motor shrtft and \i.orm [pS] 
tooth-init-p 5; p( 3 Rcltiti\ c dctlcction of Position w-orm & \i.orm gcar tccth [cl 131 
O 5 131 4 )  Flux linliiige of Stiifnsss motor inductor [pz51 
O 5 p(5 i klonienium 01- Sti t'iness moior lsad screw [q7 I ] 
tooth-init-s p(6) Rciriti\.c dctlcction of Icrid scrcw and n u i  matins teeth [p36] 
O 7; pc 7 M ~ m x n t u r n  ot' lcxi sucLi-  nut [p46] 
deltaleq '-; p( S I Dct'icctiim of bi-anch 1 quzidritic s p i n s  [q53] 
deltaîeq '; pi C)J Dellei-ilon 01' hrrinch 1 clurtdraiic spling [q59] 

I O I Rotiirionril mon-tcntum ot' motor and slbo\\. joint [qGl] 
1 
I 
1 

O C7c p(16) Abs. displacement of stiffness lead screw nut tooth [--1 
O 54- p(17) Abs. ang. displacement of motor and elbow joint [--1 

1; 

'I SET 1SI'EGR.-1-I'IOS TOLERASCES 
:i: :.: ::: :: :.: >:: ;:: :.: " ::: :.: * :: :.: <; ::: :.: 5: ::: ::: <: ::: :.: * 2. ::: <: ::: ::: <:::: ::: >': ::: ::: * :::::: ': ::: :.: <: ::- 

options = odeset('rcltol'. le-6.'ribsto11, le-6); 
( .; 
_ _ _ .  _. .. - . - . .- . . .., . . , , . . : : ..: :. : : .:: :: ; : ': : : : ;. :: :': .;; ::. : : :{: ::- ::: :"; :,: :;; :). : : ;;: :;: :': ;i: :;: :.: .;; ::. :': ::: :;: ::: :i: :> ::: :> ::: :,: * ::: : I ::: 8 :.: :i: ::. :': :+ ::: ::: :% *: ::: * ::: ::: 2: ::: 



COhTIG3-ST-M 
qi File - coniïg3-st2.m 
5 This i-mitint. intcgrritcs the stiite cq~iritioiii foi- Contigiirrition 3 mode1 

function pdot = config3-st(t,p) 

rzlobril Ra-p La-p Kt-p gh-p rw-p Jw-p rg_p J g p  Jm Gp eta-p lambda-p phi-p ... 
L 

v-slide-coeff-p v-normal-coeff-p ... 
Ra-s La-s Kt-s gh-s w-s mw-s r ~ s  m ~ s  Gs eta-s Iambda-s phi-s ... 
v-slide-coeff-s v-normal-coeff-s ... 
mu-s mu-k D tooth-stiffness-p tooth-stiffnesss backlash-p backlash-s DV 

theta-contact ... 
thetacontact-sti ffen constraint-sti ffness x-max theta-max ... 
Frnax n b Kmax Kmin L rnam R xkmax mload Wload Wann Ja pmax 

theta-contact-ma ... 
x-contact A A-non B xki xmovei K-init thetai 

5 DEFISE SORYIXL .ASD FRICTIOS.AL FORCES FOR THE POSITIOS MOTOR 
c W O R N  A S D  WORhl GEAR R 

5 Dctïnc \ c l~c i t>  in thc nor-rixil ancl sliding direction 
v-np = v-normal-coeff-p*[p(2);p(lO);p(l l)]; 5 SOI-mal vcl. bctuccn gcrii- tccth nf 
pas I 1 ion motor 
v-tp = v-slide-coeff-p*[p(2);p(lO);p( 1 l)]; I;; Sli Jiiig vsl. he in  c'en gear teeth of' pmition 
l l~o~(~)l-  

cT tcrml; delta-p = Di-p(p(3)) ;';; Onc <)f  the nonlincar d:iinpiii, 
delta-dot-p = Di-dot-p(p(3).v_np); 5 Second 01' the nonliiteai- danipins ieimli 



tooth-damp-p = D*delta-p*delta-dot-p: 5; Danipi ng foicc of non l i  near dainprrr hrtu tlen 
ZCN r s s th  ( Hei-t~irin ) - 
tooth-stiff-p = N_spring_p(p(3)); % Spnng forcc of nonlinex spring beiu.een grar treth 

N-p = tooth-damp-p + tooth-stiff-p; C i  Soimnl force hetiveen geür ieeth 
T g p  = L*(F-in + F-ke); Extenial torqur on the Sear 
Tw-p = Kt-p*gh-p/(La-p)*p(l): Ti Torque applied to the worm 
Tm = R*(F-springl - F-spring2) - 2*b*RA2/Jm*p(LO); ci. Torquc applicd to clboir joint 

Ff-ma-p = abs(N-p*mu-s); ci Maimiim stoiic frictional force 
Ff-k-p = abs(N-p*mu-k); 9 Kinetic fi-iction 
5 Rcqiiii-cd frictioinal forcc to maintriin cquilibrium 
Ff-eq-p = ((Tw-plJw-p*w-p*cos(lambda-p) - (Tcp/Jg_p + 
Tm/Jm)*r!z+p*sin(lambda-p)) - ... 

(w-pA2/Jw-p - r ~ p ~ 2 * ( 1 / . l g _ p  + 
1/Jm))*N~p*sin(lambda~p)*cos(larnbdap)*cos(phi~p))/~.. 
(sin(1ambda-p)"2*rg_pA2*(1/Jg_p + Mm) + cos(lambda~p)A2*(rw~pA2)lJw~p); 

C~ilcul:ition of r i s t u d  friction hi-cc 
Ff-p = (Y-p-=O) .*... 

((abs(vtp)>=DV) .*( Ff-k-p .* sign(v-tp))+ ... 
(abs(v-tp)<DV). *((abs(Ff-eq-p)<abs(Ff-ma-pl). *(Ff-eq-pl+-- 
(abs(Ff-eq-p)>=abs(Ff-max-p)). *(Ff-max-p.*si_gn(Ff-eq-pl))); 

(-; DEFISE SORJI-AL .ASD FRICTIOS-AL FORCES FOR THE STIFFXESS hIOTOR 
i LE-ID SCREII' .ASD SC'Ti 

' ( Dcf'iiic \ c l o i i t ~  In thc noriniil :incl slidins clircction 
V-ns = v-normal-coeff-s* [p(5);p(7)l; 5 Sormril \ el. het\wen sear teeth of sii ft'nsss 
motor 
v-ts = v-slide_coeff_s*[p(5):p(7)]: "; Slidiag \ cl. bct\sxxn gear t w t h  of stiffness motor 

delta-s = Di-s(p(6)); 5 One o i  i he noni ineu- dampi ns i m s  
delta-dot-s = Di-dot-s(p(6),v_ns); 5; Sccond of the nonlincar drimping tcrms 
tooth-damp-s = D*delta-s*delta-dot-s: c; Dampi ng forcc of rion lincar dampcr bct\vceii 
CCN rccth t Hei-tzim i 
tooth-sti ff-s = N-springs(p(6)); 5 Spt-ing h r c r  01' non l inerir spring heiwen gear testh 

N-s = toothdamp-s + tooth-stiff-s; 5 Sorrnal foicc bctwccn gcrir tctlth 
F g s  = (-2*b/(GsAl*mgs)*p(7) - L/Gs*F-spring 1 - llGs*F_spring2); c i  Force applied to 
n u i  c1it;tdr:ttic spr-ings and diiinpcrs 
Fw-s = Kt-s*gh-s/(La_s*rw_s)*p(4): ri Input forcc un thc Icai SCI-ci\ 100th 

Ff-mm-s = abs(N-s*mu-s); 5 \l;iuiniuin s tmc frictioiiaI toi-ce 
Ff-k-s = abs(N-s*mu-k): Kinst  IC tï-iction 



Ff-eq-s = (Fw-s - N-s*sin(lambda-s)*cos(phi-s)* ( 1 -eta-s) + 
Fz-s*eta-s*tan(lambda_s))/ ... 
(cos(Iambda~s)*(l+etas*tan(lambda~s)A2)); ci Forcc of friction required to maintriin 

.;tatic cc l~ i i  I i l ~ r i c ~ r n  

Calculrit ion of' acturil friction force 
Ff-s = (N-s-=O) .*... 

((abs(v-ts)>=DV).*(Ff- kksS*sign(v_ts))+-. . 
(abs(v-ts)cDV).*((abs(Ff_eq-s)cabs(Ff- max-s)) .*( Ff-eq-s)+.-. 
(abs(Ff-eq-s)>=abs(Ff-max-s )). * (Ff-max-S. *sign(Ff-eq-s)))); 

CALCC'LXTE STATE VARIABLE DERIViTIVES 
pdot = A*p + A-non*[N-p;Ff-p;N-s:Ff-s;F-spring 1 :F-spring2;F-ke] + 
B* [Vp(t):Vs(t):F-in;Vel(t)]; 

C0NSTRAINT.M 
Same as Config 1 simulation (Appendix C) 

funct ion d-dot = didot-p(x,xdot): 



olobal backlash-p 
L 

d-dot = ( x d o t  ). *(abs(x)>=(bac klas h-p/2)); 

DI-DOT-S-M 
5- File - di-dot-s.n~ 
G This f~inction crilculliics the interpcnritrrition vclocity of the mriting teeth 
5; of the siil'fnsss motor 

function d-dot = didot-s(x,x-dot); 

olobal backlash-s - 
d-dot = (x-dot).*(abs(x)>=(bac klash-d2)); 

EQUILIBR1UM.M 
Same as Configl simulation in Appendix C 

F1N.M 
Same as Configl simulation in Appendix C 

1NITIALIZE.M 
Ci Filc: 1niti:ilizc.m 
5 -This t'i lc defirics thc \.riri;iblcs :in J prit-rinicrsi-s and iriiritilizcs constants 
5 Ibr Con t'i$.nl ~ i r n u l ~ i t i o n  

clobal Ra-p La-p Kt-p gh-p rw-p Jw-p r g p  Jg,-p Jm Gp eta-p lambda-p phi-p ... 
C 

v-SI idccoeff-p v-normal-coeff-p .. . 
Ra-s La-s Kt-s gh-s nv-s mw-s rg_s m g s  Gs eta-s lambda-s phi-s ... 
v-slidecoeff-s v-normal-coeff-s ... 
mu-s mu-k D tooth-sti ffness-p tooth-sti ffness-s bac klash-p backlash-s DV 

thetacontact ... 
thetacontact-sti ffen constraint-sti ffness x-max theta-max ... 
Fmax n b Kmax Kmin L mann R xkmax mload Wload Wann Ja pmax 

thetacontact-max ... 
xcontact A A-non B xki xmovei K-init thetai 

( - i  ............................. P -4 R .A YI ET ERS ................................. 
thetai =-go; 
K-init = 30; 

(.; pOSI'I'IOS 11OTOK SPEC1FIC.-ITIOXS -- "p" siibscripr (.L.licroklo 1 1 SS9 1 Brirsbless 
ini,ic)r-) ...-- .-.. '~."""'.".""."""".~'. <. . . . . %. . -  .* ... ._. .: -..._- -: -.. ._ .... -_. ... ./ 



L = -33; 9; hi-eann length (rn) 
mann = -280; 5 mass of foi-sarm (kg) 
R = 0.187: 'i cffcctikc rxiius of c l b o ~  joint (m) 
mload = (9-rnann/2)/2.2; 5 load mriss (kg) 

'1; DES [Ci5 P.AR.4\.IETERS 
: : ;i. : : : : 5. : . r : ;i. : : . : 2. : : : : 5. : : - : <. :.: .,: :3 :': ::: ;:. ::: :': 5: ::: : : :> :': :': + ::: ::: 2: :': :': * ::: ::: * ::: ::: .+ :': :':Sc:.: ::: * :.: ::: .+ ::: 

Kmax = 80; "i n u \  elhou stit'Ïnc.ss (S .n~ / i -ad)  
Kmin = 1 ;  ( i  min clbou stiftness t S.m/rrid) 
' .; 
: : : , : : ... ; : , : : : : .................+................ '. .... .' ..... .,-: .".' <. ... .j ......- i. ... .:- i. ... .i ' ::: :+ :3 :.: :s;i: ::: :$ :> ... ...:...... ............. .> <. ............... ... + 3 3 .  .(- .). .:- .> .:. -:.: .:. -5 : .:- -5 .:. .:- -7- ................... .. .. ... :. . ................ - ................... 

Jw-p = J - rotordp*ghdpA2 + J-wom-p;5 J-iotor-p + J-ti oim-p/(gh-pA?): 
J=_p = Jxear-p + Ja; 



'7 DEFISITIOS OF XORk1.AL .ASD T.4SGESTI.AL \'ELOCITY COEFF BETWEES 
ij'ORb1 .ASD \i70R.\1 GE.AR 
v-slide-coeff-p = [cos(lambda_p)*rw-p/Jw-p,- 
sin(lambda-p)+rg_p/Jm,sin(lambda_p)*r~p);  
v-normalcoeff-p = 
[sin(lambd~p)*cos(phi~p)*wTWp/Jw~p.cos(lambda~p)*cos(phi~p)*r~p/Jm,- 
cos( lambda-p)*cos(phi-p)*rg_p/J~p]: 

:': .,: -': -': :,. -:: : : ;,. Sr - : ..: % r-r ;,. k ::: ;: s: ::: :.: 3: ::c ;.: 5: ::r ..: 5: '1: :,. Y :Ir :.: 5: :'t :,. ::r :': :.:ri: r:: ::: r:: :.: I: 7:: ::: 5: :. ::: A ::: :.: 3: 2: ;.: 3: q ::: %:::a: 5: <: ::: s :> :.: ::: ::: 3: 

5 STIFFSESS i\'OR\l X S D  R.ACK SPECIFIC.\TIOSS . . . . :  . . . < .  . . . .-. - .. ., . . .. .:- .'. ...- :. ... .'.*.. .'. i. .> .:. i. -: .... <.-..... i. . . . . . . . . . , . .  . , . . .-.. ... ... ... .,. .: *: ,.... .:. .:. ... .:. ...... ... ..... -..... ... ..--.- ...-,- ..-. :.< 



5. DEFISITIOS OF SORM.LL ASD T.ASGESTI.AL \TLOCITY COEFF BETUJEES 
\iFORh1 .ASD R.ACK 
v-s 1 idecoe ff-s = [cos(lambda~s)/mw~s.sin(lambda~s)/mgs] ; 
v-normal-coeff-s = [sin(lambda~s)*cos(phi~s)/mw~s,-cos(1ambdaa~)*~~~(phii~)lm~s]; 
c; 

.................... ... : < S..... <. -.. ... < ... .> .:. -:. .:. <. -.--> 4 --.. ...:. -.. ..... <. . -.-- ............................................ ..................... ,.. ., ..- ..... .:. ...... .:. .> 2: s: ?$ :% sr :+ <; -3 :3 2: :: :i: <: :; ::: <: ::: :> <L :r $c -3 :% 2 & :> <: ;> :3 :$ ::: :': 

mu-s = 0. I l ;  ''; striric friction coct't?cicnt hctn.ecn worrn and rack ( 1 

mu-k = 0,09;5 0.2: T.; kinetic fi-ictioi~ corl'ticient bet~vesn u:om and rack i 1 

.................. ... ..... ... ... ... - ..........:...... ..... ... .............. ... -.- ................... ................................ ................................................... .:. .; ;. .., <- -:. ;. -:-. ;. -:- -. -:- -; <. ;. .> <. -:. ;. .> ::: :;: :? ::: * I3 :;: * y '  ;:: * :> :!: 2: :- ::; 2: :> :'- ... _ . . . . . . .  _ -  ..- ._ ...-.......... .:. - . . 

'; \OR\.l.-IL FORCE P.-i\R.Al.lETERS BET\VEES ivOR>I ASD K.ACK 
... ....... : < : - : :  2. : . .  ..:. ..... y . .  .... ..... ...... ................... * -*::: ::; * s-.. .'.S. 

thetacontact = 200; (.'i angle o f  conttlct (desi-ses) 
thetacontact-stiffen = -1; ringle of contact stif 'kning ( d q - e e s  1 

constraxnt-sti ffness = 10000; '7 constant constrint sti ffncss ( S/m ) 
- ;  

. . .  
: : ;:. : . : ;:.: : : : 2; .  : : : : b: : :': :% ::::,:*::::,:+::::': <: :,: :,: +. :,: ::: * ::::,:<::,::,: * ::: : :.+::::::<:::: ::;*::::::* - ..... - - - * - .... - '  -* .:. "'-" ... ;. -. ...... - - * <: ::: * :': ::: * <: ::: g ::: :::<: :': 

' ; Ql-.'lDR.-\TIC SPRI SG P.AR.\\lF,TERS 
......................................... .:. ............................ .:. .:. .. .:. ...... :..:. ..........-.. ......................._.................................... . . ..................-.. 



Fmax = 36.3; inas Forcc pos'iihlt. ( 5  i 

pmax = theta-max*pi/ 180; con\cn mas  ans$ to radians 
x kmax = (xmax-R*pmax)/(l+n); 5 intrsimum sti-sic h (in ) 

'; COST.ACT C.ALCCL.ATI0SS 
theta-con tact-max = theta-contact + theta-contact-stiffen; 5 angle of mau sti ff 
xcon tac t  = theta-contact*pi/lSO*R; '2 rest position of constrint spring 

x ki = (K-ini t-Kmin)/(Kmax-Kmin)*xkmax; 
xmovei = thetai*pi/l80*R: 

(., [ ] \ * 4TR *\ :.. :,: %-::. --*:;?.:.: $ *2::.: .+-; :.: * $, :,: .: . -1. . . ... . . .. .--'. .:. ... -.- <.-.. .. .,. ... . - <. .. ... -:, ... ... .,. ...- ,. -. ... ..* <. ... -:. ... - ... - ..- ... ... .:. . ... . * ::: :.: .s +: ::: * *: :,: * *: ::: * ::: ::t .* *: . . .  
A= zeros( 17): 
A( 1.1 ) = -Ra-p/La-p: 
A( 1.2) = - Kt-p*gh-pl(Jw-p): 
A(2.I ) = Kt-p*gh-p/(La-p); 
A(3.2) = sin(~ambda~p)*cos(phiip)*~TWplJ~f~p: 
A(3.10) = cos(lambda~p)*cos(phi~p)*rg,p/Jm: 
243.1 1) = -cos(lambda~p)*cos(phi~p)*r~plJg_p: 
A(4.4) = -Ra-sh-s ;  
A(4.5) = - K t ~ s * g h ~ s / ( m w ~ s * n v ~ s ) :  
( - ;  .-'( 4. 1 1 , = - 2  1.; R A  - >:.: h/lG[>;:.Ja): 

A(5.4) = Kt_s*gh-s/(w-srLa_s); 
A(6.5) = sin(lambda~s)*cos(phi~s)/mw~s; 
A(6.7) = -~~~(iambda~s)*cos(phi~s)/m~s; 
A(7.7) = -2*bl(GsA2*mgs); 
A(8.7) = 1 l(Gs*mg-s); 
A(8.1 O)= -R/(Jrn): 
A(9.7) = l l (Gs*mgs):  
A(9. IO)  = R/(Jm): 
A( 1 O. 1 O) = -2*RA2*blJm; 
A( 13.4) = U(J%p): 
A(13.2) = l/J\v-p: 
A( 14.1 1 )= 1 1 J ~ p :  
A( 15.5) = l/mw-s: 
A( 16.7) = l l m ~ s :  
A(17.10) = 11Jm; 



m m m m t b  
nnnn 



g iobril backlash-s tooth-stiffness-s 

PH1.M 
Same as Configl simulation in Appendix C 

PS1.M 
Same as Configl simulation in Appendix C 

VEL.M 
Same as Configl simulation in Appendix C 

func t ion  Voltage 1 = Vp(t); 

i!- 1 
Voltage 1 = 0: 

cnd 

dV = Vf-Vi; 
dt = t2-tl: 

a = (Vi-V - avg)/(.2*(.2*dtAZ + dtXt 1 - dt"t7)): 
Vo = (V-avg) - a*(.S*dt)*(tZ+t 1 ); 
Voo = (V-avg) + a*(.Pdt)*(t3+t 1 ) ;  



i f  O 
Voltage2 = 0; 

cnd 

if 1 
t l  =O: 
t2 = .16: 
t3 = -30: 
t-i = t3+tZ: 

dV = Vf-Vi: 
dt = t2-tl; 

a = (Vi-V-avg)/(.S*(.2*dtA2 + dt*t 1 - dt*t2)): 
V o  = (V-avg) - a*(.2*dt)*<t2+t 1 ): 
Voo = (V-avg) + a*(.2*dt)*(t2+t 1): 



Vol tage2 = (t>=t l).*(t<(02*dt+t 1 )).*V-paral + 
(t>=(O.Iedt+t l)).*(t<(0.!3*dt+t l)).*VJne 1 ... 

+(t>=(M*dt+t l)).*(tc=t3).*VVpara2 + (t>t2).*(t<=t3).*Vf + 
(t>t3).*(t<(O2*dt+t3))-*VVpara3 ... 

+ (t>=(0.2*dt+t3))-*(tc(O.8*dt+t3)).*V-line + (t>=(0.8*dt+t3)).*(tc=t4).*V-para4; 
end 




